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Abstract
This Ph.D. thesis deals with the utilization of flexible demand-side resources in the electric power system for the provision of ancillary services, emergency control functionalities, and the operational flexibility
that is crucial for the transition to a power system based on Renewable
Energy Sources (RES).
A major part of the work is focused on modeling and control of large
populations of Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs) for heating
and cooling applications. The principal objective of this research effort is to achieve a reliable setpoint tracking of the TCLs’ aggregate
power consumption without compromising the users’ comfort. Tracking is achieved by using coordination algorithms on the device level
which send switching signals to selected TCLs, or broadcast information
that causes autonomous switching reactions by TCLs. The coordination algorithms used are 1) rule-based and 2) based on Model Predictive
Control (MPC). The aggregate State of Charge (SOC) of the TCL population can be defined as a measure of internal TCL temperatures with
respect to upper and lower temperature limits, indicating how much
flexibility the TCLs exhibit without becoming too hot or too cold. This
enables the integration of the aggregate SOC in dispatch algorithms.
The TCL populations coordinated by setpoint tracking algorithms are
integrated into a supervisory dispatch framework which combines controllable loads, storage devices, and generation units in so-called Virtual
Power Plants (VPPs). These flexible portfolios of physically diverse
units are mathematically represented by a novel modeling approach
called Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF). Various control
services for power systems, e.g., least-cost dispatch, ramping reduction,
and frequency control, are formulated and simulated using the PNMF.
We use MPC for dispatching the portfolio using predictions of load and
intermittent renewable energy as an input.
xiii
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Based on the PNMF, we furthermore investigate economic aspects of
using controllable loads and storage units for ancillary service provision
in power systems. A primary concern is the revenue that a flexible
portfolio of coordinated units can achieve in control reserves markets at
certain price levels. To approach this question, we conduct parameter
variations over a set of time simulations of two benchmark portfolios.
This yields a simulation-based estimation of the control potential of a
certain portfolio composition. Together with assumptions based on the
analysis of historical price data, an assessment of the economic potential
of control reserve provision by VPPs is enabled. Furthermore, we use
the modeling methodology e3 value to propose a profit sharing between
the market actors participating in the reserve provision scheme.
Finally, this work also elaborates on the issue of Under-Frequency
Load Shedding (UFLS) in large-scale disturbance situations. Nowadays, under-frequency relays are present in the distribution substations
of most interconnected grids. These relays trigger the disconnection of
distribution feeders in the case of a decaying system frequency. We investigate in this thesis by means of transient system simulations how this
mechanism could be replaced by a completely decentralized CustomerLevel Under-Frequency Load Shedding (CL-UFLS) system which would
leave the distribution feeders connected and shed low-priority load
preferably. We propose a system design and a methodology for assigning frequency thresholds to the individual appliance classes in close
coordination with the co-existing Conventional Under-Frequency Load
Shedding (C-UFLS) system. We conduct time simulations to show the
effectiveness of CL-UFLS and also study the effects of Distributed Generation (DG) on the frequency dynamics during load shedding events.

Kurzfassung
Diese Doktorarbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Nutzung von flexiblen Verbrauchern im elektrischen Energiesystem für die Bereitstellung von
Systemdienstleistungen, Notfall-Regelungsfunktionen und betrieblicher
Flexibilität für die Systemtransformation zu einem auf erneuerbaren
Energien basierenden Stromnetz.
Ein Schwerpunkt der Arbeit liegt auf der Modellierung und Regelung grosser Gruppen thermostatgeregelter Lasten, Thermostatically
Controlled Loads (TCLs), die für Heiz- und Kühlanwendungen eingesetzt werden. Das übergeordnete Ziel dieser Forschungsarbeit ist die
Erzielung einer zuverlässigen Sollwertfolge durch die aggregierte Leistungsaufnahme der Gerätegruppe, ohne den Benutzerkomfort zu beeinträchtigen. Die Sollwertfolge wird durch Koordinationsalgorithmen auf
der Geräteebene realisiert, die Schaltsignale an ausgewählte Geräte senden, oder per Broadcast“ Informationen an alle Geräte verteilen, auf
”
welche die Geräte mit autonomen Schaltaktionen reagieren. Die verwendeten Koordinationsalgorithmen sind 1) regelbasiert und 2) basierend
auf Model Predictive Control (MPC). Der aggregierte Ladezustand oder
State of Charge (SOC) der Gerätegruppe kann als Mass für die internen
TCL-Temperaturen bezogen auf ihre oberen und unteren Grenzen definiert werden. Dies gibt Aufschluss über die Flexibilität, die die TCLs
unter Beachtung ihrer Temperaturschranken aufweisen und ermöglicht
die Integration des aggregierten SOC in Dispatch-Algorithmen.
Die von Sollwertfolge-Algorithmen koordinierten Gerätepopulationen
werden in ein übergeordnetes System zur Einsatzplanung (Dispatch)
eingebunden, das steuerbare Lasten, Energiespeicher und Erzeugungseinheiten in sogenannten Virtuellen Kraftwerken“, Virtual Power
”
Plants (VPPs), zusammenfasst. Diese flexiblen Portfolios aus physikalisch unterschiedlichen Einheiten werden mathematisch durch ein neuartiges Modellierungskonzept, genannt Power Nodes Modeling Frame”
work (PNMF)“, repräsentiert. Verschiedene Regeldienstleistungen für
xv
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elektrische Netze, z.B. kostenoptimaler Einsatz, Rampenreduktion und
Frequenzregelung, werden mit dem PNMF formuliert und simuliert. Für
den Dispatch des Portfolios unter Einsatz von Prädiktionen für Last und
fluktierende erneuerbare Energien wird ein MPC-Regler verwendet.
Weiterhin werden basierend auf dem PNMF ökonomische Aspekte
der Nutzung steuerbarer Lasten und Energiespeicher in elektrischen
Energiesystemen untersucht. Eine primäre Fragestellung ist der Deckungsbeitrag, den ein flexibles Portfolio von koordinierten Einheiten in
Regelleistungsmärkten bei bestimmten Preisniveaus erzielen kann. Um
eine Aussage darüber treffen zu können, werden Parametervariationen
über einer Anzahl von Zeitsimulation mit zwei Benchmark-Portfolios
durchgeführt. Dies liefert eine simulationsbasierte Abschätzung des Regelungspotentials einer bestimmten Portfoliozusammensetzung. Zusammen mit Annahmen, die auf einer Analyse historischer Preisdaten basieren, wird so eine Bewertung des wirtschaftlichen Potentials von Regeldienstleistungen durch virtuelle Kraftwerke ermöglicht. Weiterhin wird
die Modellierungsmethodik e3 value genutzt, um eine Aufteilung des
Profits zwischen den verschiedenen Marktakteuren vorzuschlagen, die
an der Regelleistung-Bereitstellung beteiligt sind.
Schliesslich beschäftigt sich die Arbeit mit der Problematik des Unterfrequenz-Lastabwurfs in grossräumigen Störungssituationen. Heute werden Unterfrequenz-Relais in den Verteilnetz-Unterstationen der meisten
Verbundnetze eingesetzt. Diese Relais führen bei einem Abfall der Netzfrequenz die Trennung von Verteilnetz-Strängen herbei. In dieser Arbeit
wird mit Hilfe von transienten Netzsimulationen untersucht, wie ein solcher Mechanismus durch einen vollständig dezentralen Lastabwurf auf
Kundenebene ersetzt werden könnte, der die Trennung der Verteilnetzstränge verhindern und niedrig priorisierte Lasten bevorzugt abwerfen
kann. Es wird ein konkretes Systemdesign vorgeschlagen, ebenso wie
eine Methodik zur Zuweisung von Frequenz-Schwellwerten an die einzelnen Geräteklassen, die in enger Koordination mit dem koexistierenden konventionellen Lastabwurfsystem geschieht. Durch Zeitsimulationen wird die Effektivität des Lastabwurfs auf Kundenebene demonstriert, und der Effekt verteilter Erzeugung auf die Frequenzdynamik bei
Lastabwürfen wird untersucht.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This first chapter will give an overview of the recent developments in the
electric power industry that motivate the present work. After a brief look
at historical facts, we will focus on the tremendous changes that are currently occurring in energy policy, energy and power research, and power
system operation. We will touch upon climate policy, renewable energies, power market liberalization, and the paradigm of “SmartGrids”,
specifically the active control of the demand side, in order to set the
scene for the chapters to follow.

1.1
1.1.1

Background and Motivation
History of Electric Power Systems

The development of electric power systems dates back to the end of the
19th century when the basic ideas of power supply infrastructures were
conceived. The first stages of the electrification of society were initiated
in parallel in the United States of America and Europe through three
interrelated factors: major technological breakthroughs on the side of
electricity generation such as the invention of the dynamo, novel electrified household appliances and industrial machines, as well as innovative
business models [1]. Small-scale isolated power systems emerged when
the first thermal power plants were constructed on industrial sites or
in small neighborhoods. After an initial struggle between Alternating
Current (AC) and Direct Current (DC) grids, AC prevailed as the standard for electric power supply. The individual small distribution grids
were interconnected and gradually extended to larger regional and later
interregional grids as transmission technology progressed and voltage
1
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levels increased. The main argument for interconnection was the increased reliability resulting from the fact that a power deficit due to a
generator outage could be compensated by other sources in the grid.
These developments evolved in parallel in various parts of the world.
While in the USA the transmission systems were predominantly confined within the borders of the country, the geographical situation
in Europe called for international cooperation in order to extend the
power system to a large-scale, continent-wide grid. In 1951, the Union
pour la Coordination de la Production et du Transport de l’Électricité
(UCPTE), which was later called Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE), was formed in order to facilitate the
development of the European interconnected system [2]. In the second
half of the 20th century, major grid extensions were realized under the
supervision of UCTE. Rules and regulations for Transmission System
Operators (TSOs) were standardized in order to allow a coordinated
operation. The predominant paradigm of that era was the efficient bulk
power transmission over long distances, along with centralized power
generation largely reliant on fossil fuels, hydro, and nuclear power. Vertical power flows between voltage levels were usually unidirectional as
hardly any power generation was taking place in the lower voltage levels.
Generation units were scheduled to follow the uncontrolled demand.
The historically grown structures of electric power systems are currently
facing radical changes which were initiated around the beginning of the
21st century. The necessity to cut back on Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions has instilled a paradigm shift in energy policy targets and legislation, initiating a large-scale transformation towards a low-carbon (or
even zero-carbon) energy system [3]. Renewable Energy Sources (RES),
often intermittent and decentralized, are increasingly utilized for power
production. In parallel, the electricity sector was liberalized and is now
subject to (individually different degrees of) free-market competition
in all European countries and many others around the world. These
developments are increasing the complexity of planning and operating
interconnected power systems.

1.1.2

Low-Carbon Energy Scenarios and Policy

The growing concern about the impacts of carbon dioxide emissions on
the world’s climate systems were underlined by new research results in
the first decade of the 21st century. According to these, a failure to
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cap CO2 levels in the atmosphere below certain critical levels within
the next decades is likely to lead to severe consequences for natural climate systems, fauna and flora, and human civilization [4]. The costs of
implementing an effective climate protection regime in order to achieve
the transition towards a low-carbon energy system were estimated to
be lower than dealing with the consequences of non-action [5]. In the
context of political action against climate change, an emissions trading
system has been put into place in Europe [6].
Energy system research has addressed these findings by focusing research efforts on the transition towards a more sustainable energy system, primarily by means of simulation studies and scenario analyses.
The envisioned pathways to a low-carbon energy future are usually dependent upon assumption sets in the scenario simulations which are
often highly uncertain and may be influenced by subjective reasoning
and political preferences. Hence, a large number of completely different
energy scenarios have emerged, describing a multitude of future energy
systems with diverse ideas on possible generation portfolios. A comparative assessment of selected scenarios can be found in [7]. Some of the
recently published scenarios rely on an expansion of nuclear power [8],
fossil fuels with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) [9], or natural gas
[10]. Other scenarios, such as [11, 12, 13, 14], favor high shares of RES
for the decarbonization of the energy production. Global potentials
of renewable energies have been shown to be sufficient and technically
accessible for covering the entire global energy demand [15, 16]. Arguments for renewable energy utilization are steep industrial learning
curves and large cost reduction potentials [17] and the absence of critical risks as in the case of, e.g., nuclear energy. Problems are associated
with intermittency, low energy density, and the (presently) high generation cost which calls for financial incentive schemes. In general, the
scientific and public discussion on advantages and disadvantages of different generation technologies as well as energy policy frameworks and
incentive schemes can be highly controversial [18, 19, 20, 21].
The share that RES will account for in the world’s energy mix of 2050
and beyond is hard to predict. However, a continued expansion at
substantial growth rates can be assumed. Many countries have implemented ambitious targets for RES expansion [22, 23] and a number of
incentive schemes such as feed-in tariffs or quota systems [24]. These
schemes are known to interact with the European emission trading system not always in the desired way [25], but there are strong arguments
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for letting both instruments co-exist and complement each other [26].
These aspects of recent energy policy create a dynamic environment for
the expansion of RES utilizations with high growth rates [27].

1.1.3

Intermittent Renewable Energy

The principal primary sources of renewable energy are the sun (solar
radiation, ambient heat, precipitation, melting of snow, ocean currents,
wind, waves, and biomass), gravitation of the moon (tidal energy), and
radioactive fission processes in the earth (geothermal energy) [28]. All of
these energy forms can be used for electricity generation. In general, the
more concentrated forms of renewable energy, such as hydro power and
biomass, are easier to harvest than the more dispersed sources such as
wind and solar energy. However, the technically usable potentials under
the constraints of environmental protection are far larger for wind and
solar energy. Consequently, substantial percentages of future large RES
contributions will have to come from these sources.
The basic challenge of wind and solar in-feeds in the power system lies
in their intermittency on a variety of timescales [29, 30]: wind energy
exhibits a strong dependency on the season, the time of day, and prevalent weather conditions. Hour-to-hour variations with strong autocorrelation can be observed, as well as uncorrelated ones in the range of
seconds and minutes with a lower amplitude. Solar photovoltaic (PV)
power generation exhibits dominant daily generation patterns, which
also depend on the season, and short-term effects induced by clouds
and other weather phenomena. In solar-thermal power production, the
daily generation pattern can be influenced by using a heat storage [31].
The impacts of electricity generation by intermittent RES on power
systems are manifold: the temporal variability of the RES generation
poses a challenge to the dispatch of conventional power plants since the
variation of the residual load (load minus intermittent generation) can
trigger frequent start-up and shut-down events [32]. Large active-power
ramps induced by intermittent generation can be higher than the usual
load ramps and can also coincide with load changes in the opposite
direction, as reported in [33] for the case of wind power. Increasing
amounts of required active power reserves can also be observed as wind
power penetration increases [34]. Another important factor is the increased need for long-distance power transmission since the best RES
sites are often far away from the load centers.
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In general, we can state that the flexibility of a power system is of
critical importance for its hosting capacity for renewable energies [35].
On power markets, a lack of flexibility can lead to negative spot market
prices since it may be more economical for a power plant to produce for
a negative revenue than to incur shut-down or ramping costs [36].
Furthermore, there are short-time-scale impacts on power system stability induced by the increase in renewable energy. In the case of wind
energy, doubly-fed induction generators have little inertia compared to
synchronous machines, and inverter-connected generation units do not
provide any inertia to the grid by default. Fault-ride-through capability, especially of wind power [37], is important for protecting the power
system in the case of disturbances. Solar PV power generation can also
influence the dynamic behavior of the interconnected network [38].

1.1.4

Distributed Generation

Along with the increasing penetration of renewable energies, the amount
of decentralized production of electric energy in distribution grids, mostly referred to as Distributed Generation (DG), is on the rise. Distribution grids were originally not designed to accommodate large amounts
of generation units, hence they are still lacking the same degree of automation and monitoring which is common in transmission systems. If
only small amounts of DG are present, they can be installed according
to a “fit and forget” paradigm and do not have to be actively managed.
With DG becoming a major new paradigm of electric energy supply
[39], the high density of generation in many distribution grids can cause
novel issues that require active measures for integration [40]. Especially
in the case of PV power generation, which is predominantly decentralized and also intermittent, a high penetration in a distribution grid may
require measures to avoid over-voltages and component overloads [41].

1.1.5

Liberalization of the Electricity Sector

In many countries, the electricity markets were liberalized in the last
20 years. As with other vital infrastructures such as telecommunication
networks or water supply, legislation and regulation was continuously
adapted to the experiences during the liberalization process. Although
the initial objectives of market liberalization, such as increased efficiency, lower prices, and inherent incentives to protect the environment,
were not always attained right after the market openings [42], large
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gains in experience may remedy the negative aspects of liberalization
over time [43].
As a result of the market openings, the transmission grids are increasingly utilized for energy trading, which increases the necessity to transport power over large distances. This can lead to a power system operation closer to its security margins [44]. Congestions between countries
are usually accounted for by explicit or implicit capacity auctions [45],
while intra-area congestions are usually handled by the responsible TSO,
e.g., by re-dispatch and counter-trading.
The national jurisdiction on the implementation of energy market liberalization has led to a high diversity of energy market regimes. Especially
in the field of ancillary service markets, the concrete market design,
product structures, and the used nomenclature may vary significantly
between countries [46].
We now take a brief look at the market opening process in Switzerland,
as we base some of our analyses in later chapters on the Swiss situation.
The liberalization of the Swiss electricity sector was designed as a twostage process. As described in [47], the first part of the liberalization
took place on January 1, 2009, when the wholesale electricity market as
well as the ancillary service markets were opened. Final customers with
an annual consumption above 100 MWh were enabled to opt out of the
regulated tariffs and to freely choose their electricity supplier. A second
stage of liberalization, scheduled for 2014, shall open the market also for
small customers with a consumption below 100 MWh per year. Active
power control reserves, which are of particular interest in this work, are
tendered in weekly or daily auction processes which are administered
by the TSO Swissgrid [48].

1.1.6

SmartGrids

The paradigm of “SmartGrids” emerged as a way to deal with the increasing complexity in the electric power industry as a consequence
of RES expansion, energy efficiency requirements, and market liberalization. Although the term lacks a formal definition accepted by all
stakeholders, the common understanding of “SmartGrids” is a combination of power engineering and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for the implementation of advanced techniques for monitoring, control, and optimization on all grid levels [49]. Motivations for
the implementation of SmartGrid features can be energy conservation,
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enhanced controllability and stability of the power system, novel revenue opportunities in energy or ancillary service markets, or economic
benefits due to more efficient grid operation. According to the SmartGrids European Technology Platform (ETP) [50], a SmartGrid is:
“an electricity network that can intelligently integrate the actions of all users
connected to it – generators, consumers and those that do both – in order
to efficiently deliver sustainable, economic and secure electricity supplies. A
smart grid employs innovative products and services together with intelligent
monitoring, control, communication, and self-healing technologies in order to:
• Better facilitate the connection and operation of generators of all sizes
and technologies
• Allow consumers to play a part in optimising the operation of the system
• Provide consumers with greater information and options for choice of
supply
• Significantly reduce the environmental impact of the whole electricity
supply system
• Maintain or even improve the existing high levels of system reliability,
quality and security of supply
• Maintain and improve the existing services efficiently
• Foster market integration towards a European integrated market.”

Some key features of SmartGrids are elaborated below.

Information and Communication Technology
The key enabling technology for SmartGrids is ICT integrated with the
power system infrastructure. This includes advanced control and monitoring equipment in transmission and distribution systems which allows
operators to obtain a high degree of knowledge about the system’s operational state as well as to take action in real time. Utility business
processes, such as the billing of customers, are facilitated by the utilization of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). Furthermore, the
possibility to interact with the final customer, e.g., through dynamic
pricing regimes, enhanced energy services, or direct load control, is established by ICT [51]. “SmartHome” technologies, originally designed
for user comfort enhancement and energy efficiency increase, can be integrated with the grid ICT to allow a joint optimization according to
local performance requirements and grid-wide objectives [52].
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SmartGrid Features on Different Grid Levels
Many transmission-level power system features now attributed to the
SmartGrid paradigm have been existing for quite some time since sophisticated monitoring and control is a long-standing requirement for
transmission systems. This includes advanced Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems [53], Wide-Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS) [54], Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) [55], Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) [56], as well as enhanced power flow control by
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS) [57].
Conversely, real-time monitoring and control has not been necessary in
traditional distribution system operation. For economic reasons, traditional distribution systems were designed conservatively with respect
to peak load requirements, eliminating the need for active management
in real time. As outlined above, this will have to change with increasing penetration of DG. Furthermore, new sources of demand, such as
Electric Vehicles (EVs) or Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs)
[58], require a more sophisticated management of the distribution grid.
Energy Storage
In a power system largely based on intermittent renewable energy, the
presence of energy storage is a key factor for efficient RES integration.
Although energy storage is already common in today’s legacy power systems (mainly realized in the form of pumped-hydro storage plants), it is
mostly utilized for day/night arbitrage trading, which in the aggregate
renders the load curve flatter, allowing for a more efficient infrastructure
utilization. Another use case is the provision of ancillary services, which
takes advantage of the particular suitability of hydro power plants for
flexible operation and fast ramping. However, storage is not a principal requirement for power system operation if sufficient dispatchable
generation capacity is available for peak-load coverage.
The presence of controllable and uncontrollable generation and demand
on all grid levels is complemented by the idea of “ubiquitous energy
storage” [59], which advocates the use of storage on the premises of the
final customer, in community-scale units in the distribution grid, as well
as in the form of centralized storage facilities on the transmission level.
Operating a large variety of storage technologies on all grid levels requires a more sophisticated methodology for dispatch and optimization. As energy constraints can be far more dominant in decentralized
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small-scale storage devices than in hydro power plants, the State of
Charge (SOC) of an individual storage device, or a group of storage
devices, has to be taken into account when charging or discharging decisions are made. The goal of the storage application is a determining
factor for the control strategy. Based on this strategy, functional requirements for storage can be defined [60] which have to be compared
with the physical properties of a certain storage technology in order to
assess its suitability for a certain application.
Load as an Active Control Resource
Unlike in traditional power system operation, the active management
of the demand side, which is often termed Demand Response (DR),
Demand Side Management (DSM) or Load Management (LM), is an
integral component of an envisioned SmartGrid infrastructure. In what
follows, we adopt the term Demand Response for all activities related
to active load control and optimization.
The main drivers for DR are 1) the need to compensate for the additional uncertainty brought about by intermittent renewable energy,
2) the possibility to react locally to problems caused by DG in the distribution grid, and 3) the so far unexploited flexibility potential available
on the load side. Major barriers are 1) high cost of ICT infrastructure,
2) privacy concerns on the end-user side, and 3) technical and organizational complexity associated with coordinated operation of thousands,
possibly millions, of interconnected small loads.
A large DR potential lies in heating and cooling loads due to their thermal inertia and corresponding inherent “slack” in their power consumption [61]. These loads are often controlled by hysteretic thermostats. We
refer to these loads as Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs).
The main use cases for load control are more traditional applications
such as peak shaving and valley filling [62, 63] as well as fairly new use
cases such as balancing services to market players [64] and the provision
of ancillary services [65, 66, 67]. While the first two applications can
be accomplished by an a-priori scheduling of demand, the latter two
require interactions with the load on short time scales.
The methodologies to manage large populations of dispersed loads vary
with the considered application. In order to influence the shape of the
load curve on the time scale of hours, price signals may be transmitted
to the final customers to incentivize a desired load shifting reaction
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[68, 69]. In this case, the reaction on the customers’ side may be both
manual or automatic. A measurement of the power system frequency
may be utilized for short-term reactions of TCLs, primarily targeted
at replacing conventional primary control reserves [70]. Approaches
based on multi-agent systems [71] and negotiation methodologies [72]
are also found in the literature. In this work, we focus on methodologies
for aggregation and direct load control which means that individual
appliances are directly controlled by an electricity utility or a thirdparty entity called “aggregator”. Numerous works in this area were
developed in parallel to this thesis, e.g., [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78].
As the integration of DR into power system control is the main focus of
this work, a more detailed literature review is given in the subsequent
chapters. In general, the active control of the demand side can complement or substitute the utilization of flexible generation and energy
storage in many cases, although the time scales are often different: while
many storage systems can store energy for days and weeks without major losses, and generators are only limited by their power constraints,
DR control actions are usually limited to the scale of hours and below.
Aggregators, Virtual Power Plants, and MicroGrids
In order to face the challenge of integrating a multitude of dispersed
units into power system operation, new technical and economic concepts
were developed during the last years. The paradigm of “aggregation”,
meaning a coordinated management of large numbers of small units,
has gained much importance in the scientific discourse [79]. Novel entities called aggregators, which specialize in communicating with and
co-optimizing these large unit groups [80], are envisioned to play an increasingly large role in power systems. Aggregation can be performed
both from a market-driven and grid-driven perspective.
The market-driven approach is based on the fact that energy markets
have been tailored for the participation of large centralized generators.
Minimum bid sizes as well as the practical procedure of submitting bids
to a power exchange or ancillary service market make it hard for small
units operating on the scale of kilowatts to participate in power markets
on their own. The concept of Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) [81] was
created to combine a large number of these small units and to make
them appear to the power market as a single entity. The individual
units can be dispersed over various distribution grids and even control
areas. Conversely, aggregation based on network topology is motivated
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by the fact that most problems related to DG appear on the Medium
Voltage (MV) and Low Voltage (LV) level. On the LV level, the idea
to control individual parts of the grid as a single entity has led to the
concept of MicroGrids (MGs) [82]. On the MV level, aggregated grid
parts are often referred to as “cells” [83]. Both MGs/cells and VPPs
are suitable for the integration of controllable loads, which establishes
their relevance for the focus of this thesis.
Measures to Enhance System Security
Maintaining the current high reliability of the electric power supply is of
utmost importance for the functioning of our societies. Prolonged power
outages can have devastating effects on the economy, social life, public
health, safety, and security in large geographical areas [84]. However,
this reliability is expected to become increasingly jeopardized by effects
of the significant transformation that the power system is facing. Blackouts and disturbances such as in the US and Italy in 2003 and in central
Europe in 2006 [85] have demonstrated the vulnerability of modern electricity grids. The analysis of the latter event [86] has shown that the
uncontrolled nature of DG disconnection and reconnection (in this case
mostly caused by wind turbines without fault-ride-through capability)
has made the mitigation of the disturbance more difficult. This underlines the necessity for enhancing the controllability of both generation
and load and the application of new system operation strategies in normal operation and emergency situations. An example of such strategies
is the so-called “controlled islanding” of parts of the grid in the case of a
grid-wide disturbance and the adoption of novel Under-Frequency Load
Shedding (UFLS) schemes. The latter may include an active shedding
of individual loads on the customer level instead of entire distribution
feeders. This requires communication infrastructure that reaches down
to the final customer and a sophisticated methodology for designing the
desired shedding response. Through such a system, active loads can
also contribute to an increased system security.

1.1.7

Demand Response Potential

Having stressed the significance of DR for “SmartGrid” functionalities
both in normal operation and in the case of large-scale disturbances,
the question of the available potential of flexible loads for the various
considered applications arises. Literature values for DR potentials are
highly diverse due to their dependency upon the considered country,
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the time of day, the season, and the way that the influence on the load
is implemented. There is no standardized methodology to calculate
DR potentials. Many known publications focus on a certain amount
of power that can be blocked for a given period of time. Others take
into account the possibility of a controlled load increase. The possible
duration of the load modification is often stated as a measure for the
available energy that can be shifted over time.
Some examples for DR potential assessments are mentioned in the following. Reference [87] summarizes a number of publications on DR
potentials in Europe. As mentioned here, the European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) System Adequacy Forecast 2009 – 2020 [88] states that only about 14 GW (or
1.6%) of the projected ENTSO-E Continental Europe (CE) peak load
of 873 GW in 2020 can be influenced by a controlled load reduction
(referred to as Load Management). A more optimistic view on DR is
given in [89] with a peak reduction potential of 28 – 72 GW in Europe.
However, it is important to note that these figures relate to a bird’s
eye view on a diverse set of countries. According to [90], DR potential estimations mentioned in system adequacy studies are rather low in
general, but most of these findings relate to interruptible load programs.
Consequently, the significance of these potential estimations for the DR
methods presented in this thesis can be considered relatively low.
In [91], a detailed investigation of DR potentials in Germany is given,
stating a year-round flexible load potential of about 3 GW in the industry, 3 GW in the commercial sector, and 4 GW in the residential sector,
which sums up to about 13% of the yearly maximum load (usually 75 –
80 GW). Additionally, seasonal potentials of 5 GW of air conditioning
load and up to 18 GW of shiftable electric heating load are mentioned.
Reference [92] also examines the load shifting potentials of the German power system. Flexible shares of the total load were estimated
and mathematically modeled, yielding a total flexible potential of 11 –
13 GW in the residential and 7 – 10 GW in the commercial sector.
These potentials were compared with other similar works. By using genetic algorithms, the flexible demand shares, modeled for a benchmark
region with 500,000 inhabitants, were shifted in time in order to flatten the (residual) load curve in an optimal way. In the 2020 scenario,
the achievable peak load reduction was quantified as 8.6 – 11% in the
summer and as 9.5 – 14% in winter, while the minimum load increased
substantially by 25 – 40%, depending on the scenario.
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In summary, it can be noted that the significance of DR potential figures
are strongly dependent upon the considered application. While for peak
load reduction the overall power of the shiftable load during peak times
is of crucial importance, other DR applications may provide substantial
benefits for power system operation even with small numerical shares
equal to a few percent of the total load. Considering that the total generation capacity designated as frequency control reserves is usually not
more than 10 – 15% of the system’s peak load, a flexible load share of
3% can already make a significant contribution. For sophisticated DR
applications such as balancing and frequency control, the smooth controllability of the resource and its usable flexible energy content appears
to be more important than the sheer number of gigawatts.
This thesis is focused rather on how to exploit the available DR potentials instead of how to quantify them. We adopt in this work the
perspective of treating flexible thermal load as a lossy energy storage
that cannot feed energy back to the grid. In [93], an elaboration on this
paradigm was presented with the intention to stress the dynamic and
time-dependent nature of thermal load control potentials. In particular,
this perspective captures the important fact that previous control actions have an effect on the currently available DR potential in real-time
operation. The generalization of flexible thermal load within the Power
Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF), presented in Chapters 5 and 6,
is formulated in accordance with this observation.

1.1.8

Objectives of this Work

Based on the developments described above, the objectives of the
present work are:
• to develop methods for the control of flexible loads in the grid,
• to integrate controllable loads with storage devices and generation
units in order to provide control services to the grid,
• to facilitate renewable energy integration by tailoring control and
dispatch methods for dealing with intermittent generation,
• to explore economic aspects of demand-side integration in power
systems, and
• to contribute to the aim of increasing the power system resilience
by investigating novel UFLS methodologies.
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1.2

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:
1. Dynamic models of TCLs available from literature are extended
for the usage in DR methods. A novel model of an Electric Water
Heater (EWH) including thermal stratification is derived from
physical principles and tailored for utility-scale DR simulations.
2. Several novel algorithms for aggregate setpoint tracking control
with TCLs are presented. This includes rule-based coordination
schemes and a Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm for the
usage with a newly developed probabilistic state bin-transition
model describing the behavior of the TCL population as internal
model of the MPC controller.
3. A generalized framework for the system-level representation of
generators, loads, and storage units in power system operation is
presented. The approach, termed Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF), allows the unified modeling and joint active-power
dispatch of a diverse unit portfolio exhibiting different degrees
of controllability. In the context of this thesis, the framework is
applied mainly to the utilization of controllable loads for power
system control purposes such as active-power balancing and control reserve provision.
4. Supervisory dispatch strategies based on receding-horizon optimization for the utilization of control flexibility of loads, generators, and storage devices for power system control are derived.
The optimization problems including cost functions and constraint
sets are formulated in the PNMF nomenclature.
5. Economic considerations on the introduction of sophisticated DR
in power systems are presented. The profitability of ancillary service provision by flexible unit portfolios is investigated by parameter variations over sets of time simulations. A business value
model based on the e3 value methodology is presented and a
methodology for sharing ancillary service profits is proposed.
6. A possible system design of a Customer-Level Under-Frequency
Load Shedding (CL-UFLS) mechanism is outlined and its impacts
on the power system in emergency situations is illustrated by dynamic power system simulations.
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Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2: Modeling and Coordination of TCLs. In this chapter,
a generic model of TCLs tailored for the integration into DR methods
is presented. After introducing a generalized framework for modeling
flexible cooling and heating appliances, a rule-based control strategy is
presented which coordinates the group in such a way that it can track
a setpoint trajectory with its aggregate power. Time simulations are
conducted and the implications of the coordination approach for the
individual participating units are discussed.
Chapter 3: Modeling and Coordination of Electric Water Heaters.
A dynamic model of an electric water heater, which describes energy
exchanges and the thermal stratification within the storage tank, is presented. The dynamic behavior of the model is investigated by open-loop
simulations using an individual unit and a large unit population. Two
control strategies for populations of electric water heaters represented
by the developed model are explained and evaluated by simulating the
controlled system.
Chapter 4: Probabilistic Modeling and Control of TCLs. A probabilistic model of TCL populations based on a Markov-chain modeling
technique is developed. It yields a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) statespace representation of a TCL population by describing the “probability
mass” of appliance states within the temperature dead-band. A predictive controller is used to enable the group of TCLs to track a setpoint
trajectory similar to the approaches presented in Chapters 2 and 3.
Time simulations are conducted to evaluate the tracking performance
and the impact on the individual TCLs.
Chapter 5: System-Level Unit Models. The novel modeling approach
called PNMF is introduced. It consists of an abstract system-level representation of units (generators, loads, and storage devices) connected
to the power system which enables the unified description of a diverse
portfolio of units. After explaining the theoretical concept, parameter
sets for the representation of different unit types are introduced and
specific models for a number of units are presented.
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Chapter 6: Dispatch Strategies. Based on the system-level unit models, several dispatch strategies for individual or aggregated units in
power systems (generators, loads, and storage devices) are presented.
Among the use cases are least-cost dispatch, control reserve provision,
and ramp-rate reduction for the residual load.
Chapter 7: Economic Evaluation of Frequency Control Provision by
Flexible Unit Portfolios. Flexible unit portfolios consisting of generators, loads, and storage devices can be used to generate revenues on
ancillary service markets. The profitability of ancillary service provision
is largely dependent on the achievable market price levels, the cost incurred for the service provision, as well as the opportunity cost incurred
for not producing energy with generation assets. In order to assess the
profitability, time simulations of a number of benchmark portfolios with
varying parameter sets are conducted for the provision of primary and
secondary control reserves. Using the modeling methodology e3 value
for business value models, a profit sharing method for the ancillary service operating profits is proposed.
Chapter 8: Customer-Level Under-Frequency Load Shedding. In
this chapter, a novel approach to Under-Frequency Load Shedding is
presented and illustrated with simulations. It takes advantage of an
envisioned pervasive communication infrastructure that reaches down
to the final customer level. The approach consists of a centralized assignment of frequency thresholds to customer device classes (such as
refrigerators, washing machines, and lights) and a decentralized shedding action triggered by the local detection of an under-frequency event.
The performance of the novel approach is compared with a Conventional
Under-Frequency Load Shedding (C-UFLS) system by conducting dynamic power system simulations using a benchmark power system.
Chapter 9: Conclusions and Outlook. Some key conclusions on the
research results presented in this thesis are stated and suggestions for
further work are given.
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Chapter 2

Modeling and Coordination of
TCLs
In this chapter, we present dynamic models of heating and cooling appliances which are controlled by hysteretic thermostats. A generic dynamic
model describing these Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs) is introduced and analyzed with respect to dynamic properties of large groups
of these loads. After that, a control strategy based on sending ON/OFF
switching impulses to the TCL population is introduced which can impose a time-varying setpoint on the TCL population while respecting
switching boundaries of the individual TCLs. Time-domain simulations
are used for demonstration.

2.1

Introduction and Literature Review

Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs) have been a long-standing
matter of interest to power system researchers. These loads represent
a significant percentage of the overall demand in many power systems
since almost all small-scale heating and cooling loads, such as refrigerators, Electric Water Heaters (EWHs), air conditioning units, and heat
pumps, are controlled by hysteretic thermostats.
TCLs exhibit unique dynamic characteristics. Due to their thermal inertia, they allow a temporary curtailment of the power supply without
comfort loss, which however implies that they recover the unserved energy later [94]. The energy recovery leads to the important issue called
Cold Load Pick-Up (CLPU) which denotes the load peak after the extended outage of an entire TCL population caused by synchronization
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of the TCLs’ duty cycles (loss of temporal diversity). CLPU has been
studied by numerous researchers in the last decades, e.g., [95, 96].
Common models of TCLs are first-order differential equations with a
switching control input, formulated traditionally in continuous time,
which can be used to derive a probabilistic model based on Partial
Differential Equations (PDEs) of a TCL population’s dynamics inside a
temperature dead-band assuming that the population is homogeneous
[97, 98]. These works have been extended by other research endeavors,
e.g., [99, 100, 101]. Control strategies based on a discretization of the
TCL duty cycles have also been proposed [102]. These approaches are
further elaborated in Chapter 4. TCLs can also be controlled by means
of voltage variations since they show different features depending on the
supply voltage magnitude [103].
Due to the challenges associated with renewable energy generation such
as increased balancing requirements, the inherently flexible TCLs are
now widely considered for delivering system services like balancing and
frequency control. Due to the thermal inertia and synchronizing behavior that leads to the (otherwise unwanted) CLPU effect, TCLs can also
be utilized for controlled power increases instead of curtailment only.
In order to be able to provide sophisticated control services, the accurate tracking of a desired power consumption trajectory is necessary.
This goes beyond the requirements of peak shaving applications as, e.g.,
mentioned in [94]. Recent approaches to controlling TCL populations
include rule-based techniques for sending switching impulses to individual TCLs, e.g., [104], although the controllability is not sufficient for
accurate trajectory tracking.
In this chapter, we present a generic model of TCLs based on firstorder dynamics between two switching thresholds. It is conceptually
similar to the other approaches that utilize first-order models but it
is formulated in a normalized way that allows a unified description of
heating and cooling loads and an easier representation of the electric
energy that can be shifted in time by manipulating aggregate power.
Based on this model, a rule-based control strategy is developed and
aggregate properties of the coordinated TCL population are analyzed.
The content of this chapter is based on [105] and [106]. The chapter
proceeds as follows: Section 2.2 presents a generic TCL model based
on a normalized internal temperature. Section 2.3 briefly discusses the
communication infrastructure required for implementing the coordina-
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Table 2.1: Notation for Chapter 2
Var.
A
c
c
d
E
h
k
m
n
p
P

Unit
Meaning
Var.
Unit
Meaning
[m2 ]
Surface area
T
[◦ C]
Temperature
[ kgJK ]
t
[s]
Time
Specific heat capacity
[cent]
Cost
u
[-]
Binary input
[-]
Disturbance
W
[kWh]
Work
[J]
Energy content
X
[-]
Stochastic variable
W
[s]
Step size
α
[ m2 K ]
Heat transfer coefficient
[-]
Amplification factor
∆
[-]
Difference
[kg]
Mass
ε
[-]
Coeff. of performance
[-]
Number
η
[-]
Efficiency
cent
[-]
Probability
λ
[ W ]
Relative price
[W]
Power
τ
[s]
Time constant
Subscript
Meaning
Subscript
Meaning
0
Initial
min
Minimum
amb
Ambient
off
Switched off
av
Average
on
Switched on
avd
Achieved
open
Open appliance door
bias
Offset, bias
P
Power
cool
Cooling
req
Required
current
At this time step
set
Setpoint
cycle
TCL operating cycle
shift
Temperature shift
demand
Usage, demand
shifted
After temperature shift
dwell
Residence, duration
ss
Steady state
el
Electric
sw
Switching
end
Final state
sync
Synchronous
err
Error
th
Thermal
heat
Heating
unc
Uncoordinated
lower
Lower section
upper
Upper section
max
Maximum
Superscript
Meaning
Superscript
Meaning
·
Aggregated over TCLs
net
Between switching boundaries
∗
·
Accepted by coord.
rated
TCL power rating
daily
During one day
rel
Relative, normalized to [0,1]
full
Full dwell period
total
Of all TCLs

tion approach presented in 2.4. Section 2.5 derives an aggregate model
of the TCL population and Section 2.6 presents simulation results. Section 2.7 discusses implications of the TCL coordination and Section 2.8
concludes this chapter. The used notation is summarized in Table 2.1.

2.2

Generic TCL Model

In this section, a thermal modeling framework for TCLs is developed.
We derive a unified representation of heating and cooling appliances of
different nature. The temperature dynamics in the TCL are represented
by a first-order differential equation. By using an internal hysteresis
switching controller which turns the TCLs ON or OFF, the temperature
is kept between two switching thresholds.
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Normalized Expression of the TCL State

As in the other publications on TCL modeling and control mentioned
above, the dynamic state variable used here is the measured internal
temperature T [◦ C]. In order to derive a unified description of the device
state independent of the temperature level and device type, a description of the internal thermal energy relative to the ambient temperature
Tamb [◦ C] can be used. This yields for cooling and heating devices:
Eth,cool

= m c (Tamb − T ) ,

(2.1)

Eth,heat

= m c (T − Tamb ) ,

(2.2)

where m [kg] represents the mass contained in the device and c [ kgJK ]
the average specific heat capacity of the contents. The switching threshold temperatures of the TCL, Tmin and Tmax [◦ C], can be transformed
similarly. The energy content Eth is normalized to an interval of [0, 1]:
Tmax − T
Tmax − Tmin
T − Tmin
=
Tmax − Tmin

rel
Eth,cool
=

,

(2.3)

rel
Eth,heat

.

(2.4)

The thermal energy of the ambiance is equal to zero in absolute terms
(reference level) and usually negative in relative terms. The latter expression is obtained by substituting T = Tamb in (2.3) and (2.4).

2.2.2

Dynamic TCL Models

Now, the differential equations describing the evolution of the TCL state
are introduced. Considered are refrigerators, freezers, and EWHs. The
dynamic behavior is represented in terms of the relative thermal energy,
which can be easily transformed back to the internal temperature if
needed.
Refrigerator and Freezer The relative thermal energy content in cooling appliances evolves according to
rel
dEth
dt

= −(

1
1
k
rel
rel
+
d) (Eth
− Eth,
u
amb ) +
τ
τopen
τ

,

(2.5)

where the thermal losses depend on the difference between the ambient
and the inside energy level. The binary switching input is represented
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by u ∈ {0, 1}. The time constant τ [s], the amplification factor k [-],
and the initial condition of the differential equation are determined by
τ

=

mc
Aα

k

=

εth Pelrated
A α (Tmax − Tmin )

rel
Eth,0

=

rel
Eth
(t = t0 ) ,

,

(2.6)
,

(2.7)
(2.8)

with the average heat transfer coefficient α [ mW
2 K ] and the hull surface
A [m2 ]. The factor εth [-] is the coefficient of performance of the cooling
aggregate (including the efficiency of the compressor) and Pelrated [W]
is the rated power consumption of the TCL.1 Stochastic user interactions (door openings) are modeled by the disturbance input d (combined
with the heuristic time constant τopen [s] during door-openings) and occasional variations of the time constant τ which is linearly dependent
on the mass.
Electric Water Heater
equation looks similar:
rel
dEth
dt

= −(

For the water heater, the governing differential

1 ṁdemand
k
rel
rel
+
) (Eth
− Eth,
u
amb ) +
τ
m
τ

,

(2.9)

rel
where τ , k, and Eth,0
are the same as defined in (2.6) – (2.8) and
εth = ηth is the thermal efficiency of the electric heating element. The
variable ṁdemand [ kg
s ] represents the mass flow of the water which is
drawn from the tank and instantly replaced by fresh water assumed to
enter the storage tank at ambient temperature.

Note that this is a simplified, single-state representation of an EWH
which does not capture the dynamic behavior to the full extent. A
more realistic modeling approach will be presented in Chapter 3.
For all TCLs modeled in the way presented above, a hysteresis switching controller acts on the input variable u and alters its value when a
switching threshold is passed:

rel
1
if Eth
≤0
u=
.
(2.10)
rel
0
if Eth
≥1
1 For simplicity, the rated power is regarded as constant here, although it actually
depends on the supply voltage. In the cooling appliances, active power transients
during the “on” phase due to thermodynamic effects are also neglected. If desired,
corresponding duty-cycle and voltage dependent factors can be included in factor k.
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Thermal and Electric Energy Content

The relative thermal energy content, which evolves in the interval [0,1]
during normal operation, represents a different span of thermal energy
for each device between the upper and lower switching boundaries Tmax
and Tmin . This net energy is described by
net
Eth
= m c (Tmax − Tmin ) .

(2.11)

As the relation between thermal and electric input power is given by
rated
Pth
= εth Pelrated

,

(2.12)

the same can be stated for the thermal and electric energy contents.
Taking into account (2.7) and (2.11), it is easy to show that the net
electric energy span between the two switching boundaries is
net
Eel
=

τ rated
P
k el

.

(2.13)

Furthermore, it can be shown using the results from (2.1) – (2.4) that
the electric and thermal relative energy contents are the same:
rel
rel
Eel
= Eth

.

(2.14)

rel
As this work is focused on the electric side of the TCLs, Eel
will be
used as the state variable in what follows.

2.2.4

Analytical Solution of the Model Equations

The differential equations (2.5) and (2.9) are identical when user interactions are neglected, i.e., d = ṁdemand = 0. In this form, they
can be solved analytically for a constant input u ∈ {0, 1} and constant
parameters. This yields the expression
rel
Eel

1

rel
rel
rel
= Eel,amb
+ (Eel,0
− Eel,amb
) e− τ

+ k (1 − e

− τ1 (t−t0 )

)u

(t−t0 )

(2.15)

.

When this is reformulated with respect to time, the dwell time of the
TCL in its current switching state can be expressed as
∆tdwell = −τ ln

rel
rel
Eel,end
− Eel,amb
−ku
rel − E rel
Eel,0
el,amb − k u

(2.16)
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rel
with Eel,end
being the switching boundary that the TCL will run into
if left in the current state. As this is the upper relative energy boundary when the TCL is switched ON and the lower boundary when it is
rel
switched OFF, the relation Eel,end
= u holds.

Based on (2.16), the duration ∆tfull
cycle of the full autonomous TCL operating cycle can be derived, which is composed of the full dwell times
full
∆tfull
dwell,on and ∆tdwell,off for both the ON and the OFF phase. The
rel
initial condition Eel,0
is set to 0 and 1, respectively. This yields
∆tfull
cycle

=

full
∆tfull
dwell,on + ∆tdwell,off

∆tfull
dwell,on

=

−τ ln

∆tfull
dwell,off

=

−τ ln

1−
0−
0−
1−

rel
Eel,amb
rel
Eel,amb
rel
Eel,amb
rel
Eel,amb

−k
−k

,

(2.17)

,

(2.18)

.

(2.19)

With this information, the percentage of time that a TCL is switched
on during its normal operation, pon , can be expressed as
pon =

∆tfull
dwell,on
∆tfull
cycle

.

(2.20)

Alternatively, the daily energy consumption of the TCL Weldaily [kWh],
which is easily obtainable from measurements, can be considered relative
to the rated power in order to obtain pon :
pon =

2.2.5

1, 000 Weldaily
24 h Pelrated

.

(2.21)

Uncoordinated Steady-State Properties

A group of TCLs in steady-state uncoordinated operation can be characterized by certain stochastic properties. The goal here is to derive the
steady-state mean value and standard deviation of the overall power
consumption of the TCL population depending on certain parameters.
Especially the former will be useful when developing the coordination
approach in Section 2.4. Furthermore, the electric energy stored in the
TCL population will be discussed.
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In a deterministic consideration, the current overall power consumption
of a group of n TCLs is equal to
Peltotal =

n
X

rated
Pel,i
ui

.

(2.22)

i=1

However, for the purposes of this section, the power consumption behavior of a TCL i being part of an uncoordinated group of n TCLs can
be expressed as a Bernoulli-distributed stochastic variable Xi ∈ {0, 1}
rated
[W] of the
[107] which is scaled by the rated power consumption Pel,i
device:
rated
Pel,unc,i = Pel,i
Xi .
(2.23)
Note that this representation does not include any information about
the operating cycle length, which is not of interest here. Conversely, a
relevant quantity is pon from (2.20) resp. (2.21), which can be regarded
as the probability that the TCL is switched on, i.e., p[Xi = 1] = pon,i .
It is then possible in accordance with [108] to derive the expected value
total
total
E[Pel,unc
] and the standard deviation σ[Pel,unc
] of a weighted sum of
Bernoulli-distributed variables representing the switching behavior of
n TCLs. As the TCLs are operated independently of each other, the
covariances between them can be assumed equal to zero. This yields
" n
#
n
X
X
 total 
rated
rated
E Pel,unc = E
Pel,i
Xi =
Pel,i
pon,i , (2.24)
i=1
total
σ[Pel,unc
]

=

i=1

v
" n
#
u
X
u
rated
tVar
Pel,i Xi

(2.25)

i=1

=

v
u n
uX
t (P rated )2 pon,i (1 − pon,i ) .
el,i
i=1

A slightly different reasoning can be applied in order to obtain the
average electric energy content of the population. It is easy to see that
the total electric energy content can be described by the weighted sum
total
Eel
=

n
X
i=1

Eel,i =

n
X

net rel
Eel,i
Eel,i

.

(2.26)

i=1

total
Consequently, the overall electric storage capacity Eel,max
is obtained
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Figure 2.1: Uncoordinated operation of a TCL population consisting of
100 refrigerators and 100 freezers, oscillating around a mean
power value of about 6 kW while keeping the total energy
content of the storage in the middle of the allowed range
rel
by setting Eel,i
= 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. The average relative electric energy
for a specific TCL with known parameters can now be calculated using
rel
the analytical term from (2.15). As the dynamics of Eel
evolving in the
interval [0,1] as depicted in Figure 2.1 are quite similar to straight lines,
the average value can be approximated by 0.5. Thus, for the average
value of the entire population in uncoordinated operation holds:

total
Eel,av,unc
=

n
X

net rel
total
Eel,i
Eel,av,unc,i ≈ 0.5 Eel,max

.

(2.27)

i=1

The evolution of an uncoordinated TCL population (100 simulated refrigerators and 100 freezers with diverse parameter sets chosen in realistic ranges) can be seen in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1-a) depicts the relative
thermal energy content of the individual units, Figure 2.1-b shows the
aggregate energy level of the population, and Figure 2.1-c) shows the aggregate power consumption including the expected value and standard
deviation (calculated both analytically and numerically). The proximity of the analytical and numerical values confirms the applicability of
the considerations outlined in this section.
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Figure 2.2: Communication infrastructure in a “smart” household

2.3

Communication Infrastructure

The coordination approach for TCLs, which is the main contribution of
this chapter, requires the presence of a communication system based on
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) that establishes the
link between the central coordination entity and the TCLs on the household level. Since measurements from the individual TCLs are needed, a
two-way communication approach is proposed. Within the household,
the system is composed of two kinds of units: one central Load Manager
Household (LMH) device and several Load Manager Appliance (LMA)
units which are installed in the individual appliances, as depicted in
Figure 2.2. Note that we depict both TCLs (denoted by underlined
descriptions) as well as a number of appliances that are not TCLs.
The latter do not take part in the coordination approach outlined in
this chapter; instead, they are used in the novel Under-Frequency Load
Shedding (UFLS) methodology presented in Chapter 8. The in-house
link between the LMAs and the LMH can be realized with Powerline
Communication (PLC) according to Konnex PL-132 [109]. For the communication between the household and the control center, two alternatives are being considered: a Low Voltage (LV) network PLC to the
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nearest transformer station combined with a subsequent transmission
over a proprietary utility communication channel or a Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) link over a permanent
Internet connection installed in the household. A determining factor
for the choice of the communication channel is the minimum achievable latency and the sampling time of the system. In comparison with
the TCL time constants, these have to be small in order to enable a
reasonable performance of the coordination approach.

2.4

TCL Coordination Based on “Willingness to Switch”

In this section, the coordination method, which allows to influence the
power consumption behavior of the TCL population over time, is presented. It is based on a two-way information exchange between the
population and the control center. A general requirement is that the
TCLs must be able to toggle their switching state according to information from the control center.

2.4.1

The Coordination Strategy

The proposed strategy for coordinating the duty cycles of the TCLs
in the population consists of a local and a global computation module
which exchange information through a defined interface. This interface
is constituted by a momentary price offer from the TCL to the control
center. The offered price would be paid to the TCL if it was forced
to toggle its current ON /OFF state in that very instant, instead of
later by its own switching controller. The rationale behind this is the
ability to penalize the duration between an enforced switching instant
and the autonomous switching instant. This shall be minimized to keep
the impact of the control scheme on the TCLs as small as possible.
To calculate the switching price of a single TCL, the expression
csw (t) = λsw (t) Pelrated = λP

∆tdwell (t) rated
Pel
∆tfull
dwell (t)

(2.28)

is proposed, where csw (t) [cent] is the current switching price offer, λP [ cent
W ] is a fixed price for a change in power consumption
of the population (which can be specific for a certain TCL type),
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∆tdwell (t) [s] is the estimated dwell time that the TCL will still remain
in its current ON /OFF state before reaching a switching boundary, and
∆tfull
dwell (t) [s] is the full autonomous dwell time in the current state that
the TCL would have in uninfluenced operation.
Having the current switching offers of all participating TCLs at its disposal, the algorithm running in the control center can “accept” certain
offers at a specific instant, sending a switching impulse to the appropriate TCL and paying the switching cost to the customer.2 Thus,
two different computation tasks have to be solved: a calculation of a
momentary switching price curve on the device level and a time-stepwise global selection of devices to be switched compulsorily, taking into
account their price offers.
In the discussions about “smart” electricity infrastructure, privacy and
data protection concerns have emerged which need to be addressed accordingly. Under the requirement that an individual household participating in the proposed Demand Response (DR) scheme should not be
transparent to the operating company in terms of size, number, and
state of installed TCLs, an individual appliance addressing should be
avoided. This is achieved by replacing the individual switching impulses
by accepted (“clearing”) prices, which the TCLs react to autonomously.
Any TCL offering a lower price than the accepted one is switched by a
local decision. As there are two groups of TCLs, one currently ON that
can be switched OFF, and another group currently OFF that can be
switched ON, two different accepted prices must be transmitted. This
avoids the need for the individualized collection of data. Furthermore,
communication requirements are also far lower in a “broadcast” scheme
than with individual addressing.
Based on these considerations, the information interfaces between the
participating units in the coordination scheme can be defined. This
was elaborated in more detail in [106] and is depicted in Figure 2.3.
As shown on the right side, the LMA takes over the function of the
internal switching controller of the TCL, i.e., toggling the ON /OFF
state u based on the measured temperature T and the desired switching
thresholds Tmin and Tmax . The LMA forwards the information via the
in-house communication link to the LMH in short time intervals, where
the operating cycle prediction (estimation of dwell time ∆tdwell ) and the
2 Note that other compensation schemes for customer participation can be used
and the switching cost can be regarded as a virtual quantity.
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Figure 2.3: Calculation tasks and interfaces between the units [106]
calculation of the relative switching price λsw take place. The calculated
price functions reach up to the next (predicted) autonomous switching
instant and are transmitted to the central coordination. Note that this
shall be done only when a TCL executes a switching action or when
the prediction changes significantly due to user interaction in order to
reduce the need for external communication.
EEH – Power Systems Laboratory

2.4.2

Computation of Accepted Switching Prices

The main contribution of this chapter is the design of the coordination
algorithm running in the control center. It is executed in discrete time
steps tk with a fixed time step size hopt = tk+1 − tk .
Note that the TCLs can in principle switch their ON /OFF state asynchronously within the time span hopt , which may lead to significant
deviations from the power setpoint and cannot be influenced until the
next optimization time step tk+1 . This is avoided in the following
way: all TCLs that are going to switch in the upcoming time interval (∆tdwell (tk ) < hopt ) are switched compulsorily and “slightly prematurely” in the current optimization step tk .
The algorithm executed in each time step tk thus has to aggregate all the
relevant information and calculate the accepted relative switching prices
(clearing prices) λ∗on and λ∗off [ cent
W ]. The price determination resembles
a “pay-as-bid” auction where all the TCLs are paid according to their
submitted bids (if accepted), not according to the clearing price. It is
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somewhat similar to a “priority list” methodology for unit commitment
as outlined in [110]. After assessing the need for a power reduction or
increase in the current time step, the relative switching price offers λsw
are grouped according to ON and OFF TCLs and sorted in ascending
order. Thus, a “merit order” over the cumulated sum of the sorted
rated powers is constructed for both ON and OFF TCLs. This allows
to determine clearing prices that lead to a certain power change.
The algorithm consists of six steps (S1 – S6), which are described below
in detail. A graphical illustration of each step is found in Figure 2.4.
S1: Assemble the information: build the population vectors of
ON /OFF states u (and thus, obtain the current power consumptotal
tion Pel,current
), dwell times ∆tdwell , and relative switching prices
λsw . Split λsw according to u to distinguish whether the device
could be switched ON or OFF :
λon = λsw (u = 0) ,

λoff = λsw (u = 1) .

(2.29)

This step incorporates information that is sent from the TCLs to
the central coordination in the period between tk−1 and tk .
S2: Predict the switchings that will take place in the upcoming time
step: ∆tdwell < hopt (element-wise).
S3: Using this result, calculate the minimum accepted relative switching prices that have to be paid in order to prevent asynchronous
switching:
λ∗on,min = max λon (∆tdwell < hopt ) ,

(2.30)

λ∗off,min

(2.31)

= max λoff (∆tdwell < hopt ) ,

total
and the corresponding consumption change Pel,sync
. Note that
this calculation is easy to visualize using the price “merit orders”
mentioned above, as shown in Figure 2.4. However, the calculation
can be done without this using (2.30) and (2.31).
total
S4: Compare the current consumption with the power setpoint Pel,set
,
taking into account the switchings caused by the prevention of
asynchronous behavior in order to determine the required power
to be switched additionally:
total
total
total
total
Pel,req
= Pel,set
− Pel,current
− Pel,sync

.

(2.32)
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S5: Construct the merit orders for positive and negative compulsory
switchings by sorting the price offers and building the cumulative
power change curves that can be achieved (“avd”) by a certain
total
total
) and λ∗off (Pel,off,avd
). Afterwards, apclearing price: λ∗on (Pel,on,avd
proximate the required power change by determining accepted
switching prices for ON and OFF switching actions (while observing the minimum values computed in step S3 with
total
total
total
Pel,avd
= Pel,on,avd
(λ∗on ) − Pel,off,avd
(λ∗off )

(2.33)

by “walking up the merit order” in the required direction such
total
total
that Pel,avd
≈ Pel,req
.
S6: Broadcast the two clearing prices to all devices which then toggle
their state if their own bid is lower than the relevant clearing
price and log the paid sums csw (tk ) = λsw (tk ) Pelrated locally in the
household.

2.4.3

Refinement of the Error Signal

In the algorithm outlined in the previous section, it is proposed that
the achieved power change should be approximately equal to the retotal
total
quired power change denoted by Pel,avd
≈ Pel,req
. This requirement still
contains some flexibility, which shall be discussed now. Note that the
tracking accuracy that is achieved by the proposed error signal refinement is most relevant for small populations of a couple of hundred TCLs
of larger size since the “granularity” imposed by the discrete number of
installed TCLs will be small for a large number of small TCLs.
It is clear that a strict equality between the two quantities cannot be demanded as the number of TCLs is finite and the change in consumption
can only be made in discrete steps. Thus, the error signal
total
total
total
Pel,err
= Pel,avd
− Pel,req

(2.34)

can most likely not be made exactly equal to zero. However, the properties of the error signal can be actively influenced by the way the switching algorithm deals with the “last TCL”. This term denotes the TCL
the switching of which would cause an overshoot of the achieved power
change beyond the required power change. There are several possibilities for deciding whether or not to switch this “last TCL”:
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1. Always switch the “last TCL” so there is always a small overshoot
of the achieved beyond the required power change.
2. Never switch the “last TCL” so there is always a small shortage
of the achieved compared with the required power change.
3. Switch the “last TCL” if it reduces the absolute of the error,
total
|Pel,err
|, in that time step, otherwise do not switch it.
4. Switch the “last TCL” depending on the historical error signal
values in order to ensure that the error signal is close to zeromean over time.
Here, the last option is considered to be the most useful. This is due to
the fact that a zero-mean error signal ensures that the integral of the
power consumption, i.e., the consumed energy, is equal to the energy
that should have been consumed according to the power setpoint. The
accumulated energy difference over all elapsed time steps j up to the
time step k can be described by the term
∆Weltotal

=

k
X


total
total
Pel,j
− Pel,set,j
hopt

.

(2.35)

j=1

For keeping this value close to zero, the following rule for switching the
“last TCL” in time step j is proposed:
total
• if Pel,req
< 0 (consumption has to be decreased),

– if ∆Weltotal ≤ 0: do not switch “last TCL”,
– if ∆Weltotal > 0: switch “last TCL”,
total
• if Pel,req
> 0 (consumption has to be increased),

– if ∆Weltotal ≤ 0: switch “last TCL”,
– if ∆Weltotal > 0: do not switch “last TCL”.

2.5

Aggregate Population Model

Now an approximation for the coordinated TCL population as a whole
will be derived. This aggregate representation enables the population
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to be operated as a single entity showing quasi-continuous behavior,
represented by a first-order dynamical system. This formulation is particularly useful for the development of power system control applications
using coordinated TCL populations.
First, the dynamic behavior of the State of Charge (SOC) of the TCL
population depending on the consumed electric power will be analyzed,
which is essential to assess the ability of the population to perform
a certain control action without reaching the storage limits. For this
purpose, a differential equation of the form
dE total
el
total
= f (Eel
, Peltotal )
(2.36)
dt
is sought. Note that the stochastic user interactions with the TCLs are
neglected at this stage. The total power consumption of a population
was already shown in (2.22), whereas the electric energy content was
introduced in (2.26), and the total storage capacity was also derived in
that context. The evolution of the SOC over time can be seen when
all the participating TCLs, represented by the parameterized equations
(2.5) and (2.9), are combined with (2.26). For n TCLs, this leads to

n 
total
X
−1
dEel
rated
=
(Eel,i − Eel,amb,i ) + Pel,i ui
.
(2.37)
dt
τi
i=1
Note that due to the presence of a weighted sum in (2.37) it is not
easily possible to derive a closed-form differential equation which allows
a direct solution in time. However, similar aggregation problems can
be found in standard power system control theory. One prominent example is the calculation of the Center of Inertia (COI) frequency in an
interconnected power system comprising a number of generators with
individual frequency dynamics. This problem has been treated extensively in power system literature, see, e.g., [111].
For describing the coordinated TCL populations, a similar approach is
adopted. As the coordination algorithm treats all TCLs equally (i.e.,
independently of their time constant, operating cycle time, etc.), the
rel
current state Eel,i
of a TCL i ∈ {1, . . . , n} at a specific time can be
assumed to be independent of the TCL parameters. This means that the
state of a TCL with a large time constant is with the same probability
in a certain range as the state of a TCL with a small time constant.
Due to this effect, the coordinated population shows a uniform behavior
which can be adequately approximated using just one time constant.
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It is supposed that the differential equation below shall represent the
dynamic behavior of the TCL population:
dE total
1 total
el
total
= − (Eel
− Eel,amb
) + Peltotal
dt
τ

,

(2.38)

for which the parameters have to be determined. Strictly speaking, the
aggregate time constant of the population τ can be defined as
Pn
1
1
1
i=1 ( τi Eel,i − τi Eel,amb,i )
=
.
(2.39)
total − E total
τ
Eel
el,amb
This, however, is not a useful representation as it includes the TCL
states which change over time. In practice, this time constant can be
obtained by considering the steady-state solution of (2.38), which yields
τ=

total
total
Eel,ss
− Eel,amb
total
Pel,ss

,

(2.40)

where the stochastically derived values from (2.24) and (2.27) can be
inserted as the steady-state quantities. The initial condition to (2.38)
rel
rel
for i = 1, . . . , n in (2.26). This
is given by substituting Eel,i
= Eel,0,i
completes the aggregate first-order representation of the population.

2.6

Simulation of the Coordination

We evaluate the proposed control strategy with a TCL population of
300 refrigerators, 200 freezers, and 100 water heaters (total installed
power of 385.4 kW, total electric storage capacity between the temperature bounds of 27.77 kWh), simulated over six hours. A variable
simulation step size and zero-crossing detection is used. The optimization step size is equal to hopt = 0.01 h. The group is created with
statistically distributed parameter sets and it is diverse in terms of time
constants (minimum 1.8 h, maximum 43.8 h), rated power (minimum
100 W, maximum 4 kW), and operating cycle times (minimum 4.8 min,
max 3.2 h). As depicted in Figure 2.5, a power consumption setpoint
trajectory is imposed on the population. The setpoint is equal to the
expected population power consumption value (46.84 kW) in the beginning, which is then decreased by 40% for half an hour from t = 1 h and
increased in the same way from t = 2 h. From t = 4 h, a sinusoid is
imposed in order to show that arbitrary curve shapes can be tracked.
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Figure 2.5: Coordinated population of 600 TCLs
Figure 2.5-a) visualizes the individual relative energy contents of arbitrarily selected TCLs within the population, demonstrating the effect of
the “earlier-than-normal” switchings on individual TCLs. Figure 2.5-b)
shows the aggregate electric energy storage content between the upper
and lower bounds, Figure 2.5-c) shows the aggregate population power
consumption and its setpoint, and Figure 2.5-d) shows the power control error, here expressed in kW. Note that the spikes in this graph at
t = {1 h, 1.5 h, 2 h, 2.5 h, 5 h} are caused by the step-wise setpoint
changes in combination with the delay of one time step that the algorithm needs to bring the actual power to the vicinity of the new setpoint.
In general, it can be seen that the control algorithm keeps the overall
power consumption close to the setpoint, and that the approximation
of the aggregate TCL population behavior developed in Section 2.5 is
valid. Note that the initial transient visible in Figure 2.5-b) from t = 0 h
to t = 1 h is due to the fact that the population is initialized slightly
total,max
above its steady-state SOC of 0.5·Eel
.
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Implications of the TCL Coordination

In this section, we discuss some further properties of coordinated TCL
populations that can be derived from the nature of the coordination
algorithm presented in the previous sections.

2.7.1

Impact of the Control on the TCLs

As seen from the time-domain simulation in the previous section, the
coordination algorithm has a shortening effect on the TCL duty cycles.
In order to quantify this effect, two situations have to be distinguished.
First, the central optimization algorithm will compulsorily switch all
TCLs that would switch by themselves in the upcoming optimization
time step. This serves to prevent TCLs from switching asynchronously
between the optimization time steps, which would cause a change in
active power consumption that cannot be influenced by the coordination. These compulsory switchings lead to a maximum operating cycle
shortening equal to the value hopt per switching action. For instance,
if hopt assumes a value around 30 s for devices with an operating cycle
of 10 – 30 min, the cycle shortening caused by the need to maintain
synchronism is relatively insignificant, at least unless the population is
operated for long times close to the energy level boundaries. The second cause of operating cycle shortening are actual control actions on the
current active power consumption of the whole group of TCLs. This
can be quantified as described in this section.
The steady-state solution of (2.38) yields a relation between the steadystate power consumption and SOC of the group. Imposing a different
power consumption will “charge” or “discharge” the aggregated thermal
storage constituted by the TCLs. When the aggregate electric energy
level of the storage is around 50%, the TCLs are allowed to run their
usual duty cycles comprising the whole temperature range. Note that
the switchings to maintain synchronism and those to keep the power
consumption accurately on the setpoint are disregarded as their impact
on the TCL duty cycles is relatively small. If the SOC shall be higher
than the mean value, “earlier than normal” ON switchings are triggered
for TCLs that are currently OFF. Vice versa, a lower SOC is achieved
when the coordination forces TCLs that are currently ON to switch
themselves OFF “earlier than normal”. By simulation, the relation
between the aggregate SOC and the thermal energy range in which an
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Figure 2.6: Impact of coordination on the operating cycle of TCL i
individual TCL i is operated is found to be approximately linear as
depicted in Figure 2.6.
As a chattering of the TCLs around their lower or upper switching
boundary shall be avoided, the following operational constraints are
imposed on the total relative electric energy level:
total,rel
0.1 ≤ Eel
≤ 0.9

.

(2.41)

Referring again to Figure 2.6, this establishes worst-case operation regions for the TCLs where the highest operating cycle shortening is
caused. For any TCL i within the coordinated population, they are
rel
rel
defined by the intervals Eel,i
∈ [0, 0.2] and Eel,i
∈ [0.8, 1], which is 20%
rel
of the normal range. If the evolution of Eel,i is close to a straight line,
the operating cycle time ∆tcycle,i will also be shortened to 20% of the
autonomous full cycle time ∆tfull
cycle,i in the worst case, i.e.,
∆tcycle,min,i = 0.2 · ∆tfull
cycle,i

.

(2.42)

If the TCL has a more prominently curved “first-order” (or higher order)
rel
Eel,i
evolution, this is still a reasonable approximation as the different
shortening factors for the ON and OFF phases are at least partly compensated due to the summation in (2.17). Note that normally the TCL
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group will be operated around an SOC of 50% in order to keep the
overall switching cost (and thus the operating cycle shortening) low.
In all cases, the quantification of the operating cycle shortening is an average property derived from the nature of the coordination algorithm. It
is not necessarily an exact value for an individual TCL. However, these
considerations enable an estimation of the requirements on the communication infrastructure as the length of the TCL duty cycles has an
impact on the amount of information transmitted between the different
units in the coordination scheme.

2.7.2

Choice of the Optimization Step Size

Having analyzed the operating cycle impact of the coordination on the
TCLs, the question of how to choose the optimization step size hopt
can be tackled. With regard to the coordination algorithm presented in
Section 2.4, the following requirement can be stated: as the algorithm
has to be aware of an upcoming switching instant in order to maintain
the synchronism of the TCL switching, the optimization step size should
not be larger than the minimum full dwell time of a TCL in an ON or
OFF state. Considering (2.42), this can be expressed for a population
of n TCLs as
hopt < 0.2 ∆tdwell,min = 0.2

2.7.3

min
i∈{1,...,n}

full
(∆tfull
dwell,on,i , ∆tdwell,off,i ) . (2.43)

Energy Constraint Violation Behavior

Given the population coordination strategy and the proposed constraints on the population energy level as outlined in (2.41), it is interesting to regard the dynamic behavior of the population if these constraints are violated. For this purpose, a setpoint trajectory that brings
the energy level gradually to a low value is imposed on a simulated TCL
population of 500 refrigerators.
As shown in Figure 2.7, the operating cycle shortening gets more and
more severe as the minimum energy level is approached. From about
t = 0.85 h, the constraint (2.41) for normal population operation is already violated. The coordination is still working, although with a severe
impact on the TCLs. Conversely, the algorithm is not able to follow the
setpoint anymore from t = 0.9 h. The TCLs start chattering around
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Figure 2.7: Violation of the population energy level constraints from
t = 0.8 h to t = 1 h caused by an unsuitable power setpoint
their switching boundary and there is a substantial deviation from the
power consumption setpoint. This situation is only alleviated when the
power setpoint is increased again at t = 1 h. It can be concluded that an
operation of the population outside the permissible energy boundaries
is both useless and harmful for the TCLs, and thus should be avoided.

2.7.4

Adaptation of the TCL Switching Boundaries

In a real operational situation where a TCL population is used for power
system control such as the provision of secondary active power reserves,
it is possible that the amount of energy storage capacity will be exceeded by the power setpoint trajectory imposed on the population. As
discussed in the previous section, this has to be avoided. One possible
way of mitigation is, e.g., the coupling of the TCL population with a
generation unit that can adapt its production in order to keep the TCL
population energy level within tolerable bounds. In the case of a biased
(non-zero-mean) control signal that is imposed on the population for
a longer time span, the necessity for such an SOC reset mechanism is
obvious as even a large storage will eventually be full or empty.
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Conversely, an easy-to-implement option for the mitigation of shortterm storage overflow or depletion situations is the adaptation of the
switching boundaries of the TCLs in the population during runtime.
This can be implemented in the form of a parallel shifting of the lower
and upper switching temperature bounds, applied uniformly to all TCLs
in order to constitute a non-discriminatory measure. The shifted switching bounds are
Tmax,shifted

=

Tmax + ∆Tshift

,

(2.44)

Tmin,shifted

=

Tmin + ∆Tshift

,

(2.45)

where ∆Tshift shall be defined in relation to the individual temperature
range of a TCL. To this end, (2.44) and (2.45) are inserted in the relative
energy equations (2.3) and (2.4). The same is done for T = Tamb in
order to transform the relative ambient energy level. This yields
rel
Eel,shifted
rel
Eel,amb,shifted

rel
rel
= Eel
+ Eel,bias

=

rel
Eel,amb

+

,

rel
Eel,bias

(2.46)
.

(2.47)

Note that an upward shift of the temperature bounds (∆Tshift > 0)
increases the instantaneous relative energy of a cooling appliance and
decreases the instantaneous relative energy of a heating appliance, and
vice versa. Consequently, the bias factors are defined in opposite ways
for the two appliance types:
rel
Eel,cool,bias

=

rel
Eel,heat,bias

=

∆Tshift
,
Tmax − Tmin
∆Tshift
−
.
Tmax − Tmin

(2.48)
(2.49)

rel
Defined in this way, the quantity Eel,bias
can now be used to alter the
temperature switching bounds of all TCLs in the population. This can
be done both manually or automatically during runtime.

In what follows, an exemplary implementation is considered. The temperature bands of the TCLs are shifted in the following way:
total,rel
total,rel
rel
• if Eel
≤ 0.2, set Eel,bias
= min(0.2 − Eel
, 0.3) , and
total,rel
total,rel
rel
= max(0.8 − Eel
, −0.3) .
• if Eel
≥ 0.8, set Eel,bias
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Figure 2.8: Adaptation of the switching boundaries from t = 0.75 h in
rel
order to keep the TCLs within their allowed Eth
range
In order to smoothen the switching boundary adaptation, a first-order
time delay with a time constant of 50 · hopt is used. As depicted in
Figure 2.8, the boundary adaptation takes place from about t = 0.8 h
and ends at about t = 1.8 h. The relative energy shift is purposely
not imposed on the approximate model in order to show that the power
setpoint trajectory would actually cause a negative energy level of the
population according to its dynamic behavior.
The conclusion from the above simulation is that a shift of temperature boundaries, limited to a reasonable extent in consideration of user
comfort, is an effective measure to keep the TCL population in an allowed dead-band range. Although it causes a temporary violation of
the desired TCL temperature ranges, it is a useful tool to prevent the
population from falling out of the coordinated operation.
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Concluding Remarks

This chapter demonstrated the ability of large groups of TCLs, coordinated by a rule-based coordination strategy, to act like a distributed
energy storage. The key features of the approach are the tight control
that it imposes on the aggregate power consumption of the group and
the analytical description of the SOC dynamics. The coordination algorithm is suitable for the application in higher-level control strategies that
determine the power setpoint trajectory of the population according to
a certain control goal. These can be strategies for providing primary or
secondary frequency control, balancing schemes for integrating in-feeds
from fluctuating Renewable Energy Sources (RES), or any other power
system control function related to active power.

Chapter 3

Modeling and Coordination of
Electric Water Heaters
In this chapter, we present a dynamic model of an Electric Water
Heater (EWH) which describes the temperature dynamics including the
thermal stratification in the storage tank. Based on this model, rulebased aggregate power control strategies (similar to the ones in Chapter 2) for populations of EWHs are designed and tested in simulations.

3.1

Introduction and Motivation

In many countries, Electric Water Heaters (EWHs) represent a significant share of the thermal load in power systems. Especially in countries
with traditionally low electricity generation cost, the usage of electricity
for water heating has been a widely adopted and economically attractive option in the last few decades. From an energy systems point of
view, however, electric water heating has a number of downsides. If the
used electricity is generated by fossil-fuel-fired thermal power plants,
the overall efficiency of the water heating process chain is low compared
to using a calorific gas-fired heater and a large carbon footprint is generated. Furthermore, the exergetic efficiency [112] of heating water to
about 60◦ C (low exergy) with electricity (exergy = energy) is unfavorable. For these reasons, the installation of electric-only water heaters
has been banned in various countries, e.g., in Switzerland [113].
In spite of this controversial assessment of electric water heating, we
put a novel effort into modeling and managing the demand of EWHs
in this work. This is due to the fact that the role of thermal loads may
47
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become entirely different in an energy system that is largely based on
renewable energies. Energy penetrations of wind power above about
25%, or of solar photovoltaic (PV) power generation above about 10
– 15%, are already likely to trigger in-feed situations in which intermittent production alone exceeds demand. Along with the so-called
“must-run” generation, the superposition of wind and solar is likely to
produce large quantities of power in the nearer future that either will
have to be curtailed or consumed purposely by actively managed loads
or storage devices. If EWHs can contribute to utilizing available energy
that would otherwise be wasted, the energetic and exergetic efficiency
can be considered of secondary importance. It may turn out that legislation concerning actively managed thermal loads will be reconsidered
as more intermittent renewable energies penetrate the power systems
around the globe, provided that suitable infrastructure and methodologies for active management of heating and cooling loads exist. Furthermore, resistive water heaters may also be replaced by heat pump water
heaters, which improves the energetic (and exergetic) efficiency.
Having presented the motivation for this work, we now look at the requirements for accurately representing the behavior of EWHs in the
power system. EWHs are usually controlled by a hysteretic thermostat
which switches the heater ON and OFF depending on a measured temperature. In general, the internal temperature of the storage tank can
be described by a single state if the assumption of a well-mixed tank
holds. Real cylindrical storage tanks installed in an upright (vertical)
position, however, usually exhibit a strong temperature stratification,
meaning that the temperature at the top of the tank is much higher
than at the bottom. This effect is caused by the demanded hot water
being drawn from the top of the tank and the supplied cold water being
injected at the bottom, and by density differences between cold and hot
water which imply different buoyancy values.
Temperature stratification has a strong influence on the dynamic energy consumption behavior of EWHs. If only one heating element with
an attached thermostat is present, it is usually located in the lower
third of the tank. This means that a stratified tank subject to water
draws will demand electric energy much sooner than a well-mixed tank
since the measured temperature will fall below the thermostat switching
threshold as soon as cold water rises above the position of the thermostat. This suggests that a well-mixed tank should not be assumed when
the tank to be modeled is actually stratified since a single-state model
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capturing the average tank temperature will exhibit a different power
consumption behavior. Furthermore, the fact that hot water may still
be available to the user at the top of the tank, even if the average tank
temperature is already quite low, suggests that average temperature is
not a good proxy for the degree of end use functionality that a stratified
tank provides. Since all Demand Response (DR) methodologies have to
balance end-use performance with the aggregate control flexibility, an
accurate representation of the end-use functionality is necessary.
The temperature dynamics of hot water storage tanks are highly complex and represents a research domain of its own. Three-dimensional
models of the water mass, as, e.g., used in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), are required to capture the details of heat and mass transfers.
This kind of model, however, is designed to study effects within a single
water tank, e.g., the influence of the tank geometry on stratification
and efficiency. Representing an aggregation of several thousand water heaters for DR applications requires a strong simplification of the
model. This is possible since the individual properties of a single tank
are not crucial for the behavior of the entire group.

3.2

Literature Review

Water heater models including stratification have been studied predominantly by researchers in thermal engineering and in solar-thermal energy. These studies are usually focused on increasing the efficiency of
a single water heater. Reference [114] presents a detailed model of the
thermodynamics of a solar water tank. Reference [115] describes a laboratory experiment with a real EWH in which the water temperature
is measured in various locations along the tank height during water
draws and heating periods. Reference [116] presents dynamic models,
discretized in one spatial dimension, for various physical effects such as
heat loss to the ambiance and heat exchanges inside the tank. Reference
[117] studies the effect of inlet velocities. A comprehensive description
of various discretization methods applied to the so-called “heat equation” which describes the heat diffusion in a medium is presented in
[118].
Utilizing EWHs for DR has already been studied decades ago, long before large Renewable Energy Sources (RES) shares and the transition
to a “SmartGrid” could be anticipated. In these times, EWH modeling was considered relevant due to the management of the Cold Load
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Table 3.1: Notation for Chapter 3

Var.
Unit
Meaning
A
[-]
Dynamic matrix
A
[m2 ]
Area
B
[-]
Input matrix
b
[-]
Blocking signal
C
[-]
State meas. matrix
c
[ kgJ K ]
Specific heat cap.
D
[-]
Input meas. matrix
d
[m]
Disk width
EX P
[-]
Exponential distr.
E
[kWh]
Energy
h
[m]
Tank height
k
[ mWK ]
Thermal conductivity
k
[-]
Time step
m
[kg]
Mass
ṁ
[ kg
Mass flow
s ]
N
[-]
Water heater set
N
[-]
Normal distribution
N
[-]
Number
n
[-]
Number
Subscript
Meaning
0
Initial
active off
Switched off actively
active on
Switched on actively
agg
Aggregate
amb
Ambient
bottom, b
Tank bottom
cat
Category
circflow, cf
Circular flow
daily
Daily
dead
Dead-band
diff
Heat diffusion
disk
Water layer
draw
Water draw
duration
Draw duration
e
Heating element
effective
Effective
el
Electric
hourly
Hourly values
i
Disk index
in dead-band
Within temp. dead-band
inflow
Water inflow
inst
Installed capacity
Superscript
avg
long
max
min

Meaning
Average
Long water draw
Maximum
Minimum

Var.
P
p
s
T
t
U
U
u
u
v
v
x
γ
η
λ
µ
ρ
σ

Unit
[W]
[-]
[-]
[◦ C]
[s]
[-]
[ mW
2 K]
[-]
[-]
[m
s ]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
kg
[m
3]
[-]

Subscript
internal off
internal on
j
l
loss
mix
norm
off
off cand
on
on cand
out
plug
sample
set
sim
th
too cold
too hot
top, t
wall, w
Superscript
rated
rel
short

Meaning
Power
Probability
Switching signal
Temperature
Time
Uniform distribution
Heat transfer coeff.
Control input vector
Switching variable
Water velocity
Internal sw. state
State vector
Control signal
Efficiency
Expected value
Mean
Density
Standard deviation
Meaning
Off by internal controller
On by internal controller
Water heater index
Heating element index
Heat loss
Mixing zone
Normalized
Switched off
Units for switch-off
Switched on
Units for switch-on
Water outlet
Plug flow
Sampling time
Setpoint
Simulation
Thermal
Below dead-band
Above dead-band
Top of the tank
Tank wall

Meaning
Rated power
Relative
Short water draw

Pick-Up (CLPU) effect, as well as for peak shaving. Many known approaches utilize a one-state dynamic model with the assumption of an
ideally mixed tank, which makes the problem a generic Thermostatically
Controlled Load (TCL) aggregation and control problem, as treated in
Chapters 2 and 4, so the references of these chapters are also relevant
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for the discussion here. If needed, specific properties of EWHs can be
added to the model, as shown in [119]. The control strategies presented
in the last part of this chapter are based on [120].
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.3
presents the dynamic model of a single water heater based on physical effects within the water heater and some heuristic considerations.
Apart from that, we present a modeling approach for user-induced water
draws based on stochastic distributions and simulate an individual water heater in autonomous operation. Section 3.4 presents an approach
to assemble a population of water heaters with statistical parameter distributions. Finally, Section 3.5 presents two control strategies that are
able to impose a setpoint on the aggregate power consumption of a water heater population, and Section 3.6 concludes this chapter. Table 3.1
presents the notation used in this chapter.

3.3

Single Water Heater Model

In this work, we use a one-dimensional model of the temperature dynamics within the water tank. This is less computationally intense than
a three-dimensional model but still allows to describe the dynamic behavior of the water heater sufficiently well. We consider a tank with
two heating elements in the general case, as depicted in Figure 3.1, left.
We will utilize a spatial discretization along the height of the tank and
subdivide the storage volume into a finite number of disks Ndisk , as
shown on the right side of Figure 3.1. We will formulate mass and energy
balances for these individual disks in order to describe the dynamics
within the tank. We distinguish between the following four disk types:
Regular disk d): Regular disks exchange heat and mass with their
adjacent disks below and above and dissipate heat to the ambiance
through the side wall of the tank.
Mixing zone disk e): A number of Nmix disks around a heating element are assumed to be equally affected by the heating element (equal
heat input once the heating element is turned on). This relates to the
fact that the heating elements introduce a large amount of turbulence
and mixing when they inject heat into the water. Otherwise, they function like regular disks.
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f)

b)

a)
e)

c)

d)

g)

Figure 3.1: Left: schematic representation of an EWH. Right: Division
into finite disks. Labels: a) lower and upper heating elements, b) hot water outlet, c) cold water inlet, d) regular
disks, e) mixing zone disk, f) top disk, g) bottom disk
Top layer disk f): The top layer disk exchanges heat and mass only
with the disk below and dissipates heat to the ambiance through the
top and the side wall of the tank.
Bottom layer disk g): This disk exchanges heat and mass with the
disk above and dissipates heat through the bottom and the side wall of
the tank. Furthermore, it receives the cold water from the inlet.

3.3.1

Physical Effects

We will explain in the following the physical effects governing the EWH
dynamics, distinguished according to the disk type. The properties
of water (density, heat conductivity, and specific heat capacity) are
assumed to be constant and independent of temperature.
Regular Disk
Figure 3.2 presents the energy and mass balance for a regular disk.
Following [116, 118], the rate of change in the temperature [ Ks ] of the ith
heating element due to heat diffusion is given by the following equation:


dTi
k
=
(Ti−1 − 2 Ti + Ti+1 )
(3.1)
dt diff
ρ c d2
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Figure 3.2: Energy and mass balance for a regular disk
for all disks i = 1, . . . , Ndisk , where k [ mWK ] is the heat conductivity
of the water, T [◦ C] is the disk temperature, Ti−1 [◦ C] and Ti+1 [◦ C]
kg
are the (lower and upper) adjacent disk temperatures, ρ [ m
3 ] is the
J
water density, c [ kg K ] is the specific heat capacity of water, and d
[m] is the width of the disk in the direction of the tank height. The
temperature change induced by the “plug flow” resulting from water
draws is described by


dTi
ṁ
=
(Ti−1 − Ti ) ,
(3.2)
dt plug
mi
where ṁ [ kg
s ] is the mass flow rate of the drawn water and mi [kg] is
the mass of the water in disk element i.
The rate of change in temperature due to heat losses to the environment
is modeled by:


Awall,i U
dTi
=
(Ti − Tamb ) ,
(3.3)
dt loss
m c
| {zi }
aw,i

where Awall,i [m2 ] is the ring-shaped tank wall surface around disk i,
◦
U [ mW
2 K ] is the heat transfer coefficient, and Tamb [ C] is the ambient
temperature.
Mixing Zone Disk
Figure 3.3 presents a mixing zone disk adjacent to a heating element
along with its associated energy balance terms. We model the heat
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Figure 3.3: Energy and mass balance for a mixing zone disk
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Figure 3.4: Energy and mass balance for a top layer disk (left) and a
bottom layer disk (right)
input into the mixing zone disk at heating element l by the term


rated
ηl Pel,l
dTi
u ,
(3.4)
=
dt e
m cN
| i {z mix}
bl

rated
Pel,l

where ηl [-] and
[W] are the efficiency and the power rating of the
heating element l, respectively. Nmix is the number of disk elements that
are considered to be in the heating zone of the element (all elements are
assumed to get an equal share of the energy input from the element).
The binary variable u represents the ON /OFF state of the heating
element. All other terms are equal to those of the regular disk.
Top Layer Disk
Figure 3.4, left, shows the top layer disk including the term describing
the energy dissipation to the ambiance:


dTNdisk
(Awall,Ndisk + Atop ) U
=
(TNdisk − Tamb ) , (3.5)
dt
mNdisk c
loss,top
|
{z
}
aw,t
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where Atop is the surface area of the top of the tank. The diffusive heat
exchange is limited to the adjacent disk below. The plug flow ṁ [ kg
s ]
gets ejected from the water tank from this disk.
Bottom Layer Disk
Figure 3.4, right, shows the bottom layer disk, also including the following term describing the heat loss to ambiance:


dT1
(Awall,1 + Abottom ) U
(T1 − Tamb ) ,
(3.6)
=
dt loss,bottom
m1 c
{z
}
|
aw,b

where Abottom is the surface area of the tank bottom. The plug flow
transports water from the inlet to this lowest disk of the tank. Diffusive
heat exchange takes place with the adjacent disk above.

3.3.2

Heuristic Circular Mass Flow Term

Apart from the physical effects in the water heater, we introduce an additional heuristic mass flow that circulates within the water tank once
a heating element is switched on. The rationale for this is the amount
of turbulence and mixing that the heating element induces in the water
column by natural convection. When relying on heat diffusion alone for
distributing the heat injected by the heating elements within the tank,
un-physical artifacts such as severe overheating of the mixing zone elements can be observed. A detailed modeling of density differences and
buoyancy of hot water, however, would complicate the model substantially. For this reason, we utilize the heuristic but physically plausible
circular mass flow term.
Figure 3.5 depicts the circular mass flow. The corresponding equation
is


dTi
ṁcf
=
(Ti−1 − 2 Ti + Ti+1 ) ,
(3.7)
dt circflow
mi
where ṁcf [ kg
s ] is the magnitude of the heuristic mass flow. We consider
this term for all disks above the lower edge of the mixing zone pertaining
to a heating element. This is due to the upward nature of the convective
effect emanating from the heating element. We can also describe the
circular flow in terms of circular flow water velocity vcf [ ms ]:
ṁcf =

mi
vcf
d

.

(3.8)
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Figure 3.5: Heuristic circular water mass flow
We choose vcf = 0.05 ms for the simulations presented in this chapter,
which yields a plausible mixing behavior without assuming the existence
of excessively fast water movements within the water tank.

3.3.3

Merging the Model Pieces

Having defined the physical effects and a heuristic additional mass flow
impacting the dynamic behavior of the water within the tank, we will
merge the entire set of equations into a compact model. We use the
following Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) model:
ẋ = A(ṁ, u) x + B u

,

(3.9)

where A(ṁ, u) is the parameter-varying dynamic matrix depending on
the mass flow ṁ and the binary switching variable vector u, and B is
the input matrix. The state and input vectors are defined as follows:
x
u

=
=

[Tinflow , T1 , T2 , . . . , TNdisk , Tamb ]T
[u1 , u2 ]

T

,

(3.10)

,

(3.11)

where Tinflow [◦ C] denotes the temperature of the water inflow and
Tamb [◦ C] denotes the ambient temperature (usually room temperature
of about 20◦ C in the case of EWHs). The temperatures T1 , . . . , TNdisk
are associated with the Ndisk discrete water layers within the tank, and
u1 and u2 are switching variables for the two heating elements present in
the EWH. Note that there might only be one heating element installed
– in this case, the second element of u is constrained to zero.
The dynamic matrix A(ṁ, u) consists of the following components:
A(ṁ, u) = Adiff + Aplug (ṁ) + Acircflow (u) + Aloss

,

(3.12)
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where Adiff contains terms describing the heat diffusion inside the tank,
Aplug (ṁ) contains the so-called “plug flow” model which describes the
water mass flow moving upwards through the tank during water draws,
and Aloss contains the model for heat losses to the ambiance. The
matrices are defined as follows:
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, (3.15)

where at,w is the heat loss term for the top disk, ab,w for the bottom
disk, and aw for all other disks. The heuristic circular flow term is
expressed in the following way:
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Acircflow,1 (u1 ) =
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where the location of the terms within the matrix is determined by the
location of the corresponding heating element and its mixing zone. If
two heating elements are present, we define one circular flow matrix
for each of them. The control input which represents the effect of the
heating elements is associated with the mixing zone disks:

B=

0 · · · 0 b1 · · · b1 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 b2 · · · b2 0 · · · 0

T
,

(3.17)

where b1 and b2 are the heat input terms pertaining to heating element
1 and 2 according to (3.4). The output equation defines which state
and input variables are measured:
y = Cx + Du

.

(3.18)

We assume as an example that we measure the bottom and the top temperature of the tank and the power consumed by two heating elements.
In this case, the matrices C and D look like:



C=

0
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0

0
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···
···

0 0 0
0 1 0


,

0
 0
D=
 1
0


0
0 

0 
1

.

(3.19)

In order to simulate the EWH dynamics, we discretize the model and
perform a step-wise iteration of the resulting difference equation.
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Hysteretic Thermostat Controller

A determining factor for the temporal evolution of the EWH’s power
demand is the hysteretic thermostat, which is usually built into the
heating element. Its main function is to turn the heating element ON
and OFF depending on the measured water temperature. In the case of
an autonomously operating EWH without any external control input,
the following relation holds:



0
1
ul (k) =

ul (k − 1)

max
if Te,l (k) ≥ Te,l
min
if Te,l (k) ≤ Te,l
max
min
if Te,l < Te,l (k) < Te,l

,

(3.20)

where ul (k) is the binary variable denoting the power consumption of
heating element l at time step k, Te,l (k) is the measured temperature
min
max
at the heating element l, and Te,l
and Te,l
are the lower and upper
thresholds of the temperature dead-band.
In Section 3.5, we will deal with a control strategy that can block the
power consumption of the EWH although its internal switching state
is ON. In this case, it is important to distinguish between the internal
switching state (unit “wants” to consume power or not) and its actual
power consumption. Affirming the meaning of the variable u as the
actual power consumption of the EWH, we introduce a new variable v
for the internal switching state. Now the relation from (3.20) is formulated in v. In unimpeded operation (EWH can consume power when the
thermostat determines to do so), v = u holds by definition. A blocking
mechanism which is able to cut the power supply to the EWH can be
described by a binary variable b, where b = 0 represents the unblocked
state and b = 1 represents the blocked state. This yields the following
relation between u, v, and b:
u = v (1 − b) .

(3.21)

If two heating elements are present in the EWH, they usually operate
in “interlocked” mode. This means that only one of the elements can
be turned on at a time, and that one element is dominant over the
other. Usually, the upper heating element, denoted with index l = 2,
serves as an “emergency heating” in the case of a cold water tank and
an immediate demand for hot water. Here, the upper element is defined
as the dominant one. The interlock is then mathematically formulated
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as follows:
v2 (k)

v1 (k)

=

=




0
1

v2 (k − 1)

0

1

v1 (k − 1)

max
if Te,2 (k) ≥ Te,2
min
if Te,2 (k) ≤ Te,2
min
max
if Te,2 < Te,2 (k) < Te,2

,

(3.22)

max
if Te,1 (k) ≥ Te,1
∨ v2 (k) = 1
min
if Te,1 (k) ≤ Te,1
∧ v2 (k) = 0 . (3.23)
otherwise

If the user specifies that only one of the heating elements is present,
the algorithm simply operates this element according to its specified
temperature limits.
The presented switching logic produces a so-called “sticky” thermostat
state. This means that the thermostat remembers its state even if the
actual ON /OFF state of the heater is altered during its transition to the
opposite dead-band limit. For example, if a device has been turned ON
(v = 1) upon reaching the minimum temperature but is switched OFF
(e.g., due to a power outage or an external control signal, i.e., u = 0)
before it reaches the maximum temperature, the control signal v will
remain in its original state (i.e., v = 1). It is assumed that the bimetallic
strips used in thermo-mechanically controlled thermostats remember
their state and the switching behavior produced by such devices might
therefore be classified as sticky. For digitally controlled thermostats,
however, the control signal may or may not be sticky depending on
how the device is programmed [121]. Note that we will only consider
EWHs with one heating element here and leave a detailed analysis of
the implications of a second heating element to future research.

3.3.5

Modeling of Water Draws

In order to model random water draw events induced by customer behavior, we propose to generate a draw scenario for a single EWH by taking random values for draw starting time, draw duration, and flow rate
from predefined probability distributions. For determining the draw
times, a typical hourly water consumption profile (stating the probability of a water draw occurring) is used along with an exponential
distribution for the time intervals between draws. The water draw duration and flow rate is drawn from another random distribution. The
generated time series is then scaled to a previously determined total water consumption during the day. By this method, we are able to create

Draw probability [%]
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Figure 3.6: Profile describing the probability of a water draw occurring
during the course of the day
a time series of mass flow rates ṁ for the simulated time span. In what
follows, we describe how we assemble the probability distributions and
present a sample draw event time series.
Probability Distributions
For generating the water draw time series from a set of probability
distributions, we proceed as follows:
1. For determining the probability of a draw event, we utilize a profile
from [122] depicted in Figure 3.6 and further denoted by pdraw (t).
Furthermore, we determine the total number of water draws per
day by drawing from a uniform distribution:
max
ndaily ∼ U(nmin
daily , ndaily ) ,

(3.24)

where U(nmin , nmax ) denotes the uniform distribution between a
minimum and a maximum value. We multiply the hourly draw
probability with the total number of draws of the day to determine
the hourly average water draws:
navg
hourly (t) = pdraw (t) · ndaily

.

(3.25)

2. We determine the vector of time intervals between water draws
during the course of the day by
∆tdraw ∼ EX P(

1

)
navg
hourly

,

(3.26)

where EX P(λ) is the exponential distribution with the expected
value λ. By calculating a cumulative sum of ∆tdraw , we assemble
the vector tdraw of time instants which denote the points in time
when a draw takes place.
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3. Now we need to assemble the draw duration vectors which are associated with the draw instants contained in tdraw . We distinguish
between two types of water draws: long draws that correspond to,
e.g., a shower or bath, and shorter draws related to activities such
as washing hands or cooking. We assume that a water draw is
more likely to be a long one during times of the day when a lot
of water is used. Therefore, we draw a random number from a
uniform distribution U(0, 1) and compare it with the value of the
probability profile pdraw (t) scaled by a certain factor. When the
random number is greater than the profile value, a short draw is
assumed, and when it is below the profile value, a long draw is
assumed. The profile is scaled such that, in total, a 50% chance
for long and short water draws during the course of the day is
obtained. The draw duration times are assembled in the vector ∆tduration .
4. The flow rate will be determined by the total amount of hot water
consumed during the day. In order to induce a variation of flow
rates, we draw a normalized flow rate from a normal distribution
for every draw event:
ṁdraw ∼ N (1, σṁdraw ) ,

(3.27)

where N (µ, σ) denotes the normal distribution with the mean
value µ and and the standard deviation σ.
5. The overall resulting normalized mass flow time series ṁnorm (k)
is assembled (according to sampling instants k with the sampling
time tsample ) with the information contained in the vectors tdraw ,
ṁdraw , and ∆tduration .
6. Finally, the draw time series is scaled such that the total daily
consumption equals mdaily .
Numerical Example
Having defined the methodology for creating a mass flow time series
describing the water draws, we present an exemplary parameterization
and a water draw time series. Table 3.2 displays the parameters used.
Figure 3.7 depicts the exemplary water draw scenario.
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Table 3.2: Assumed stochastic parameters for water draw scenarios
Variable
mdaily
ndaily
long
Tdraw
short
Tdraw
ṁdraw

Meaning
Daily water usage
Number of draws per day
Long water draw duration
Short water draw duration
Hot water flow rate

Distr.
Normal
Uniform
Normal
Normal
Normal

Parameters
µ = 200 l, σ = 20 l
max
nmin
daily = 30, ndaily = 50
µ = 10 min, σ = 1 min
µ = 1 min, σ = 6 s
µ = 1 l/min, σ = 0.2 l/min

Flow rate [l/min]

Flow rate over time
3
a)
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Figure 3.7: Exemplary water draw scenario

3.3.6

Simulation of a Single Water Heater

We will now simulate the dynamic behavior of an individual EWH subject to water draws and periodic reheating triggered by the thermostat
over the course of one day. We consider two scenarios: 1) unimpeded
operation of the heating element during the entire day, 2) heating element blocked from 08:00 am to 08:00 pm for taking advantage of a low
electricity tariff assumed to be active from 08:00 pm to 08:00 am.
The EWH and simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3.3. We
utilize a water draw scenario created using the parameters shown in
Table 3.2. The thermostat dead-band is chosen as [50◦ C, 60◦ C].
Figure 3.8 shows the simulation of the EWH in unimpeded operation
over 24 hours. Figure 3.8-a) depicts the water draws over the simulation time span, color-coded by the temperature of the drawn water.
Figure 3.8-b) depicts the temperature along the tank height using the
same color coding. Figure 3.8-c) shows the temperature at the heating element relative to the dead-band as well as the ON /OFF state
of the heating element. We see that the initial heating of the water
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Table 3.3: Parameters for water heater simulation based on physical
properties of water and assumptions on tank properties
Parameter
A
Atop
c
h
m
vcf
Nmix
Tamb
min
Te,1
tsim
η

Value
1.57
0.3
4,185.5
1
300
0.05
4
20
50
24
1

Unit
[m2 ]
[m2 ]
[ kgJK ]
[m]
[kg]
[m
s ]
[-]
◦
[ C]
[◦ C]
[h]
[-]

Parameter
Abottom
Awall,i
d
k
mi
Ndisk
rated
Pel
max
Te,1
tsample
U
ρ

Value
0.3
0.0097
0.01
0.6
3
100
4
60
10
0.5
1,000

Unit
[m2 ]
[m2 ]
[m]
[ mWK ]
[kg]
[-]
[kW]
◦
[ C]
[s]
[ mW
2 K]
kg
[m
3]

(until t = 4 h) is relatively uniform. Then the heating element is
switched OFF and the water draws gradually move the thermocline
between cold and hot water upwards. At about t = 11 h, t = 19 h,
and t = 22 h, the cold water reaches the thermostat and triggers the
reheating of the tank.
Figure 3.9 shows the same simulation scenario with blocked heating
element during the day. One can observe that the thermocline between
hot and cold water moves upward about halfway before the water is
reheated at t = 20 h. Note that the mixing effect brought about by the
circular mass flow causes the temperatures above the element to equalize
when the element is switched on. This implies that care should be taken
when a heating cycle is started and then interrupted by external control
since the user might not have sufficiently hot water anymore due to the
averaging of the water temperatures.

3.3.7

Remark on Model Validation

The simulation outcome of the model was compared with a set of measurement data in [120]. The data set used was obtained and kindly
made available by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The
experiment consists of a series of short strong draws in one-hour intervals applied to a 190-liter cylindrical water tank. The temperatures
of the water within the tank were measured at different heights, thus
giving insight into the stratification within the tank. Although an exact
match of the temperature profiles over time could not be achieved, our
EWH model yields physically plausible results with an accuracy that is
deemed sufficient for simulations of large EWH populations. We omit
further considerations for shortness and refer to [120] for details.
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results of single unit: unimpeded operation

Figure 3.9: Simulation results of single unit: blocked during day
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3.4

Water Heater Population Model

In this section, we will develop a representation of a population of EWH
models by assembling statistical distributions for the governing parameters. The main purpose of this model is the investigation of the aggregate power consumption of a large unit population, both in autonomous
operation and under the control of a central coordination entity. At the
same time, the detailed representation of the water temperature layers
within the tank enables us to evaluate the end-use performance of the
units, i.e., the supply of hot water to the user.

3.4.1

Modeling of Population Parameters

We describe in the following a routine that creates a heterogeneous set
of parameters for any desired number of EWHs. The devices are subject
to variations of their tank volume, the power of their heating elements,
and the total volume of water drawn in one day. We consider a certain
amount of correlation between these parameters, which means, e.g., that
a small EWH is more likely to have a small heating element and a small
daily water draw volume.
We create a heterogeneous population of EWHs by the following
methodology:
1. First, a set of tank sizes is defined by the water mass contained in
the tank, yielding the tank category mass vector mcat . A vector
of percentages pcat is defined which represents the share that each
EWH category has in the total population. Afterwards, the individual EWH contents mi are drawn from the vector mcat with a
probability according to the percentages defined in pcat .
2. A matrix P rated
el,cat is defined, the columns of which contain possible power ratings of the heating elements according to the EWH
category. For a water heater j of a certain category (column), a
random element (line) is drawn from the matrix based on a unirated
form discrete distribution to define the rated power Pel,j
of this
unit.
max
3. For each EWH category, an interval [mmin
daily , mdaily ] for the total
water draw per day is defined. The actual daily draw volume
mdaily,j is determined by a uniform distribution between these
bounds.
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Table 3.4: Parameters for creating the water heater population
Parameter
mcat
pcat

Meaning
Water mass categories
Category shares

P rated
el,cat

Rated power per cat.

mmin
daily,cat
max
h mdaily,cat i
min
max
Tset
, Tset
h
i
min
T
, T max
h dead deadi
U min , U max
x0




Daily draw bounds per cat.
Temp. setpoint bounds
Dead-band size bounds
Heat loss coefficient bounds
Initial state vector

Value
[150, 200, 300, 400]
[10%, 25%, 25%, 40%]
2
3
4
4
 2.5 3.5 4.5 5 
3
4
5
6


100 130 180 200
130 180 280 350
[55, 65]

Unit
[kg]
[-]
[kW]
[kg]
[◦ C]

[5, 15]

[K]

[0.2, 1]
[10, 50, . . . , 50, 20]

[ mW
2 K]
[◦ C]

4. The temperature setpoint Tset,j of water heater j and the width
of the thermostat’s dead-band Tdead,j are drawn from uniform
min
max
max
min
] and [Tdead
, Tdead
].
, Tset
distributions in the intervals [Tset
5. The thermal loss coefficient U is varied (based on a uniform distribution) in the interval [U min , U max ].
Table 3.4 shows an exemplary parameterization for creating the EWH
population based on the described stochastic parameter variations.

3.4.2

Simulation of a Water Heater Population

Now we conduct a simulation of an EWH population consisting of 100
units in open loop (without a centralized control entity). Similar to
the individual EWH simulation in Section 3.3.6, we simulate both 1)
the unimpeded operation and 2) the “two-stage tariff” operation with
blocking the heating elements from 08:00 am to 08:00 pm. We use the
parameters given in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.10 shows the simulation of the unimpeded EWH population.
Figure 3.10-a) shows the aggregated water draws in liters per minute of
the overall population. The color indicates the average temperature of
the drawn water, which is about 55◦ C. Figure 3.10-b) depicts the outlet
temperatures of the EWHs. They remain above 50 degrees at all times.
rel
Figure 3.10-c) describes the relative thermal energy Eth
(i.e., the measured temperature relative to the dead-band) at the heating element.
Note that this quantity stays between 0 and 1 when the temperature
at the element is within its dead-band, and that water draws can move
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it below 0. Figure 3.10-d) demonstrates the power consumption behavior of the population, which is relatively similar to the shape of the
aggregated water draws.
In Figure 3.11, we demonstrate the effect of the power consumption
blocking during the day. Figure 3.11-a) – Figure 3.11-d) show the same
quantities as above. The differences in the results are as follows: In
Figure 3.11-a), one can observe that the average outlet temperature is
similar to the unimpeded operation, except for a strong drop just after 08:00 pm when the heating elements are released. This is due to
the mixing effect of the heating elements, which eradicates the stratification and averages the layer temperatures. Due to the relatively
low average temperature of the tanks induced by the water draws during the day, the outlet temperatures decrease just after the reheating
starts. This is also observable in Figure 3.11-b). Figure 3.11-c) illustrates that the EWHs would actually consume power if they were not
rel
blocked, indicated by Eth
 0 without the heating element being active. In Figure 3.11-d), one can observe the consumption being equal
to zero between 08:00 am and 08:00 pm, and the subsequent large load
peak starting at 08:00 pm. This effect is referred to as CLPU [95, 96].
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Figure 3.10: Simulation results of population: unimpeded operation
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Aggregate draw volume of population, color−coded by average outlet temperature
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Figure 3.11: Simulation results of population: blocked during day
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Control Strategies

In this section, we present and evaluate two control strategies that coordinate the EWH population so as to track a time-varying setpoint with
its aggregate power consumption. The model introduced in Section 3.4
is used as the “plant”to be controlled. This section is based on part of
the results obtained in [120], where a variety of controllers is developed
and tested.
After a short overview, we describe the two algorithms along with simulation results. Then we compare the tracking and end-use performance
of the two controllers.

3.5.1

Overview

We consider the following two control strategies:
1. A control approach acting on the aggregated population by broadcasting percentages of the population to be blocked or released.
No state information is obtained from the devices and a single signal is broadcast to all devices. Since the percentage to be switched
ON or OFF is denoted by the variable γ, we refer to this approach
as “Gamma Control”.
2. Direct temperature feedback from two temperature sensors located at the lower heating element (Te,1 ) and at the hot water outlet (Tout ) as well as information about the water heaters’ ON /OFF
state (u) is known to the controller. It can transmit OFF as well as
ON signals to individual devices of the population. This approach
is referred to as “Switching Control”.
For a more detailed categorization and evaluation of control approaches,
see [120]. Table 3.5 provides an overview of the different degrees of
information feedback, possible ways to apply the control signals, and the
prioritization of the external control signal versus the internal controller.

3.5.2

Gamma Control Strategy

This control strategy is characterized by a complete lack of information feedback from the individual units to the central controller. The
controller has access to the following information:
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Table 3.5: Overview of water heater control strategies
Strategy
Gamma
Control

Information Feedback
Only aggregate power

Switching ON /OFF state, outlet
Control
temperature, heating element temperature

Control Signals
Percentage of population to be switched ON
or OFF
Switching signals (toggling of ON /OFF state)
to individual units

Priority
External
control
signal
Internal
controller

• the desired aggregate load in the current time step Pset ,
• the measured aggregate load in the current time step Pagg , and
• the total installed power of the population Pinst .

Strategy Description
The control approach is based on the work presented in [121] and has
already been investigated in [120]. It utilizes the control signal denoted
as γ, which indicates the fraction of EWHs that shall be blocked or
released (unblocked) in each time step. Since the load switching exhibits direct feed-through characteristics (i.e., the aggregate power can
be adapted instantaneously by the controller without a dynamic response), we simply determine γ in each time step by using the equation
γ=

Pagg − Pset
Pinst

.

(3.28)

If the current actual power demand is larger than the desired value
(Pagg > Pset ), then γ assumes a positive value in the range of
0 < γ ≤ 1, indicating that additional EWHs need to be blocked. If,
on the other hand, the actual power demand is lower than the desired
value (Pagg < Pset ), γ will be in the range −1 ≤ γ < 0, indicating that
EWHs that are blocked should be released.
An individual device is blocked or released based on a local decision
by drawing a random number n from a uniform distribution within the
bounds 0 ≤ n ≤ 1. A binary block signal b is assigned locally to water
heater j according to the rule:

if bj (k − 1) = 0 and γ > 0 and nj ≤ γ
 1
0
if bj (k − 1) = 1 and γ < 0 and −nj ≥ γ ,
bj (k) =

bj (k − 1)
otherwise
(3.29)
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where j = 1, . . . , N denotes the individual appliance, and k and k − 1
refer to the current and previous time-step. If the measured aggregate
power consumption is higher than the setpoint (i.e., γ > 0), a device
that draws a random number below γ will assign a block signal to itself.
In the opposite case, for γ < 0, a device that draws a random number
below the magnitude of γ will unblock itself. The usage of the uniform
distribution ensures that the percentage of EWHs that change their
blocking signal b in a particular time-step is close to the percentage of
EWHs that need to change their state. The decentralized draw of random numbers serves to facilitate the communication between the central
coordination entity and the individual units. The block signal establishes the relation between vi and ui in accordance with Section 3.3.4.
Simulation Results
We simulate an EWH population of 1,000 units coordinated by the
Gamma Control strategy. Figure 3.12 shows a time-domain simulation
over a time span of one day. The parameterization of the population is
the same as the one used in the open-loop simulations of Section 3.4.
The following plots are shown:
Figure 3.12-a) depicts the total water draw of the population, colorcoded by the mean temperature of the total amount of water drawn
across the entire population.
In Figure 3.12-b), we show the outlet temperatures of 100 arbitrarily
chosen units of the EWH population. Although most of the outlet temperatures remain above 50◦ C, some of them clearly attain unacceptable
values around 20◦ C. This constitutes a comfort loss for some customers.
Figure 3.12-c) shows the relative thermal energy measured at the heating element, i.e., the temperature relative to its dead-band. It can be
observed that some temperatures divert significantly from the deadband interval [0,1] without a reaction from the internal controller. This
is due to the fact that Gamma Control overrides the local thermostat.
The aggregate power consumption and its setpoint are shown in Figure 3.12-d). The setpoint is followed with a high accuracy.
The achieved results suggest that the Gamma Control strategy is suitable for setpoint tracking but has significant drawbacks in terms of user
comfort. However, if a relatively benign control signal is imposed on
the population (which regulates the population only slightly up and
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Figure 3.12: EWH population controlled by Gamma Control
down compared to its natural power consumption), it will be easier to
maintain customer comfort. This implies that the usable slack of power
consumption will be smaller in this case than in what is presented here.

3.5.3

Switching Control Strategy

The Switching Control strategy is based on the work presented in [120],
which in turn was built upon the ideas on rule-based TCL coordination described in Chapter 2. We utilize a toggling mechanism for the
ON /OFF state of selected individual units in order to achieve the setpoint tracking. Since the water draws dominate the power consumption behavior, which makes it virtually impossible to predict the next
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Table 3.6: Water heater sub-populations
N
Non
Noff
Ntoo hot
Ntoo cold
Nin dead-band

Set of all water heaters
Set of all water heaters that are currently ON
Set of all water heaters that are currently OFF
max
Set of all water heaters for which Te,1 ≥ Te,1
min
Set of all water heaters for which Te,1 ≤ Te,1
N − (Ntoo hot ∪ Ntoo cold )

autonomous switching instant (as in the algorithm in Chapter 2), we
simplify the creation of the priority lists here.
Strategy Description
The setpoint tracking is achieved by selectively switching individual
EWHs both ON and OFF based on information that is fed back to
the controller. The central controller divides the EWHs into a number
of different sub-populations based on the measured temperature at the
min
heating element Te,1 , their desired temperature dead-band limits (Te,1
max
and Te,1 ), and their ON /OFF state (Table 3.6).
The algorithm is designed to respect internal OFF signals which occur
max
min
when Te,1 ≥ Te,1
, as well as ON signals when Te,1 ≤ Te,1
. The
following additional sub-populations are therefore identified:
Ninternal on = Noff ∩ Ntoo cold

,

(3.30)

Ninternal off = Non ∩ Ntoo hot

.

(3.31)

These sub-populations (the composition of which can change in every
time step) represent EWHs that are currently outside of their temperature dead-band, while their heating element has not reacted to this
condition yet. This determines the set of EWHs that will switch autonomously in the upcoming time step. Using this information, the
next step is to decide which EWHs should be switched. The following
description outlines this process:
1. The difference between the desired aggregate power and the actual
aggregate power of the population is computed:
∆P = Pset − Pagg

.

(3.32)

2. ∆Peffective is calculated according to
∆Peffective = ∆P + ∆Pinternal off − ∆Pinternal on

.

(3.33)
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If ∆Peffective < 0 holds, the actual aggregate power, after considering internal switching actions, will be above Pset , and thus,
switching OFF action is desired. Conversely, if ∆Peffective > 0
holds, switching ON action is desired.
3. Candidates for OFF and ON switching actions are determined
according to
Noff cand = Non ∩ Nin dead-band

,

(3.34)

Non cand = Noff ∩ Nin dead-band

.

(3.35)

4. The final lists of EWHs to be switched ON or OFF (Nactive on
and Nactive off ) are calculated as follows:
• For ∆Peffective < 0: The EWHs in Noff cand are ranked acmin
cording to (Te,1 − Te,1
). A large difference means the EWH
is relatively hot and therefore it has a high blocking priority. The final list of EWHs that will actually receive an OFF
signal is determined by finding n such that
n
X
rated
Pel,1,j
+ ∆Peffective | → min
|
j=0
rated
is minimized (where Pel,1,j
is the power of the lower heating
th
element of the j heater in the ranked list of block candidates). The result is a list of EWHs that will receive an OFF
signal, Nactive off .

• For ∆Peffective > 0: The EWHs in Non cand are ranked acmax
cording to (Te,1
− Te,1 ). A large difference means the EWH
is relatively cold and therefore it has a high switching priority. The final list of EWHs that will actually receive a release
signal is determined by finding n such that
n
X
rated
|
Pel,1,j
− ∆Peffective | → min
j=0
rated
is minimized (where Pel,1,j
is the power of the lower heating
th
element of the j heater in the ranked list of release candidates). The result is a list of EWHs that will receive an ON
signal, Nactive on .
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The controller then cycles through all devices (j = 1, . . . , |N |) and assigns a switch signal s according to:

if j ∈ Nactive on ∨ j ∈ Ninternal on
 1
0
if j ∈ Nactive off ∨ j ∈ Ninternal off
sj (k) =
.

sj (k − 1)
otherwise
(3.36)
Finally, the actual ON /OFF state of each EWH is determined by:
uj = sj

.

(3.37)

Simulation Results
We simulate the Switching Control strategy in the same way as the
Gamma Control strategy with a sampling time of 2 min. Figure 3.13
shows a time-domain simulation over a time span of one day. The
parameterization of the population is the same as before. The following
plots are shown:
Figure 3.13-a) shows the aggregate water draw profile, color-coded by
the average outlet temperature. It can be seen that the average water
temperature rises towards the end of the day when the power setpoint
is larger.
Figure 3.13-b) presents the temperatures at the heating elements of
100 randomly selected units. All temperatures stay in a quite narrow
corridor with a width of about 15 K. The lowest temperature attained
by the plotted population subset is about 45◦ C.
Figure 3.13-c) shows the relative thermal energy measured at the heating element, i.e., the temperature relative to its dead-band. The downwards spikes are caused by strong water draws that suddenly subject
the thermostat to cold water.
The aggregate power consumption of the population and its setpoint
are shown in Figure 3.13-d). The aggregate power slope during the
first hour is caused by the low initial temperature (selected to 50◦ C
for illustration purposes) which leads to a CLPU effect [95, 96]. Since
the controller is unable to override the local thermostat when the unit
is outside of the dead-band, this effect is unavoidable for this initial
condition. Later on, the signal is followed with a high accuracy.
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Figure 3.13: EWH population controlled by Switching Control

3.5.4

Comparison of the Simulation Results

For a direct comparison of the two approaches, we present the aggregate
power time series (as an indication of control quality) and outlet water
temperatures (indicative of user comfort) together.
Figure 3.14-a) shows a comparison of the setpoint tracking performance
and Figure 3.14-b) shows the control error as a percentage of the current
setpoint value. In Figures 3.14-c) and 3.14-d), we depict a comparison
of the EWH outlet temperatures.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of tracking performance and user comfort
It is evident that the Gamma Control approach introduced in Section 3.5.2 is able to follow the setpoint with an accuracy similar to
the Switching Control approach from Section 3.5.3. Differences exist in
the handling of EWHs outside the dead-band: while the Gamma Controller is able to override the local thermostat controller (which leads
to the depicted comfort loss), the Switching Controller honors state
constraints.
We conclude that Gamma Control is more suitable for smaller control
actions where the deviation from autonomous operation are relatively
small. One such application would be the tracking of a Load Frequency
Control (LFC) signal around a baseline trajectory that is relatively close
to the natural (uninfluenced) power consumption behavior of the EWH
population.
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The Switching Control approach is able to maintain user comfort by
allowing individual EWH addressing while at the same time increasing
the control accuracy when the population remains within the deadband. The drawback of this is the substantial effort for communication
and metering equipment.

3.6

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we presented a dynamic model of an EWH based on
physical energy and mass balances within the water tank. The model
dynamics can be shown to match experimental data relatively closely.
A statistical water draw model was used to simulate the user-induced
draws of hot water from an EWH and a population model was generated using stochastic parameter variations. We also showed by the
application of rule-based control strategies for EWH populations that
accurate setpoint tracking can be achieved. This profoundly extends
the insights gained in Chapter 2 since we used a more detailed model
of the internal dynamics and a model for user interactions instead of a
simple one-state TCL model.
Future work may consist of a more detailed investigation of the internal
water dynamics, particularly with respect to the dynamic behavior of
the water temperatures when a heating element is activated. Furthermore, novel control strategies can be developed, e.g., with the aim of
reducing the communication effort needed for accurate setpoint tracking and maintaining the end-use performance of the EWHs at the same
time. When considering EWHs with a second heating element, which
provides a quick re-heating possibility for the upper water layers, further opportunities to enhance the available power consumption “slack”
without jeopardizing end-use functionality should be investigated.

Chapter 4

Probabilistic Modeling and
Control of TCLs
In this chapter, we present a probabilistic modeling and control approach for Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs). Based on a
Markov-chain modeling technique, we derive a closed-form Linear TimeInvariant (LTI) model of a TCL population that can be used for simulation studies and control design. A Model Predictive Control (MPC)
approach is used to track a time-varying setpoint in the aggregate power
consumption. The control action is applied to the “plant” of individual
TCLs represented by a first-order model for each unit. Numerical simulations are presented and tracking performance in different scenarios
is assessed.

4.1

Introduction and Literature Review

A general overview about Thermostatically Controlled Load (TCL)
modeling and control literature has already been presented in Chapter 2. Here we focus on research that is based on modeling the states
of individual appliances within the temperature dead-band in an aggregate and probabilistic way. The common ground of these approaches is
the representation of the set of TCL states by a continuous “probability
mass”, the dynamics of which can be described in time and space by a
Partial Differential Equation (PDE). The foundation for this work was
laid by [97] and extended by various researchers, e.g., [98]. These works
were published before a substantial share of intermittent renewable energy in power systems could be anticipated and thus were focused on
the reduction of the fairly well-predictable peak load.
81
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As outlined before, renewed interest in the management of aggregated
TCL populations was triggered by the challenges associated with renewable energy expansion. The new idea of balancing and ancillary service
provision by controllable loads established novel requirements on control
methodologies. While statistical modeling approaches such as [97] were
originally not designed to track rapidly changing setpoint trajectories,
they possess the advantage of representing an entire TCL population in
a closed form. In comparison with rule-based control approaches as presented in Chapters 2 and 3, this is a promising way to reduce the need
for information exchange between the units and a central controller.
The present chapter extends a line of research that is motivated by providing accurate setpoint tracking in aggregate power consumption while
minimizing communication requirements. Known previous approaches
include [75], in which aggregate TCL power consumption is controlled
by changing the thermostat setpoints and insight into the system dynamics is gained by solving the PDE model from [97]. Reference [77]
extends this work towards a discrete “state bin” modeling framework
similar to [102], and the authors develop a bilinear controller to manipulate aggregate power consumption, again by temperature setpoint
control. Since the authors of [97] had to assume parameter homogeneity
for the model development, the approaches which build directly on their
PDE model do so as well.
The main objective of our approach is to derive a framework that can
incorporate various control design techniques and heterogeneous TCL
parameters, and that also allows the use of state and parameter estimation. We develop a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) model of a TCL population based on a discretization of the temperature space into “state
bins” and a consideration of the aggregated probability mass, similar to
[77, 102]. In a manner similar to [77], we are interested in understanding
whether system identification and observer design methods can be used.
We formulate the control problem in terms of an Model Predictive Control (MPC) framework that is highly flexible with respect to managing
control objectives and constraints. Finally, anticipating that it will be
difficult to measure in real-time the state of every TCL being controlled,
we examine the influence that incomplete TCL state information has on
controller performance.
The contents of this chapter are largely based on the paper [123]. Together with [124], this provided the basis for [125]. The chapter proceeds
as follows: In Section 4.2 we present the aggregate probabilistic model
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Table 4.1: Notation for Chapter 4
Var.
A
a
B
C
C
h
I
J
m
N
P
p

Unit
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

Meaning
Var.
Unit
Dynamic matrix
Q
[-]
TCL parameter
q
[-]
Control input matrix
R
[-]
◦C
Output matrix
R
[ kW ]
Thermal capacitance
[ kWh
u
[-]
◦C ]
[h]
Time step size
v
[-]
[-]
Identity matrix
x
[-]
[-]
Cost function
y
[-]
◦
[-]
ON /OFF variable
δ
[ C]
[-]
Number
θ
[◦ C]
[kW]
Electric power
ω
[◦ C]
[-]
Probability
Subscript
Meaning
Subscript
a
Ambient
on
bin
State bin
P
g
Gain
pred
i
TCL index
pref
j
Bin index
rated
k
Time step index
rel
j
Prediction step index
set
max
Maximum
total
min
Minimum
track
off
OFF switching state

Meaning
State penalty matrix
Scalar penalty factor
Input penalty matrix
Thermal resistance
Control input vector
Measurement noise vector
State bin vector
Output vector
Temp. dead-band width
Temperature
Noise process
Meaning
ON switching state
Power
Prediction steps
Preferential
TCL rated power
Relative
Setpoint
Whole population
Tracking

based on Markov chains. In Section 4.3, we discuss the possibilities for
transferring information between the central controller and the TCLs.
The control approach is described in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents
simulation results and Section 4.6 concludes this chapter. The used
notation is summarized in Table 4.1.

4.2

Modeling Approach

4.2.1

Individual TCL Model

The individual TCL model is the same as the one used in [75]. The
parameter a, which governs the thermal characteristics of each TCL i,
is defined as:
ai = e−h/(Ci Ri ) ,
(4.1)
◦

C
where Ci [ kWh
] and Ri [ kW
] are the thermal capacitance and resistance
◦
C
of TCL i. Furthermore, h [h] is the time step size.

The difference equation describing the temperature dynamics of TCL i
is:
θi,k+1 = ai θi,k + (1 − ai )(θa,i − mi,k θg,i ) + ωi,k ,
(4.2)
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where k [-] is the time step index, θi,k [◦ C] is the internal temperature
of the TCL, θa,i [◦ C] is the ambient temperature, mi,k [-] is a discrete
variable equal to 1 when the TCL is ON and 0 when it is OFF, and
ωi,k [◦ C] is a noise process. The ON temperature gain θg,i [◦ C] is:
(
Ri Prated,i for cooling devices
θg,i =
,
(4.3)
−Ri Prated,i for heating devices
where Prated,i [kW] is the TCL’s rated power. θg,i is positive for cooling
TCLs and negative for heating TCLs.

4.2.2

TCL Population Model

To simulate the behavior of a population of TCLs, we could aggregate
thousands of single TCL models using (4.2); however, this would be
computationally intensive and the aggregate system would not be in a
form amenable to many control techniques. Instead, in this approach
we will work with a discrete LTI system in state space form:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk
y k = Cxk

,

,

(4.4)
(4.5)

which allows us to use a wide range of system analysis tools and advanced control techniques.
Assume all TCLs in a population have the same temperature setpoint
θset [◦ C] and temperature dead-band width δ [K] (or normalized diverse
dead-bands). Divide the dead-band into Nbin /2 temperature intervals.
A TCL in a certain temperature interval can be either ON or OFF.
Divide each temperature interval into two state bins, one for TCLs that
are ON and one for TCLs that are OFF. This results in Nbin state bins.
The state vector x contains the number of TCLs in each state bin, or, if
normalized by the total number of TCLs, the fraction of TCLs in each
state bin, which is equivalent to probability mass in the infinite system
limit. In the remainder of the chapter, we will refer to x as a vector
of probability mass. The A-matrix can be thought of as a (transposed)
Markov transition matrix describing the probability of TCLs moving
from one state bin to the next. Figure 4.1 shows how the state bins
map to the temperature dead-band. In [123], the analytical derivation
of the A-matrix is presented, which we compare with an identified Amatrix. We will discuss the structure of the matrices B and C and the
vectors u and y in subsequent sections.
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Figure 4.1: State bin transition model [123]
Table 4.2: Simulation and TCL parameters, adapted from [75]
Parameter
θset
δ
θa
R
C
Prated
h

Meaning
Temperature setpoint
Temperature dead-band width
Ambient temperature
Thermal resistance
Thermal capacitance
Rated power
Time step

Value
20◦ C
0.5 K
32◦ C
K
2 kW
8 – 12
14 kW
10 s

kWh
K

Comparison of Analytically-Derived A-matrix to Identified Matrix
We compare the analytically-derived A-matrix [123] with an identified
A-matrix obtained by a Markov chain identification procedure. This
technique can only be applied if full state information for the TCL population (or a subset thereof) is available to the identification algorithm.
For this comparison, we consider the case where the TCL parameter, a,
is uniformly distributed in [amin , amax ]:
(
1
if amin ≤ a ≤ amax
.
(4.6)
p(a) = amax −amin
0
otherwise
The simulation and TCL parameters used in our analysis are listed in
Table 4.2, and amin and amax are computed from these parameters.
Analytically-derived matrix : As described in [123], the analyticallyderived A-matrix is calculated as follows: For each combination of
possible starting and ending bins, we evaluate numerically the analytical expression for transition probability to generate the A-matrix.
ON /OFF switching is represented in the model by the addition of state
bins outside of the dead-band. In each time step, probability mass is
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Temperature state evolution for 200 TCLs (randomly chosen out of 1,000)
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Figure 4.2: Unforced system evolution and eigenvalue comparison
(1,000 air conditioning units)
moved from starting bins to ending bins, without regard to the deadband. After each time step, the probability mass ending up in a bin
outside of the dead-band is switched ON or OFF by the TCL’s internal
controller.
Markov-identified matrix: We simulate 1,000 individual TCLs and use
the MATLAB [126] function hmmestimate to identify the Markov Transition Matrix. We could also construct the matrix by counting the number of TCL transitions within the discretized dead-band over many time
steps. Note that the Markov Transition Matrix has to be transposed in
order to be equivalent to the A-matrix from (4.4).
Model comparison: The dynamic behavior of the analytically-derived
and Markov-identified models were compared with a simulated population of 1,000 individual TCLs. The top two plots in Figure 4.2 show
the evolution of the unforced systems (Nbin = 40 for the analytical and
identified A-matrices). The bottom three plots compare the eigenvalues of the analytically-derived and Markov-identified A-matrices, given
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different numbers of state bins, here simulated with a time step of 10 s.
For the time-domain simulations, all TCLs are started in a single state
bin, which leads to an oscillatory decay in aggregate power. The models produce similar results for the first 2 – 3 oscillations. After that,
the disagreement between the three models increases. This implies that
control actions that require long forecasts may not perform well, but
that control actions with reasonably short forecast requirements (e.g.,
less than one hour) may not suffer from plant-model mismatch problems. If control actions are applied continuously to the system (“tight”
control), this mismatch problem will likely be negligible.
The oscillatory decay is related to both TCL parameter heterogeneity
and the number of state bins used in the state bin transition model. In
the individual TCL model, homogeneous populations exhibit undamped
oscillations, and these oscillations decay with increasing parameter heterogeneity as TCLs spread out over the temperature state space. In
the bin transition model, there is a negative correlation between the
number of bins and the damping of the oscillation: with increasing
amount of bins, the oscillation becomes increasingly persistent. This
finding is consistent with [77], where a large number of bins (200) was
chosen in order to yield a non-decaying oscillation corresponding to a
homogeneous system. Interestingly, the bin transition model shows a
non-decaying behavior when large numbers of bins are used, even if the
model has been constructed from a heterogeneous parameter set. Thus,
for heterogeneous populations, the number of bins can be seen as a tuning variable which can be adapted to achieve a good matching of the
decay behavior. However, as will be seen in Section 4.5, the number of
bins does not have a large influence on a tightly controlled system.
The mismatch between the analytically-derived model and the simulated population of TCLs is due, at least in part, to the assumption
made that the parameter distribution of TCLs is the same in each state
bin (see [123]). For the simulated population of TCLs, the parameter
distribution of TCLs in each state is different and depends on initial
condition and simulation time.
The mismatch between the analytically-derived and the Markov-identified A-matrices can likely be attributed to the way ON /OFF transitions
are handled. In the analytical system we have added extra bins outside
of the temperature dead-band. Conversely, the identified matrix has
only one bin at each corner of the temperature dead-band, which takes
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all probability mass that crosses the dead-band during each time step.
We conclude that the analytically-derived and Markov-identified models are relatively consistent with the simulated population of TCLs,
though in both cases some error results from the matrix construction
methodology. We use the transposed Markov matrix in our subsequent
simulations.

4.3

Information Transfer

4.3.1

General Considerations

In this section, we will not identify specific communications platforms
or protocols. Instead, we will speak more abstractly about the types of
information that might be exchanged. This work is based on a “direct
load control” philosophy, meaning that a central controller collects information from the TCL population and transmits a control signal to
which the TCLs react. Given the state bin transition model, there are
many degrees of freedom for control and information transfer between
the TCL population and the central controller including:
A) the nature of the control signal transmitted from the central controller to the TCLs,
B) the methodology for addressing the entire population or only a
certain subset, and
C) the information that the TCLs transmit back to the controller.
In Table 4.3, we present a number of options for these three degrees of
freedom. Clearly, our choices of options must correspond to capabilities
of the actual system. In the following subsections, we explain the subset
of options we have implemented. Future work will explore the other
options.

4.3.2

Implemented Approach

Controller → TCL Population
We have implemented the approach A3/B3 according to Table 4.3.
Specifically, we toggle ON /OFF TCLs in certain bins, which corresponds to moving TCLs from ON bins to OFF bins of equal temperature, or vice versa. The control input vector ubin only has half the
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Table 4.3: Options for control and information transfer
Options
A. Control signal from central controller to TCLs
A1. Shifting, expanding, or contracting the temp. dead-band [75, 77]
A2. Blocking (switching OFF ) TCLs
at certain times
A3. Toggling ON /OFF certain
TCLs, as in [105]
B. Targeted TCLs
B1. Selective addressing of individual TCLs
B2. Broadcast same control to all
TCLs with uniform response
B3. Broadcast same control to all
TCLs with differing responses
C. Information from TCLs to central
controller
C1. Full state information of the entire population
C2. Full state information of a subset
of the population
C3. No state information, only aggregate power measured
C4. No state information, but TCL
properties are known

Feasible with State
Transition Model?

Bin

Implemented
in this work?

Yes, through definition of extra bins
Yes, through definition of extra bins

No

Yes

Yes

No, unless the current bin of
each TCL is known
Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes, through system ID

Yes

Yes, through system ID and
could include an observer
Yes, but may be difficult

Yes

Yes,
through
derivation

Yes

analytical

No

No

number of independent elements as the bin state vector since for every
bin that loses probability mass there will be another equal-temperature
state bin that gains. Considering the sequence of bins in Figure 4.1, the
control input ubin enters the system via the matrix B:


−1
0


..


.


 0
−1 
 .
B=
(4.7)
 0
1 




.


..
1
0
From the structure of B it can be seen that no probability mass (or
TCLs) can vanish from the state space through control actions. Based
on our sign convention, positive elements of ubin correspond to turning
TCLs ON and negative elements correspond to turning TCLs OFF. This
property can be exploited by constraining ubin to only non-negative or
non-positive values, if the system is designed such that the control can
only work in one direction.
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We target TCLs according to B3 as follows: If the controller chooses
to switch a certain number of loads in a bin, it converts this number
to a switch probability using available state information. Then, loads
(using a local random number generator) switch with this probability,
therefore the same control signal causes differing responses within the
TCL population. This avoids the need to directly address individual
TCLs, thus reducing the communication effort.
TCL Population → Controller
Knowing the measured temperatures of the entire population is the
most convenient condition for control (option C1 in Table 4.3) since
this means that the A-matrix can be identified using Markov Chain
techniques, as outlined in Section 4.2.2. However, since this option is
the most expensive to implement, we would like to reduce the need for
measured state information. It is not beneficial to measure a subset of
the states. Individual TCLs traverse all states, so measuring a subset of
states would imply that all TCLs would have to be instrumented, which
is equivalent to having full state information.1 We propose instead to
instrument a subset of TCLs (Option C2). At intervals, each TCL will
transmit its internal temperature, with respect to its dead-band, to the
controller. By aggregating these results, we obtain a noisy measurement
of the state bin vector, which can be used directly or together with an
observer (e.g., Kalman filter). The A-matrix can be identified using
Markov Chain techniques on the noisy data.
Integrating measured information into the control system boils down to
designing the output equation of the state bin transition model. The
measured output y = C x + v, where v is measurement noise, does not
include a direct feed-through term Du. This is because the controller
acts on the TCLs, which is seen in the output one time step later.
The matrix C reflects whether only aggregate power is measured, or a
measurement of the full state vector is included. In the former case:
C = Prated NTCL [0, · · · , 0 , 1, · · · , 1] ,
|
{z
} | {z } | {z }
:=Cp

Nbin
2

(4.8)

Nbin
2

where NTCL is the total number of TCLs, and Cp represents the overall
installed power of the population. Since the system has only one scalar
1 A possible exception to this is TCLs reporting their switching actions to the
controller, which yields information about the bins at the boundary of the deadband.
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output, the vector v becomes a scalar as well: v = vp , where vp is the
aggregate power measurement noise. If the full state vector is included
in the output, the matrix C becomes:


[ I(Nbin ) ]
C=
,
(4.9)
0, · · · , 0 , Cp , · · · , Cp
where I(Nbin ) is the Nbin -dimensional identity matrix. The vector v = [v1 , . . . , vNbin , vp ]T is measurement noise resulting from partial instrumentation of the population and other sources, with vj for
j = 1, . . . , Nbin being the state measurement noise and vp being the
aggregate power measurement noise.

4.3.3

Controllability and Observability Properties

The pair [A, B] is not controllable: the controllability matrix is of
rank n − 1. One degree of freedom is lost because the controller cannot
drive all states to zero, since they represent the fraction of TCLs in
each bin and must sum to one. However, if C is defined as in (4.8),
the system is output-controllable and aggregate power can be tracked.
If C is defined as in (4.9), the system is not output-controllable: the
output controllability matrix is of rank n − 2. One degree of freedom is
lost since the controller cannot drive all states to zero and another one
is lost because aggregate power is dependent on the states. However,
aggregate power can still be tracked. The pair [A, C] is observable for
both options of C.

4.4
4.4.1

Control Approach
Initial Considerations

The state bin transition model is linear since the control input influences
an absolute (albeit approximate) number of TCLs in a certain bin in
each time step. This is a significant difference to the formulation in
[77], in which the controller influences a percentage of TCLs in a bin,
resulting in a nonlinear model. In our formulation, the system can
theoretically be controlled to have less than zero or more than all of
the TCLs in a bin (xj < 0 or xj > 1 for any j = 1, . . . , Nbin ), which
is physically impossible. Consequently, we choose to use MPC since it
can incorporate inequality constraints on states, not just on inputs.
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Figure 4.3: Control structure for TCL population
MPC schemes are usually applied to control problems where certain
variables must be controlled to (possibly varying) setpoints taking into
account the (usually slow) system dynamics, such as in the process industry. In this case, special attention has to be given to the sampling
time and prediction horizon in order to represent the dynamics properly
within the controller. In our case, switching actions imposed on TCLs
occur (in principle) instantly when the control is applied. Due to the
state bin transition model formulation, this happens one step after the
control is applied, but the whole range of possible outputs can be traversed in this one step. This means that a very short prediction horizon
(minimum 2 steps for implementation reasons) is sufficient to capture
the relevant input-output dynamics. In cases where the target trajectory is known several steps in advance, a longer prediction horizon may
allow to further decrease the control impact on the TCL population.

4.4.2

Control Problem Formulation

Figure 4.3 illustrates the control structure consistent with the control
and information transfer choices described in the previous section. The
MPC outputs the control signal ubin (in terms of probability mass),
which is converted to ubin,rel (in terms of switch probabilities) by using state information. Note that this preserves linearity in the plant /
control input model. To formulate the control problem, a set of con-
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straints, defined by the properties of probability mass evolving in the
state space, is introduced:
0 ≤ xj ≤ 1
−1 ≤ ubin,j ≤ 1

∀ j = 1, . . . , Nbin

,

∀ j = 1, . . . , Nbin /2

(4.10)
.

(4.11)

Besides these principal physical constraints, other constraints may be
imposed based on the desired behavior of the controller.
A number of suitable cost function designs achieving certain design goals
are discussed below. Here, we restrict ourselves to quadratic cost functions, as these usually yield smooth control behavior and are easy to
solve by standard quadratic programming techniques. In the choice of
penalty factors, there are several options, which include:
• penalization of the tracking error Ptotal − Pset ,
• penalization of the control input vector ubin , and
• penalization of the state vector deviation from a desired value
x − xset .
In a general form, an appropriate cost function can be defined as follows:
k+Npred −1

Jk

=

X

qtrack (Ptotal (l) − Pset (l))2

(4.12)

l=k

+

T
uT
bin (l)Rbin ubin (l) + (x(l) − xset (l)) Q (x(l) − xset (l))



.

The following options are considered for influencing the control behavior
in the desired way:
• Rbin = 0, Q = 0, qtrack 6= 0 achieves the minimization of setpoint
tracking error without any attention to the control action.
• To balance control actions against the tracking error, Rbin should
be non-zero. In the most simple form, all main diagonal elements
are chosen positive and equal, resulting in a uniform evolution of
all elements of ubin . A reduction in switching can be achieved by
prioritizing the switching from bins where an autonomous switching would happen soon anyway. This is achieved by altering the
problem formulation in the following way: we introduce two new
decision variable vectors ubin,on and ubin,off , which are tied to ubin
by means of an equality constraint:
ubin,on + ubin,off = ubin

.

(4.13)
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We further establish the constraints ubin,on ≥ 0 and ubin,off ≤ 0
and add another term Jpref into the cost function:
k+Npred −1

Jpref

X

=

uT
bin,off (l)Rbin,off ubin,off (l)

(4.14)

l=k

+


uT
bin,on (l)Rbin,on ubin,on (l)

.

The matrices Rbin,on and Rbin,off are diagonal matrices with a
suitable dimension. Rbin,on has a monotonically decreasing series
of elements on the main diagonal and Rbin,off has a monotonically increasing series. Depending on the desired penalization,
the series can decrease/increase (piecewise) linearly, quadratically,
or exponentially. Through this penalization strategy, a preferential switching in the bins close to the autonomous switching is
achieved. The main diagonal of Rbin from (4.12) is set to zero or
to small equal values.
• Another alternative cost function design takes advantage of the
flexibility provided by the bin transition model and results in a
more complex controller behavior, although it is easy to formulate.
The state vector x can be penalized by the diagonal matrix Q
with respect to its deviation from a certain desired probability
mass profile (e.g., the steady state profile) among the bins.

4.5
4.5.1

Case Study
System Setup and Scenarios

To evaluate the performance of the control system, a simulated population of individual TCLs with process noise set to zero (wi,k = 0) is
controlled to track a highly variable setpoint. The test trajectory is
composed of four different sections: 1) a series of steps resembling energy market or tertiary frequency control dispatch, 2) a sinusoid representing a smooth power adjustment trajectory, 3) some 5-minute power
changes which is relevant for short-term ancillary service markets [127],
and 4) a real Load Frequency Control (LFC) signal obtained from a
European Transmission System Operator (TSO). The choice of these
diverse setpoints demonstrates the versatility of the control approach.
The simulated model is parameterized according to the discussion in
Section 4.2. Specifically, devices are heterogeneous in thermal capacitance (C) but homogeneous with respect to rated power (Prated ) and
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Table 4.4: Options for controller parameterization
Options
cst. ubin
pref. ubin
state

Npred
2
2
2
∗

Parameters
Q
0
0
diag([1, . . . , 1])

qtrack
103
103
103
3

3

Rbin,on = diag([10 , . . . , 10 , Nbin /2, . . . , 1])
{z
} |
|
{z
}
Nbin /2

∗

Rbin
diag([1, . . . , 1])
∗
Rbin,on , ∗ Rbin,off
0

Nbin /2
3

3

Rbin,off = diag([1, . . . , Nbin /2, 10 , . . . , 10 ])
{z
}
|
{z
} |
Nbin /2

Nbin /2

thermal resistance (R). Therefore, the devices described by (4.2) are
heterogeneous in the TCL parameter a and homogeneous in the temperature gain θg . A real population of TCLs would be heterogeneous in
θg , which would lead to additional diversity in dynamics during the ON
phase. The study of the impact of rated power and thermal resistance
heterogeneity on model outcomes can be addressed in future research.
Numerical parameters are shown in Table 4.2. Table 4.4 presents options
for parameterizing the controller. Specifically, the columns represent
three different choices for penalizing control inputs: “cst. ubin ” denotes
a constant (equal) penalization of the elements in ubin , “pref. ubin ”
means that the bins where switching is imminent are preferred by the
controller (according to (4.14)), and “state” means that the state is
penalized with respect to the steady state of the bin transition model.
We define a set of simulation scenarios that provide insight into the
control behavior for different parameterizations of the controller. One
scenario will be shown graphically, while the others will only be considered in numerical performance comparisons. Twenty-seven scenarios
can be explored by permutating the following parameterization options:
• variation of Nbin : 40, 60, 80 state bins,
• variation of cost function design:
– equal penalty on ubin for all elements,
– splitting of ubin in ubin,on and ubin,off ; high penalty on first
half of ubin,on , lower and linearly decreasing penalty for second half of ubin,on ; the same penalty vector flipped to penalize ubin,off , or
– penalizing the deviation from the steady state.
• variation of state information for controller: 100%, 30%, 10%.
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4.5.2

Numerical Results

Numerical simulations were carried out using the scenario definitions
above. For the MPC setup, the MATLAB toolbox YALMIP [128] was
used. Figure 4.4 shows a simulation of the controlled system with full
state vector information available to the controller. The parameters
correspond to Case 8 in Table 4.5. The results show that the desired
trajectory is tracked with good performance.
The State of Charge (SOC) of the aggregate system is defined as the
center of gravity of device states with respect to the temperature deadband. For cooling TCLs, all TCLs concentrated at the upper dead-band
correspond to SOC = 0, at the lower dead-band to SOC = 1. The
opposite relation holds for heating TCLs. Information on the aggregate
SOC is relevant to power system operators, allowing them to dispatch
the TCL population like an energy storage device.
Table 4.5 shows a numerical performance comparison of 12 of the 27 simulated scenarios. The parameter sets are presented in the upper section
of the table, whereas the performance indicators are shown below. It
can be seen that the relative Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), normalized by average aggregate power, of the setpoint tracking lies in the
range of 0.49 – 2.07%, depending on the simulated case. These results
suggest that tracking can be improved with a larger number of bins
and/or a larger set of measured TCLs but the effect is relatively small.
The preferential switching of TCLs from bins close to the autonomous
switching point (pref. ubin ) yields the best tracking results.
Table 4.5: Performance comparison
Nbin
Control penalty (Table 4.4)
Percentage measured [%]
Performance indicators
Ctrl. error (rel. RMSE) [%]
Mean switching increase [%]
Min switching increase [%]
Max switching increase [%]
Nbin
Control penalty (Table 4.4)
Percentage measured [%]
Performance indicators
Ctrl. error (rel. RMSE) [%]
Mean switching increase [%]
Min switching increase [%]
Max switching increase [%]

Case 1
Case 2 Case 3
Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
40
40
40
40
40
60
cst. ubin cst. ubin cst. ubin pref. ubin state cst. ubin
100
30
10
100
100
100
1.72
173.65
70.59
325.00
Case 7
60
pref. ubin
100
0.61
144.71
71.43
261.54

1.50
2.07
0.86
1.92
1.01
221.80
284.54
116.33
211.48 184.03
100.00
111.76
56.25
80
64.29
450.00
527.27
233.33
416.67 372.73
Case 8 Case 9 Case 10 Case 11 Case 12
60
80
80
80
80
state cst. ubin pref. ubin state
state
100
100
100
100
10
0.96
273.96
135.29
458.33

0.78
193.10
82.35
454.55

0.49
149.52
71.43
336.36

0.79
267.61
114.29
461.54

1.99
329.60
150
700.00
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Temperature state evolution for 200 TCLs (randomly chosen out of 1,000)
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Furthermore, we investigate how the control algorithm influences the
ON /OFF switching frequency of the TCL population. The number of
ON /OFF alterations (switchings) in each simulated case is compared
with the number of switchings in the case where all TCLs operate autonomously. The average increase in switching frequency is roughly 100
– 330%. This significant increase is caused by the shape of the desired
trajectory which imposes large deviations of active power consumption
with respect to the absence of control, thus forcing the population to
sometimes operate far away from the mean SOC of 0.5. Again, the best
results are achieved by the preferential switching method.

4.6

Concluding Remarks

This chapter demonstrates the ability of a large number of thermostatically controlled loads to track a variable power signal. The bin
transition modeling technique provides a model of the aggregate dynamic behavior of the TCL population which is accurate enough for
use with model-based control techniques. Heterogeneity of the population was incorporated into the approach and tracking performance was
demonstrated with a set of 1,000 TCLs.
Further research will address the reduction of communication requirements so as to increase the chance for cost-effective practical application
of the technique. An issue is the quality of available state information
to the controller, which makes the application of state estimation and
filtering techniques promising for increasing tracking performance in
communication-constrained environments.

Chapter 5

System-Level Unit Models
In this chapter, we present a framework for the system-level representation of distributed loads, generators, and storage units. This modeling approach, denoted as Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF),
consists of a unified description of a diverse portfolio of grid-connected
units (individual or aggregated), which facilitates the development of
operation strategies and evaluation of system performance. The models
of a population of generic Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs)
shown in Chapter 2 as well as the Electric Water Heaters (EWHs) in
Chapter 3 are represented by power node equations. Furthermore, individual energy storage devices and generation units are modeled using
the PNMF nomenclature. We will use these models for control strategy
development in Chapter 6 and for economic evaluation in Chapter 7.

5.1

Introduction and Literature Review

Power nodes are mathematical representations of power sources or
sinks connected to the electricity system. They were first presented
in [129, 130]. Note that the development of the basic modeling approach was a collaborative effort between the co-authors of these two
publications, whereas the concept was later utilized for individually different purposes by each of the active researchers. As will be seen later,
the work presented in this thesis is focused on the formulation of power
system control services and the integration of Demand Response (DR)
into dispatch strategies. Other applications of the concept independent of this thesis include conceptual considerations on power system
control structures [131] and a structured assessment of power system
flexibility [132].
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The modeling concept builds upon the principle that any unit connected to the power system, either generation, load, or storage, requires
the conversion of electric energy from and to different forms of energy.
These forms can be called “supply forms” (e.g., primary energy such
as natural gas) and “use forms” (e.g., end-use energy such as heat and
light) of energy. The electric power balance in the grid can only be
fulfilled due to the possibility to store at least some use- and supply energy forms and to accurately control the conversion processes, e.g., the
furnace in a thermal power plant. To represent a grid-connected useor supply process from a power system perspective, it is not necessary
to consider the particular internal composition and physical properties
of the process itself or of the intermediate energy conversion process.
Unit properties relevant to the system level, such as storage capacity
and ramping capability, can be represented in a unified way. We can
thus model a unit connected to the power system as a lumped entity
with characteristic parameters. This entity is called a “power node”.
Although the integration of energy storage and load flexibility into
power systems has been discussed extensively in the literature, the
Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF) exhibits novel features.
Some work that has been published in the same area is found to be
methodologically similar but different in application focus, while other
approaches pursue a similar goal but use a different set of tools. The
multitude of ideas in the same area underlines the interest in a comprehensive modeling framework for power systems in the era of intermittent
and distributed power generation, controllable loads, and energy storage. We will mention some of these concepts in the following.
Since the paradigm of Distributed Generation (DG) acquired more and
more popularity, the challenge of coordinating large numbers of small
units has shifted into the focus of many researchers. New concepts
emerged to deal with the new complexity. The combination of DG and
storage units into a single entity that can operate in power markets
is referred to as Virtual Power Plant (VPP) [133]. VPPs are usually
centrally controlled and operated using optimization algorithms. Their
primary function is market participation but also technical control goals
can be addressed. For this purpose, a distinction can be made between
“technical” and “economic” VPPs [81].
The well-known Energy Hub concept [134] developed at ETH Zurich
within the project “Vision of Future Energy Networks” [135] provides a
modeling framework for multi-energy systems which can include thermal
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and electric energy storage devices. One motivation for this work is the
joint optimization of multiple-energy-carrier systems, such as interconnected networks for electricity, natural gas, and district heat [136, 137].
The reliability of the overall system can be modeled [138] and investment decisions under uncertainty of energy hubs can be made in a structured framework [139]. Energy storage can be incorporated but is not
the main focus of the energy hub framework. A limiting factor for the
application of energy hubs to large-scale systems is the computational
complexity of optimizations using nonlinear models, although new ways
to eliminate the nonlinearities emerged recently [140].
The key distinction between energy hubs and power nodes is that power
nodes are focused on the electricity system and are tailored for the easy
integration of a diverse unit portfolio into dispatch methodologies. Energy hubs are targeted at future energy systems where a large optimization potential lies in the interconnection of different energy carrier
networks. Conversely, power nodes are designed for the utilization in
today’s power system comprising novel elements such as controllable
loads.
There are a number of approaches that emerged in parallel to the
PNMF. In [141], the authors develop a modeling framework for energy storage in power systems following a rationale comparable to ours,
while the way of integrating dispatch and control services is different.
Reference [142] proposes a multi-stage optimization framework for the
operation of storage units to manage energy imbalance, in which the
storage units are represented in a nomenclature similar to the PNMF.
Reference [143] proposes the application of convex optimization methods for the dispatch of storage devices in power systems, demonstrated
by simulation of a price-based dispatch scenario with artificially generated price and demand signals. The usage of the PNMF for providing
power system services as will be presented in Chapter 6 follows a similar rationale, albeit with a more detailed framework for the control
services. Reference [144] presents control strategies for optimized feedin (time shifting) and capacity firming of wind energy using a battery
storage system. This work is similar to ours in that we are interested
in the same kind of control services, but the storage modeling approach
is quite different.
The issue of energy storage dispatch is a long-standing problem in the
operation of hydro power plants, as explained in, e.g., [145]. As numerous other issues, such as water level and flow constraints, natural
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Table 5.1: Notation for Chapter 5

Var.
Unit
Meaning
A
[m2 ]
Surface area
a
[MW]
Loss coefficient
C
[MWh]
Storage capacity
c
[ EUR
Cost coefficient
h ]
Wh
c
[ kg
Specific heat capacity
K]
d
[m]
Insulation thickness
E
[Wh]
Energy
J
[ EUR
Cost function
h ]
N
[-]
Number
n
[-]
Number
P
[W]
Power
p
[-]
Share
Q
[Wh]
Heat energy
◦
T
[ C]
Temperature
Subscript
Meaning
amb
Ambient
bat
Battery
cold
Cold water
curt
Curtailment
daily
Consumption per day
demand
Demand
drv
Externally driven
el
Electrical
ewh
Electric water heater
fuel
Generator fuel
gen
Generation, grid injection
GHG
Greenhouse Gas
hh
Household
load
Load, grid consumption
loss
Heat loss
Superscript
Meaning
grid
Exchange with grid
max
Maximum, upper bound
min
Minimum, lower bound
ref
Reference

Var.
Unit
Meaning
t
[h]
Time
u
[MW]
Grid in-feed/out-feed
V
[m3 ]
Volume
v
[MW]
Physical losses
w
[MW]
Waste term
3
WWD
[m ]
Water draw
3
wwd
[m ]
Water draw
x
[-]
State of Charge
η
[-]
Efficiency
λ
[ mWK ]
Heat conductivity
ξ
[MW]
External process
EUR
π
[ MWh
]
Price
kg
ρ
[m
Density
3]
τ
[h]
Time constant
Subscript
Meaning
i
Power node index
loadshed
Load shedding
norm
Normalized
O&M
Operation & Maintenance
p
Per person
PH
Pumped hydro
p.u.
Per unit
ramp
Ramping
ss
Steady-state
stored
Stored energy
supply
Supplied energy
th
Thermal
VOLL
Value of Lost Load
warm
Warm water
water
Water in EWH
Superscript
Meaning
total
Total unit population
+
Positive
−
Negative
·
Average

inflows, seasonality, and the influence of the available head, need to be
considered in hydro power modeling, a detailed review of hydro modeling and optimization approaches is beyond the scope of this work.
As we will see in Chapter 6, power nodes can be conveniently integrated
into Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategies. The application of
MPC to power system dispatch has been widely discussed due to its
strong basis in optimization theory and its receding horizon capability
which facilitates the execution in rolling time windows and enables the
rejection of disturbances. For instance, [146] proposes the application
of modified MPC problems to power system dispatch in the presence of
load flexibility and intermittent renewable energy.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: The PNMF is
introduced in Section 5.2 and put into context with conventional power
system models. Furthermore, the dynamic model of an individual power
node is explained, parameter/constraint sets representing the characteristics of certain power system units are discussed, and balance terms for
system performance evaluation are presented. Section 5.3 discusses the
modeling of a number of different generators, storage devices, and loads
as power nodes. Section 5.4 presents concluding remarks. The used
notation is summarized in Table 5.1.

5.2

Power Nodes Modeling Framework

In this section, the PNMF is introduced. We will first explain the integration of power node models into an ordinary power system simulation,
then introduce the model for an individual power node, characterize the
properties of a number of standard units, and introduce a balance term
framework for performance evaluation.

5.2.1

Modeling Domains

We define a “modeling domain” as an environment that contains a
mathematical description of an underlying physical system. A power
system simulation normally consists of grid component models and electrical representations of attached generators and loads. In order to integrate units modeled by the PNMF into a power system simulation, an
additional modeling domain is created. As depicted in Figure 5.1, this
power node domain interfaces the grid modeling domain with an external demand/supply domain containing information about energy useand supply processes. These processes can be both externally driven,
such as intermittent renewable energy supply, or controllable, such as
the supply of fuel for dispatchable generators. While the power node
and grid domains are considered integral parts of the electric energy
system, the domain of demand/supply processes is considered external.
In Figure 5.1, arrows indicate the energy (or power) flows that are taken
into account. Empty arrowheads indicate energy that is exchanged with
the environment, while solid arrowheads indicate energy flows into or
across the modeling domains.
Interfaces between the modeling domains need to be defined in an unambiguous way in order to avoid model inconsistencies. An exchange
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Figure 5.1: Modeling domains with Power Nodes layer [129]
between domains is represented in terms of power in continuous time,
which can be integrated in time to yield the exchanged energy. For
example, the exchange between the power node domain and the grid
domain is the active power fed into or consumed from the grid. If the
power system is modeled including electro-mechanical dynamics, the
system inertia provided by synchronous machines is part of the grid domain. Thus, the active power interface is equivalent to the mechanical
power exerted by the prime mover. Grid losses are modeled inside the
grid domain as well, while pre-grid losses, such as storage and conversion losses, are accounted for in the power node domain. This clear
separation allows the PNMF to integrate with a number of different
physical network representations common in power systems modeling.
In a power system model utilizing the PNMF, all grid-connected sources
and sinks of electric power are represented by power nodes. This allows
to account for all energy flows provided to or consumed from the grid as
power node quantities, which enables an easy evaluation of the system’s
performance. Real-world effects that cause supplied energy to be lost,
or demanded energy to remain unserved, can be modeled in all kinds of
units. For example, energy conversion implies conversion losses, power
in-feed from wind turbines may be curtailed, and a load may get disconnected from the grid. In order to evaluate the performance of the
overall system, it is necessary to keep track of these losses and to account for the value associated with them. For this purpose, balance
terms as presented in Section 5.2.4 can be utilized.
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Model of a Single Power Node

A single power node is structured as depicted in Figure 5.2. In comparison with Figure 5.1, the provided and demanded energies are lumped
into an external process termed ξ [MW], with ξ < 0 denoting use and
ξ > 0 supply. The term ugen ≥ 0 [MW] describes a conversion corresponding to a power generation with efficiency ηgen [-], while uload ≥ 0
[MW] describes a conversion corresponding to a consumption with efficiency ηload [-]. The energy storage level is normalized to 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
[-] with energy storage capacity C ≥ 0 [MWh]. Figure 5.2 illustrates
how the storage serves as a buffer between the external process ξ and
the two grid-related exchanges ugen and uload . Internal energy losses
associated with energy storage, e.g., physical, state-dependent losses,
are modeled by the term v ≥ 0 [MW], while enforced energy losses, e.g.,
curtailment/shedding of a supply/demand process, are denoted by the
waste term w [MW], where w > 0 denotes a loss of provided energy and
w < 0 an unserved demand process.
Generic Model
The dynamics of a power node i ∈ N = {1, . . . , N }, which may be
nonlinear in the general case, are described by:
Ci ẋi
s.t.

=

−1
ηload,i uload,i − ηgen,i
ugen,i + ξi − wi − vi

xmin
≤ xi ≤ xmax
≤1 ,
i
i
min
ugen,i ≤ ugen,i ≤ umax
,
gen,i
min
max
uload,i ≤ uload,i ≤ uload,i

(a)

0≤

(b)

0≤

(c)

0≤

(d)

0 ≤ ξi · wi

,

(5.1)

,

,

(e)

0 ≤ |ξi | − |wi |

(f)

0 ≤ vi

,

.

The power node variables uload , ugen , ξ, and w may in general be measured or not, controllable (by an algorithm or operator) or not, and
driven by an external influence or not. These properties are dependent
upon the physical process that is represented by the power node. Internal dependencies, e.g., state-dependent losses vi (xi ), can be modeled.
Charge and discharge efficiencies may be non-constant in the general
case, e.g., state-dependent: ηload,i = ηload,i (xi ), ηgen,i = ηgen,i (xi ).
The constraints (a) – (f) denote a generic set of requirements on the
variables. They are to express that (a) the State of Charge (SOC) is
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Figure 5.2: Notation for a single power node [129]
normalized between zero and one and may also be subject to further
constraints, (b, c) the grid variables are non-negative and bounded, (d)
the supply/demand and the curtailment need to have the same sign, (e)
the supply/demand curtailment cannot exceed the supply/demand itself, and (f) the storage losses are non-negative. Ramp-rate constraints,
especially constraints on the derivatives u̇gen,i and u̇load,i , can be included to represent the dynamic limitations of units, mostly generation
assets, in a simplified way.
Apart from the constraints listed here, there may be additional bounds
imposed on the variables, e.g., in order to define certain standard unit
types with characteristic properties (cf. Section 5.2.3). A major motivation for this notation is to provide technology-independent categories
that can be linked to the evaluation functions given in Section 5.2.4.
Modeling a Power Node without Storage
One of the main motivations for representing power system units as
power nodes is the structured integration of energy storage into operational frameworks. However, power nodes are also useful to represent
processes without energy storage properties such as intermittent renewable generation or conventional generation and load. A process without
storage implies an algebraic coupling between the instantaneous quantities ξi , wi , ugen,i , and uload,i ; the term vi is naturally equal to zero
since no storage is present. Equation (5.1) degenerates to
−1
ξi − wi = ηgen,i
ugen,i − ηload,i uload,i

.

(5.2)
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This equation holds for both externally driven and controllable power
system units. A highly relevant case is a unit that is externally driven by
a physical supply/demand process which cannot be influenced directly,
but the possibility of curtailment exists. For a supply process, this
means that the supplied energy is wasted, while for a demand process
curtailment implies that the demand remains unserved. In both cases,
the curtailment is brought about by the waste term w. Examples are
intermittent power generation (0 ≤ ξi = ξdrv,i (t), 0 ≤ wi ≤ ξi ) and
classical load (ξi = ξdrv,i (t) ≤ 0, ξi ≤ wi ≤ 0).
In the case of a fully controllable supply process such as a conventional
generator, either the grid-related variables ugen,i , uload,i , or the power
exchange with the environment through ξi can be considered the controlled variables. The variable ξi then accounts, e.g., for primary energy
supply.
Affine Power Node Model
Specializations and simplifications of the generic power node model have
practical relevance for controller design and implementation. Here we
present the example of an affine power node model which is suitable for
describing a wide range of processes with state-dependent losses, such
as heat storage units that dissipate energy to the ambiance due to a
difference between the internal storage temperature and the ambient
temperature. For this purpose, a linear dependency of vi on the storage
state xi is assumed and the efficiencies are assumed constant in order
to eliminate nonlinearities:
−1
Ci ẋi = ηload,i uload,i − ηgen,i
ugen,i + ξi − wi − ai (xi − xss,i )

(5.3)

subject to suitable constraints. The steady-state storage level xss,i [-]
refers to the steady state of the differential equation in the absence of inputs, e.g., the thermal equilibrium of a heat storage with the ambiance,
and ai [MW] is a non-negative loss coefficient.

5.2.3

Characterization of Unit Properties

There are a limited number of practically relevant unit types. As discussed in Section 5.2.2, the various kinds of energy flows available in the
generic power node model allow the modeling of a wide range of unit
types. A certain practical unit type is thus classified by its characteristic subset of the possible modes of energy flow. A “unit” in the PNMF
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Table 5.2: Unit properties determined by power node constraints
Variable(s)

Constraint(s)

Implication

ugen,i ,
uload,i

ugen,i = 0
uload,i = 0
ugen,i · uload,i = 0
–

Load
Generator
One-conversion-unit storage
Two-conversion-unit storage

Ci

Ci = 0
Ci > 0

Non-buffered unit
Buffered unit

ξi

ξi = 0
ξi ≥ 0
ξi ≤ 0

No external process
Supply process
Demand process

ξi , wi

ξi = ξdrv,i (t) ∧ wi = 0
ξi = ξdrv,i (t)
ξi arbitrary, wi = 0

Non-controllable
Curtailable
Controllable

vi

vi = 0
vi ≥ 0

Lossless storage
Lossy storage

u̇gen,i
u̇load,i

max
u̇min
gen,i ≤ u̇gen,i ≤ u̇gen,i
min
u̇load,i ≤ u̇load,i ≤ u̇max
load,i

Ramp-rate-constrained generation
Ramp-rate-constrained load

is an arbitrary generation, load, or storage device, or a group of devices which are coordinated and aggregated such that they behave like
a single unit. The type distinction is established by a set of constraints
on the variables used in (5.1), i.e., uload,i , ugen,i , Ci , xi , ξi , vi , and
wi . These constraints hold in addition to the principal constraints (a) –
(f) in (5.1), providing a classification of units with different operational
properties.
Table 5.2 establishes a set of basic properties defining the operational
behavior of a unit modeled as a power node. The interpretation of the
constraints is given in the following:
• uload/gen,i : A pure generation process would imply that uload,i = 0
at all times; a pure load cannot inject power, which is expressed by
ugen,i = 0. In a bi-directional conversion system, both variables
can assume non-zero values; both conversions can happen at the
same time (e.g., in a pumped-hydro power plant with independent
turbine and pump), or not (e.g., in an inverter-connected battery).
• C i : The unit is modeled with (Ci > 0) or without energy storage
capabilities (Ci = 0).
• ξ i : This denotes a supply (ξi > 0) or demand process (ξi < 0).
For a pure electricity storage (e.g., a battery), ξi = 0 holds.
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• ξ i , wi : Constraints on ξi and wi indicate the controllability of the
power exchange with an external process. If ξi is driven by an
external signal ξi = ξdrv,i (t), e.g., induced by an intermittent supply, it may either be curtailable (wi ≤ ξi , but no further constraint
on wi ) or non-controllable (no curtailment possible: wi = 0). If
ξi is not externally driven, the unit is fully controllable. In this
case, wi = 0 can be assumed since the curtailment of a directly
controllable process would be unnecessary.1
• v i : The storage is considered lossless if vi = 0 and lossy if the
term can assume non-zero values (vi ≥ 0).
• u̇load/gen,i : The grid variables uload,i and ugen,i may be rate-constrained, which is reflected in continuous time by an upper and
lower bound on their derivatives. This serves to model physical
limitations on the rate of change of a power conversion process,
e.g., due to thermal stress on power plant components.
Based on these properties, all unit types relevant for establishing the
power balance in a power system can be classified and modeled in a simplified way within the PNMF. Some examples are given in Section 5.3.
Additional constraints may be considered for specific applications.

5.2.4

System-Level Performance Indicators

In order to evaluate operation and control strategies acting on an electric grid interfaced with a set of power nodes, a number of performance
indicators can be defined which allow to account for the energy flows
over time in an aggregated form. For this purpose, balance terms depending on the instantaneous quantities (power/energy flow quantities)
can be formulated that characterize the current operational state of the
power system. These can be integrated over time to yield energy values
which characterize the system performance over a certain time span.
Below, a set of exemplary terms is presented, which can be extended to
include also technology-dependent weighting terms for monetary cost
or environmental impact. Examples for instantaneous balance terms
indicating the current system state are:
1 Note that more detailed sets of constraints may be established for the power
node variables in order to model particular units. It may be practical to allow a
non-zero wi even in the presence of a (partly) controllable ξi .
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X

grid
• Power supplied to grid: Pgen
(t) =

ugen,i (t) ,

i∈N
grid
• Power consumed from grid: Pload
(t) =

X

uload,i (t) ,

i∈N

• Currently stored energy: Estored (t) =

X

Ci xi (t) ,

i∈N

X

total
• Power supply available: ξsupply
(t) =

ξi (t) ,

i∈{i|ξi >0}⊂N

X

total
• Power demand: ξdemand
(t) =

ξi (t) ,

i∈{i|ξi (t)<0}⊂N

X

• Power supply curtailed: w+ (t) =

wi (t) ,

i∈{i|wi (t)>0}⊂N

X

−

• Power demand not served: w (t) =

wi (t) ,

i∈{i|wi (t)<0}⊂N

• Power
conversion loss: Ploss (t) =

X  1 − ηgen,i (t)
ugen,i (t) + (1 − ηload,i (t)) uload,i (t)
.
ηgen,i (t)
i∈N

All of the above quantities can be restricted to certain unit types by
placing restrictions on the index i. For example, the consideration of
all non-controllable non-buffered generation units would require a summation over the index i ∈ {i|Ci = 0 ∧ ξi = ξdrv,i (t) ≥ 0 ∧ wi = 0} ⊂ N .
Energy balance terms can be derived by time-integration over instantaneous balance terms in the time interval [t1 , t2 ], such as
Z

t2

• Electric energy supplied to grid:

grid
Pgen
(t) dt ,

t1
t2

Z

total
ξsupply
(t) dt ,

• Primary energy supplied:
t1
t2

Z

w+ (t) dt ,

• Primary energy curtailed:
t1

Z

t2

• Energy conversion losses:

Ploss (t) dt .
t1
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Development of Unit Models

We now make use of the framework presented above in order to derive
a number of power node models for common power system units. These
include generation units, energy storage devices, and both controllable
and non-controllable loads.

5.3.1

Generation Units

In this work, generators are modeled as algebraic power nodes without
storage. This implies that there is no dynamic behavior represented
in the model, an exception being the hydro generator, which possesses
a water reservoir. Nevertheless, for the dispatch and control services
described in Chapter 6, a static model is suitable since dynamic limitations can be represented by a ramp-rate constraint. Note that in
short-term control actions such as secondary frequency control, plant
dynamics do play a role for the actual reaction to the control signal.
This can be modeled outside of the power node domain by grid-side dynamic models. The power node model is then to be seen as a means for
setpoint determination rather than a full representation of a generation
unit. We will model controllable and non-controllable generators with
the associated constraints and cost terms in the following.
Thermal Generation
Thermal generators rely on a chemically stored primary energy such as
natural gas, biomass, or coal. The conversion process can be controlled
such that the primary energy input and the electric energy output,
coupled by the generator’s efficiency, can be freely determined within a
certain range. Ramping constraints exist due to physical limitations of
the combustion process and the turbine cycle. The power node equation
reads
ugen = ηgen ξ
(5.4)
subject to the constraints
max
0 ≤ umin
gen ≤ ugen ≤ ugen

u̇min
gen

≤ u̇gen ≤

u̇max
gen

,

(5.5)

.

(5.6)

In the simplified case of a constant generator efficiency, the fuel cost can
−1
be expressed as a linear term in the primary energy input ξ = ηgen
ugen .
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The cost for Operation & Maintenance (O&M) of the generator are
linear as well. The cost function Jgen [ EUR
h ] reads thus:
−1
Jgen = πfuel ηgen
ugen + πO&M ugen

,

(5.7)

EUR
EUR
] is the fuel price and cO&M [ MWh
] is the cost for O&M
where πfuel [ MWh
of the plant per produced unit of energy.

Non-constant generator efficiencies are usually modeled by a convex
polynomial generation cost function. As described in [147], the heat
rate of the generator, expressed in million British Thermal Units per
megawatt-hour [ MBTU
MWh ], is inversely proportional to the generator’s efficiency and is often used in experimental identification of the energy
input-output relation in a generator. By curve fitting techniques, the
fuel cost depending on the power production can be expressed by the
polynomial
2
Jgen = c0 + c1 Pp.u. + c2 Pp.u.
,
(5.8)
where c0 , c1 , c2 [ EUR
h ] are cost coefficients and Pp.u. is the generator
output power in per unit based on its maximum power output. In
PNMF nomenclature, this can be expressed as
Jgen = c0 +

c1
c2
ugen + max 2 u2gen
umax
(u
gen
gen )

.

(5.9)

O&M cost can be included in the same way as in (5.7). Start-up and
shut-down costs are neglected in the context of this work since the
unit commitment problem is not considered. As a side remark, we
can state that the modeling of start-up and shut-down can be achieved
by introducing a binary variable multiplied by ugen in the power node
equation, the change of which can be penalized accordingly.
Depending on the type of power plant, significant additional cost can be
incurred by ramping the power plant up and down for load-following,
balancing, or frequency control. According to [148], the ramping cost
can be approximated by a quadratic cost term, here expressed in a
continuous-time framework:
Jgen,ramp = πramp u̇2gen

,

(5.10)

where the derivative of the generated power is penalized quadratically,
EUR
multiplied by the specific ramping cost πramp [ MW
2 /h ]. The ramping
cost is dependent upon the physical properties of the generator and
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represents the cost incurred through increased fuel usage and wear and
tear of plant equipment.
The cost for Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions of the generator can be
modeled in dependency on the primary energy input:
Jgen,GHG = πGHG ξ

(5.11)

with the price of CO2 -equivalent emissions normalized to units of conEUR
sumed primary energy πGHG [ MWh
]. Depending on the considered legal
framework for GHG emissions and the operational objectives of the
power node portfolio, the GHG emission cost can be included in the
generator cost function.
Intermittent Generation
Intermittent generation is defined by the fact that the power output
depends on a source of primary energy that cannot be controlled. The
availability of that energy source can exhibit characteristic hourly, daily,
and seasonal variations, as well as short-term stochastic behavior. These
patterns can be captured by time series (coming either from a simulation
model or realized data) which enter the power node via the term ξ. Depending on the conversion process, the power in-feed may be controlled
to be less than the potentially available in-feed, which we will refer to
as curtailment, denoted by w. This is particularly relevant in the case
of grid constraints in the vicinity of the in-feed as well as for systemlevel balancing at high intermittent Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
penetration levels. In a wind farm, curtailment functions are usually
implemented in the control systems and are accessible via remote control from a control center. Conversely, an aggregation of residential
solar photovoltaic (PV) installations might not allow curtailment at all
(modeled by the constraint w = 0). The power node equation reads:
ugen = ηgen (ξ − w)

(5.12)

subject to the constraints:
max
0 ≤ umin
gen ≤ ugen ≤ ugen

,

(5.13)

0≤w≤ξ

,

(5.14)

ξ = ξdrv (t) .

(5.15)

Since the time-varying primary energy input from wind and solar power,
driven by the external process ξdrv (t), is free of charge, it is not obvious
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what the operating cost function to be used in an optimization problem
must look like. The cost for O&M are similarly defined as for controllable generation and the fuel cost is equal to zero. An ambiguity exists
with respect to the cost of the curtailment through the term w: On the
one hand, it denotes the wasting of freely available energy, so no real
cost is incurred by curtailing intermittent in-feeds – rather, the wasted
energy eventually has to be supplied by controllable generation which
incurs fuel cost. On the other hand, voluntary curtailment contracts or
regulatory penalties of RES curtailment such as in Germany [149] may
be in place, which means that curtailment implies real financial cost. In
the cost function below, the second case is expressed. The first case can
be modeled by omission of the second penalty term. The cost function
Jgen [ EUR
h ] reads:
Jgen = πO&M ugen + πcurt w

,

(5.16)

EUR
] is the curtailment cost. The cost for GHG emissions
where πcurt [ MWh
can be set equal to zero since any emissions incurred during the plant
construction phase are not part of the dispatch optimization problem:

Jgen,GHG = 0 .

(5.17)

Hydro-Electric Generation
The hydro power plant is modeled as a storage power node with an external energy input arising through natural water inflow into the reservoir.
It may exhibit the possibility to spill stored water and is usually subject
to evaporation losses. The power node equation reads:
−1
C ẋ = ηgen
ugen + ξ − w − v

(5.18)

subject to the constraints
max
0 ≤ umin
gen ≤ ugen ≤ ugen

0≤x

min

,

(5.19)

≤1

,

(5.20)

ξ = ξdrv (t) ≥ 0

,

(5.21)

v≥0

,

(5.22)

w≥0

.

(5.23)

≤x≤x

max

The efficiency ηgen is dependent upon the head of the hydro power
plant but can be assumed constant if the SOC variation is small on
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the considered time scale. The term ξ denotes the natural water inflow
converted to a flow of potential energy and v can contain a model for
the evaporation losses from the reservoir. The shedding term w can
be used to model two different effects: the diversion of natural water
in-flow such that it does not enter the reservoir as well as the spillage
of water from the reservoir through a by-pass. In the first case, the
additional constraint w ≤ ξ should be imposed since no more water
inflow can be diverted than is available. In the second case, spillage can
occur also at instants with no inflow into the reservoir.
The cost of operation of hydro power plants is influenced by the cost
for O&M:
Jgen = πO&M ugen .
(5.24)
The value of the water in the storage basin can be described by the
opportunity cost that arises from using the water instead of keeping it
in the storage for use at a later time. A discussion of the long-known
concept of water value can already be found in [150] and is still referred
to nowadays, e.g., in [151]. Further details are beyond the scope of this
work.
In the least-cost dispatch strategy presented in Chapter 6, the value of
using energy from a storage is implicitly taken into account by the optimizer since it tries to minimize overall operation cost. This, however,
only holds for the time span within the optimization horizon. For large
storage units that have discharge times beyond the hourly dispatch, a
separation of the decision problem into long-, medium-, and short-term
dispatch problems should be pursued.

5.3.2

Storage Units

Energy storage units are characterized by the ability to act as a load by
storing electric energy and as a generation unit by feeding it back to the
grid. Depending on the considered unit, the conversion efficiency may
be significantly smaller than 1, and the storage can exhibit stand-by
losses.
Pumped-Hydro Storage
The pumped-hydro storage power plant is an extension of the hydroelectric generator modeled above. Additionally, it contains a load term
denoting the pumping function of the plant:
C ẋ = ηload uload + ηgen u−1
gen + ξ − w − v

(5.25)
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subject to the constraints
0 ≤ xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax ≤ 1

,

(5.26)

max
0 ≤ umin
gen ≤ ugen ≤ ugen

,

(5.27)

umax
load

,

(5.28)

ξ = ξdrv (t) ≥ 0

,

(5.29)

v≥0

,

(5.30)

w≥0

.

(5.31)

0≤

umin
load

≤ ugen ≤

The cost function of pumped-hydro power plants is based on the
marginal operation cost attributed to operating the pump and turbine
set, respectively. In order to avoid the curtailment of freely available
(intermittent) energy although it could be stored, the operational cost
should be attributed to the generation (discharge) side of the plant in
system-level dispatch algorithms:
JPH = πPH ugen

,

(5.32)

EUR
where πPH [ MWh
] is the marginal cost of operating the storage. For
ancillary service provision, however, it can be beneficial to attribute the
cost equally to charging and discharging since control actions in both
directions constitute a utilization of the flexible resource:

JPH =

πPH
πPH
ugen +
uload
2
2

.

(5.33)

Battery Storage
The Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) is modeled as a power node
with in-feed and load term and a certain efficiency.
The charge and discharge management of a real BESS requires the detailed modeling of the physical battery properties including its internal
parasitic losses depending on state variables such as the stored electric
charge and its internal temperature. For this purpose, equivalent electrical representations of the electro-chemical interactions, such as in the
third-order model presented in [152], are particularly useful. In a highlevel dispatch strategy, however, specific physical properties such as the
battery temperature should not be explicitly considered. These properties should rather be encapsulated in a local control system, yielding
an aggregate value for the battery capacity (which may vary with the
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operating conditions) and the SOC. This is why a power node representation is useful for representing the battery towards the power system.
The equation is
−1
C ẋ = ηload uload − ηgen
ugen − v
(5.34)
subject to

0 ≤ xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax ≤ 1

,

(5.35)

0 ≤ umin
gen ≤ ugen
min
0 ≤ uload ≤ uload

≤
≤

umax
gen
umax
load

,

(5.36)

,

(5.37)

v≥0

.

(5.38)

The term v may contain a physical model for the stand-by losses through
self-discharge. Depending on the battery type and control strategy considered, it may be necessary to include a ramping constraint on ugen and
uload . As ramping capabilities of batteries are usually good compared
to thermal generators [153], this will not be necessary in most cases.
The operation cost of batteries is caused by limited lifetime (expressed
in number of charge/discharge cycles) and investment cost. The same
argument as for the pumped-hydro plant applies to the battery in dispatch situations; the operation cost should be attributed to the generation side:
Jbat = πbat ugen ,
(5.39)
EUR
where πbat [ MWh
] is the marginal cost of operating the battery. For
ancillary service provision, both directions can be included in the cost
function in order to penalize the control resource utilization:

Jbat =

5.3.3

πbat
πbat
ugen +
uload
2
2

.

(5.40)

Load Units

The load models presented below can represent a variety of use processes, which shall not be explicitly modeled. The two categories of
load to be addressed are conventional (non-controllable, maybe sheddable) loads represented by static power nodes and loads with thermal
inertia, e.g., aggregations of Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs).
Conventional Load
A conventional load is modeled as a static power node with a load
term coupled through an efficiency to the use process ξ which is driven
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externally. It may also be possible to shed power, which is denoted by
the term w. The power node equation is thus:
−1
uload = −ηload
(ξ − w) .

(5.41)

It is subject to the constraints
max
0 ≤ umin
load ≤ uload ≤ uload

,

(5.42)

ξ≤w≤0

,

(5.43)

ξ = ξdrv (t) ≤ 0

.

(5.44)

The cost function for a non-conventional load is equal to zero since
penalizing an external use process is not meaningful. If shedding of the
load is possible, it is usually to be penalized by a high value since it is
a disruptive emergency action. The penalty in the cost function may
correspond to the Value of Lost Load (VOLL) [154, 155, 156]:
Jloadshed = −πVOLL w

,

(5.45)

EUR
]
πVOLL [ MWh

equals the VOLL. There are also formulations of
where
the VOLL which consider a dependency on the outage duration. This
could be modeled by a piece-wise constant VOLL that changes with the
number of periods in which w was unequal to zero, which would turn
an associated optimization problem into a mixed-integer problem. We
will not go into the details of this modeling discussion here.
Generic Thermal Load Model
A generic thermal load is modeled as a power node with associated
storage and is described by a power node equation with a load term, a
state-dependent thermal loss term, and an external demand term:
C ẋ = ηload uload − a(x − xss ) + ξ

(5.46)

subject to the constraints:
0 ≤ xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax ≤ 1
0≤

umin
load

,

(5.47)

umax
load

,

(5.48)

ξ = ξdrv (t) ≤ 0

.

(5.49)

≤ uload ≤

In Chapter 2, we introduced a first-order differential equation for the
aggregated population of TCLs. Specifically, we used the following formulation in (2.38):
dE total
1 total
el
total
= − (Eel
− Eel,amb
) + Peltotal
dt
τ

.

(5.50)
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This affine first-order model has the same structure as (5.46) and can
easily be transformed to PNMF nomenclature by
x=

total
total
Eel,amb
Eel
C
, xss =
, uload = Peltotal , a = , ηload = 1 . (5.51)
C
C
τ

The cost function of the thermal load shall represent the need to maintain the users’ comfort and control flexibility at the same time. This is
mapped into a heuristic state penalty πth [ EUR
h ] on the deviation from
a defined SOC level:
Jth = πth (x − xref )2

.

(5.52)

The rationale of the quadratic penalization is that a larger deviation
from the reference value should be penalized overproportionally.
Electric Water Heater
The modeling of Electric Water Heater (EWH) aggregations is an extension of the thermal load model presented above. In the following, a
power node model which describes the dynamic behavior of an EWH’s
energy storage content Eewh is derived. The description here is largely
based on the corresponding section in [157] where the modeling process
is described in more detail. An illustration of a generic EWH and its
energy in- and out-flows is shown in Figure 5.3.
Contrary to the aim of the modeling process in Chapter 3, we are now
interested in representing the overall flexibility that an aggregation of
EWHs provides for shifting load back and forth throughout the day. For
this purpose, we use a single-state dynamic model that we aggregate
over the entire population. A coordination algorithm similar to the
ones presented in Chapter 3 will be required in order to enable the
management of the EWH population as though it were a single entity.
Thermal Energy Content We start out with the modeling by stating
that a single EWH draws a certain power Pload [W] from the grid. The
energy extracted from the storage by drawing warm water is accounted
for by the term Ėwater,warm [W]. Analogously, Ėwater,cold [W] accounts
for the energy contained in the in-flowing cold water. Due to a temperature gradient between the inside of the storage and the ambiance,
heat losses occur. They are represented by the heat loss rate Q̇loss [W].
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E water, warm
Eewh

Q loss
Pload

E water, cold

Figure 5.3: EWH as lumped energy storage with capacity Eewh and the
system’s energy in- and out-flows
The evolution of the energy content Eewh [W] over time can thus be
described by
dEewh
= Pload − Q̇loss + Ėwater,cold − Ėwater,warm
dt

.

(5.53)

By heating water up from the inlet temperature Twater,cold [◦ C] to the
outlet temperature Twater,warm [◦ C], thermal energy is stored. We assume that these two temperatures are lower and upper bounds for the
average water temperature in the tank. Consequently, the storage capacity of the water heater Cewh [Wh] can be calculated according to
Cewh = cwater ρwater Vewh (Twater,warm − Twater,cold )

(5.54)

Wh
with the specific heat capacity cwater (here expressed in [ kg
K ]), the water
kg
3
density ρwater [ m
3 ], and the tank volume Vewh [m ].

The stored energy inside the EWH can be derived from the average
water temperature Tewh [◦ C], which serves as a dynamic state variable
of the device. The temperature is mapped to the interval of [0,1] in
relation to inlet and outlet temperatures similar to the normalization
presented in Chapter 2. This mapping yields the SOC xewh [-]. The
energy content Eewh [Wh] is equal to
Eewh = Cewh xewh = Cewh

Tewh − Twater,cold
Twater,warm − Twater,cold

.

(5.55)

We stated in Chapter 3 that the average energy content of the EWH is
not a good proxy for the user comfort since hot water will accumulate

Draw probability [%]
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Figure 5.4: Profile describing the probability of a water draw occurring
during the course of the day
at the top of the tank. Here we take advantage of the assumption that
the stratification is always present and that hot water is available to the
customer if the SOC xewh is above 0.2.
Heat Losses The heat losses to the ambiance are described by a heat
conduction term:
Q̇loss = λewh

Aewh
(Tewh − Tamb ) ,
dewh

(5.56)

where λewh [ mWK ] denotes the heat conductivity through the tank insulation, Aewh [m2 ] the tank surface, dewh [m] the insulation thickness,
and Tamb [◦ C] the ambient temperature.
Water Draw Profile We use the same warm water draw profile as in
Chapter 3, taken from [122] and depicted again in Figure 5.4. As stated
in [157], we derive from that profile the energy that is drawn from the
population of EWHs over time:
W W Dagg,ewh (t) = pewh nhh shh wwdp,daily W W Dnorm (t) ,

(5.57)

where pewh denotes the share of households that own an EWH, nhh is
the number of households, shh is the average number of persons per
household, wwdp,daily [m3 ] is the daily hot water usage per person and
W W Dnorm (t) is the norm water draw profile from Figure 5.4. Further
details are given in [157].
Power Node Model The dynamic behavior of the energy Eewh in the
EWH can be conveniently written as
C ẋ = uload − a(x − xss ) + ξ

.

(5.58)
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Based on the modeling presented above, the following identities hold:
uload

=

Pload ,
(5.59)
Eewh
x =
,
(5.60)
Cewh
λewh Aewh (Twater,warm − Twater,cold )
a = =
,
(5.61)
dewh
ξ = cwater ρwater (Twater,cold − Twater,warm )W W Dagg,ewh (t) .(5.62)

As in the case of the generic thermal load, we penalize a deviation from
a desired SOC with a factor of πewh [ EUR
h ]:
Jewh = πewh (x − xref )2

5.4

.

(5.63)

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the PNMF was demonstrated to be a versatile framework for modeling units connected to the power system in a unified
way. The parameterization of the power node equation and the associated constraint set allows to represent system-level unit properties of
physical units, such as ramping constraints and energy storage capacity,
within the power node model. A number of exemplary unit parameterizations with associated operational cost functions have been presented.
In the upcoming chapter, we will utilize the PNMF and the presented
unit models for the development of optimization-based control strategies in order to provide a number of different power system services with
a flexible unit portfolio.
We have focused so far on the consistency and understandability of the
framework and considered only linear and affine power node models for
simplicity. Further research potential lies in the integration of nonlinearities into the approach, e.g., in the form of working-point-dependent
efficiencies. However, the solution of optimization problems involving
nonlinearities can become challenging, while the rationale of the control strategy for providing a certain power system service is not much
affected by whether the underlying model is nonlinear or not. Consequently, we will restrict ourselves to linear/affine power node models
also in the upcoming chapter and leave the extension to nonlinear models to future research.

Chapter 6

Dispatch Strategies
The power node models presented in Chapter 5 are now used to formulate dispatch strategies for a portfolio of units for power system control
tasks or economic objectives. The portfolio can represent an entire electricity system or a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) operating in a larger
system. For this purpose, we introduce a framework for multi-stage
operation of the power node portfolio, present a number of Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategies for different use cases, and conduct
simulations for demonstrating the developed approaches.

6.1

Introduction

Since we elaborated on the basics and the relevant literature for the
dispatch of Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) in power systems already in
Chapter 5, we do not formulate an extensive introduction here and
rather stick to outlining the contents of this chapter. It is structured as
follows: Section 6.2 presents a framework for multi-stage operation of
the power node portfolio, which enables the combined implementation
of day-ahead, intra-day, and real-time strategies. Section 6.3 discusses
the usage of Model Predictive Control (MPC) for power system dispatch problems. In Section 6.4, we introduce a compact notation for
power node portfolios which is used for the formulation of control problems for various use cases in Section 6.5. In Section 6.6, the simulation
environment for simulating the dispatch problems is described. In Section 6.7, we present benchmark portfolios for the simulation of the use
cases, which are used in the simulation examples presented in Section
6.8. Section 6.9 presents some concluding remarks. The used notation
is summarized in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Notation for Chapter 6

Var.
Unit
A
[-]
a
[MW]
B
[-]
B
[-]
C
[MWh]
EUR
C
[ MWh
]
f
[Hz]
H
[s]
J
[EUR]
k
[-]
l
[-]
M
[-]
M
[-]
N
[-]
N
[-]
P
[MW]
Q
[EUR]
q
[EUR]
Subscript
ask
bid
cap
d
db
del
dev
drv
endo
exch
gen
i
imb
lead
Superscript
ctrl
dyn
imb
long
max
min
month
MTU
neg
pos
prim
ref
rel

6.2

Meaning
Dynamic matrix
Loss coefficient
Input matrix
Line susceptance (p.u.)
Storage capacity
Generation cost
System frequency
Generator time constant
Cost function (discrete)
Simulation step index
Prediction step index
Set of buses
Number of buses
Set of power nodes
Number of power nodes
Power
State penalty matrix
State penalty vector
Meaning
Spot market ask price
Spot market bid price
Capacity
Discretized
Dead-band
Delivery time
Deviation
Externally driven
Endogenous
Exchange
Generation, grid injection
Power node index
Imbalance
Lead time
Meaning
Control power node
Dynamic
Imbalance
Excess energy
Maximum, upper bound
Minimum, lower bound
Monthly fee
Market Time Unit
Negative
Positive
Primary
Reference
Relative

Var.
Unit
Meaning
EUR
R
[ MW
Input penalty matrix
2]
r
[ EUR
Input penalty vector
MW ]
EUR
Input rate pen. matrix
δR
[ MW
2]
Hz
S
[ MW ]
Frequency droop
SB
[-]
Rated apparent power
t
[h]
Time
u
[MW]
Input vector
u
[MW]
Grid out-/in-feed
w
[MW]
Waste term
x
[-]
State vector
x
[-]
State of Charge
Y
[-]
LFC signal
α
[-]
Imbalance cost coeff.
∆
[-]
Deviation
η
[-]
Efficiency
ξ
[MW]
External process
EUR
π
[ MWh
]
Price
ω
[rad]
Angular frequency
Subscript
Meaning
load
Load, grid consumption
m
Bus index
n
Bus index
netinj
Net injection
offset
Constant offset
opt
Optimization horizon
peak
Peak load
prov
Provided reserves
p.u.
Per unit
ramp
Ramp-rate
R-export
Control energy export
R-import
Control energy import
s
Sampling
ss
Steady state
Superscript
Meaning
rt
Real-time
sch
Day-ahead schedule
sec
Secondary
short
Lack of energy
slack
Slack power node
spot
Spot market
stat
Static
tert
Tertiary
ts
Time series
upd
Intra-day update
ˆ·
Translated coordinates
∗
Predicted value

Framework for Multi-Stage Operation

This section is based on [130]. Power node dispatch problems can be
formulated either with respect to absolute power and energy quantities, or with respect to a deviation from a previously determined work-
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ing point. Whether absolute or relative coordinates are used is determined by the nature of the considered control application. This section
presents a decomposition of the affine power node equation introduced
in Section 5.2.2 for different planning and operation stages: day-ahead
scheduling, intra-day schedule updates, and control service provision.
The economic optimization of a power node portfolio is handled by
the former two stages, while the latter stage is particularly relevant for
balancing and ancillary services. Note that unit commitment is not addressed here, although it can be modeled by a mixed-integer formulation
of a power node dispatch problem. Longer-term power system planning
is not of interest for the present work, either.
The three stages have the following properties:
1. Day-ahead dispatch: an operating point schedule for the controllable variables; established once a day for the coming day on the
basis of operation cost and predictions for uncertain variables,
2. Intra-day rescheduling: alteration of the operating point schedule;
several updates a day, incorporating shorter-term predictions for
uncertain variables, and
3. Control service provision: short-term relative changes to the operating point schedules that were determined in the previous two
stages. This can be utilized to pursue short-term control goals
such as balancing. In the case of security-relevant control reserves requiring guaranteed availability, a control band has to be
reserved around the working point trajectory, imposing additional
constraints on the day-ahead dispatch and intra-day rescheduling.
The degrees of freedom related to each of the decision and control problems shall be modeled separately. The actual power node model variables are therefore decomposed into three shares consisting of scheduled
values (sch), schedule updates as deviations from the scheduled values
(upd), thus formulating the real-time (rt) behavior as deviation from
the planned baseline:
ℵ = ℵsch + ∆ℵupd + ∆ℵrt

(6.1)

with ℵ = {ugen , uload , ξ, w} being the instantaneous power node variables. The physical storage loss term v has to be dealt with separately.
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6.2.1

Decomposition of Power Node Equation

The decomposition of the power node equation and constraints is based
on the analogous decomposition of the storage state variable:
x =

xsch + ∆xupd + ∆xrt

,

(6.2)

ẋ =

ẋsch + ∆ẋupd + ∆ẋrt

.

(6.3)

The goal is to formulate separate power node dynamics for each of the
shares, such that in superposition they constitute the original power
node equation. As condition for superposition, the differential equation
has to be linear. This decomposition is thus not applicable for the
general case (5.1) but it can be shown to hold for the affine case (5.3).
If a coordinate translation x̂ = x − xss is applied to the affine model
(5.3), the result is:
−1
Ci x̂˙ i = ηload,i uload,i − ηgen,i
ugen,i + ξi − wi − ai x̂i

.

(6.4)

The power node equation is thus linear in ˆ·-coordinates, enabling the
application of the superposition principle.
For the decomposition of x̂, the offset xss can be associated with any of
the shares of x in (6.2). We choose x̂sch = xsch − xss and consequently
∆x̂upd = ∆xupd and ∆x̂rt = ∆xrt . As a result, the original coordinates
can be used for the three related power node formulations:
1. Power node equation for the scheduling problem:
Ci ẋsch
i

−1
sch
= ηload,i usch
load,i − ηgen,i ugen,i

+ ξisch

−

wisch

−

ai (xsch
i

(6.5)

− xss,i ) ,

2. Schedule update equation, formulated as a deviation:
Ci ∆ẋupd
i

upd
−1
= ηload,i ∆uupd
load,i − ηgen,i ∆ugen,i

+ ∆ξiupd

−

∆wiupd

−

ai ∆xupd
i

(6.6)
,

3. Real-time balancing and control power node dynamics, formulated
as the difference between the actual realization and the schedule:
∆ℵrt = ℵ(t) − (ℵsch + ∆ℵupd ):
Ci ∆ẋrt
i

−1
rt
= ηload,i ∆urt
load,i − ηgen,i ∆ugen,i

+ ∆ξirt − ∆wirt − ai ∆xrt
i

.

(6.7)
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Constraint Coordination and Reserves

The power node constraints (5.1) (a) – (f) have been formulated as
’physical’ limitations of the unit operation ranges. The multi-stage formulation requires a coordination of constraints between the stages that
is compliant with those original power node constraints.
Resources for the real-time control of power systems, e.g., for Load Frequency Control (LFC) provision, are capacities reserved for activation
when imbalances occur:
rt,pos
rt
− ∆urt,neg
gen,i ≤ ∆ugen,i ≤ ∆ugen,i

,

(6.8)

rt,neg
rt
−∆urt,pos
load,i ≤ ∆uload,i ≤ ∆uload,i

,

(6.9)

where (rt,pos) and (rt,neg) indicate the constraints associated with the
provision of positive and negative control reserve, respectively.
Nowadays it is not common in power system operation to deliver control reserves through units with energy constraints relevant on the time
scale of the reserve provision. Pumped-hydro power plants, which are
naturally energy-constrained by their water reservoir, usually have sufficient storage capacity to securely deliver the contracted control reserves
without risk of depletion or overflow of their storage. This can be vastly
different in the case of reserve provision by controllable thermal loads,
small-scale Combined Heat and Power (CHP) units, or Plug-In Hybrid
Electric Vehicles (PHEVs), which have a significantly smaller capacity
to store energy in proportion to their power capacity. In these cases, it
may be necessary to also reserve a storage control band:
rt,neg
− ∆xrt,pos
≤ ∆xrt
i ≤ ∆xi
i

.

(6.10)

The nomenclature of ∆xrt,pos for the lower and ∆xrt,neg for the upper
bound is due to positive and negative reserves being formulated from a
grid perspective, whereas x is formulated from a power node perspective.
The implications of reserve provision by energy-constrained generation
and load units are summarized in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Directionality of control reserve provision
Generation
Load

Positive Reserve
rt
∆urt
gen,i %⇒ ∆xi &
rt
∆urt
load,i &⇒ ∆xi &

Negative Reserve
rt
∆urt
gen,i &⇒ ∆xi %
rt
∆urt
load,i %⇒ ∆xi %
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Control reserves are security-critical and are typically procured with
considerable lead-time. This requirement of availability calls for the
reservation of a control band in the power nodes represented by (5.1)
to be taken into account in the day-ahead scheduling stage:
(a)

∆xrt,pos
≤ xsch
≤ 1 − ∆xrt,neg
i
i
i

(b)

rt,neg
sch
0 ≤ umin
gen,i + ∆ugen,i ≤ ugen,i
rt,pos
≤ umax
gen,i − ∆ugen,i

(c)

0≤
≤

,

,

sch
+ ∆urt,pos
load,i ≤ uload,i
rt,neg
umax
.
load,i − ∆uload,i

umin
load,i

For the schedule update, the above absolute constraints are then formulated relative to the pre-planned trajectory:
(a)

∆xrt,pos
− xsch
≤ ∆xupd
≤ 1 − ∆xrt,neg
− xsch
i
i
i
i
i

(b)

upd
sch
+ urt,neg
gen,i − ugen,i ≤ ∆ugen,i
rt,pos
sch
≤ umax
gen,i − ugen,i − ugen,i ,
rt,pos
upd
sch
umin
load,i + uload,i − uload,i ≤ ∆uload
rt,neg
sch
≤ umax
.
load,i − uload,i − uload,i

(c)

,

umin
gen,i

The constraints ensure that trajectories scheduled in one stage do not
influence the feasibility of trajectories formulated in another stage with
respect to the original power node constraints. All other constraints of
(5.1) (d) – (f) can be transformed accordingly. Note that the nonlinear
constraint (d) can be easily recast as a linear constraint since ξ is either
always smaller or always greater than 0 for most processes. Additional
ramping constraints, which are constraints on the time-derivative of
uload and ugen , would be formulated entirely analogous to the above constraints. The main parameters of the two stages for day-ahead scheduling and update are:
1. optimization frequency (e.g., every day, every second hour),
2. the sampling time and the length of the look-ahead horizon,
3. available predictions at the time of carrying out the optimization
(e.g., 24-hour-ahead wind forecast with 15-minute time resolution), and
4. the time lag between the execution of the optimization and the
realization, in liberalized settings given, e.g., by the gate closure
time of the energy exchange.
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Time
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Figure 6.1: Principle of receding horizon optimization

6.3

Model Predictive Control

Traditionally, MPC is used for optimally controlling dynamical systems
so that their controlled variables stay close to or follow an externally
given setpoint while keeping the control inputs as low as possible. This
is achieved by minimizing an objective function with costs attributed
to both control error and control inputs. In order to enable a closedloop-like reaction to disturbances and to plant-model mismatch, the
optimization is carried out in a receding horizon fashion with periodic
observation (or estimation) of state variables of the plant.
For the dispatch of a power node portfolio, MPC is used in a slightly different sense. Within the Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF),
the state of the “plant” is the set of dynamic State of Charge (SOC)
variables xi of the storage units, and the control inputs are the power
quantities uload,i , ugen,i , ξi , and wi of all units. Predictions for externally driven in-feeds and loads are included as time-varying equality
constraints on the corresponding input variables. Figure 6.1 illustrates
the principle of the optimization carried out in a receding horizon.
The goal of the optimization is the minimization of cost incurred by
the power node portfolio, either for economically serving the connected
loads or in order to fulfill externally given control tasks. In this regard,
the goals of the MPC approach coincide with those of traditional power
system dispatch. However, it explicitly includes loads and storage de-
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vices, and inter-temporal constraints such as ramp-rate limitations and
dynamic SOC variables are considered by the predictive optimization.
The use of MPC for power system dispatch has been addressed by other
researchers. In [146], several variants of power system dispatch including wind and controllable load are presented. It is argued that the
existence of inter-temporal constraints, such as ramping constraints or
the presence of energy storage, requires the usage of look-ahead dispatch algorithms, e.g., based on MPC. As a principal limitation, the
computational complexity of optimizing large numbers of decision variables over long time horizons is mentioned, and a methodology for overcoming these limitations is formulated. In contrast, [143] argues that
through recent advances in convex optimization, large multi-period dispatch problems can be solved efficiently if formulated in a suitable way.
Note that the optimizations in this work are formulated deterministically based on available predictions. A structured integration of the
uncertainty into the optimization, e.g., by stochastic Dynamic Programming [158], stochastic MPC [159], or Robust Optimization [160], will
increase the realism of the results but is beyond the scope of this work.

6.4

Compact Portfolio Notation

In this section, we formulate model equations for an entire portfolio
of power nodes. We will restrict ourselves to the affine formulation of
the power node equation as given in (5.3) in Chapter 5. First, the
continuous-time equations are formulated in a vector notation with an
element-wise multiplication operator. Then the problem is recast in a
matrix notation and transformed into a discrete-time dynamical model
subject to equality and inequality constraints.

6.4.1

Element-Wise Vector Notation

The portfolio N of power nodes i ∈ N = {1, . . . , N } is defined by the
set of differential equations
C ~ ẋ = η load ~ uload − η −1
gen ~ ugen + ξ − w − a ~ (x − xss ) , (6.11)
where ~ represents the element-wise multiplication of two vectors of
equal dimension. Note that (6.11) also contains the static power nodes
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istat ∈ {i | i ∈ N ∧ Ci = 0}. For implementation, it is practical to separate the static power nodes and to include them in the optimization as a
vectorized equality constraint. Equation (6.11) has the initial condition
x0 = x(t = t0 ) and is subject to the following constraints:
0 ≤ xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax ≤ 1 ,
max
0 ≤ umin
gen ≤ ugen ≤ ugen

,

umax
load
u̇max
gen
u̇max
load

,

ξi = ξdrv,i (t) ∀ i ∈ {i | i ∈ N ∧ i externally driven}

.

0≤

umin
load ≤ uload
u̇min
gen ≤ u̇gen
min
u̇load ≤ u̇load

≤
≤
≤

,

(6.12)

,

The additional constraints set forth in (5.1), 0 ≤ ξ · w, 0 ≤ |ξ| − |w|, and
0 ≤ v are omitted here since these requirements on the power nodes can
be ensured implicitly by appropriate constraints on ugen , uload , and ξ
for realistic units (cf. Sections 5.3.1 – 5.3.3).

6.4.2

Matrix Notation

In order to make the notation more compact, we define the state and
input variable vectors for the dynamic state variables xidyn with idyn ∈
{i | i ∈ N ∧ Ci > 0} = 1, . . . , N dyn , and ugen,i , uload,i , ξi , and wi with
i ∈ N = 1, . . . , N :
x

=

u =

[x1 , . . . , xN dyn ]T

,

(6.13)

[ugen,1 , . . . , ugen,N , uload,1 , . . . , uload,N ,
ξ1 , . . . , ξN , w1 , . . . , wN ]

T

(6.14)

,

For distinguishing between the static power nodes (Ci = 0) and the ones
possessing inherent storage (Ci > 0), we introduce the vectors udyn and
ustat :
udyn
ustat

=

dyn
dyn
dyn
[udyn
gen,1 , . . . , ugen,N dyn , uload,1 , . . . , uload,N dyn ,

(6.15)

=

dyn
dyn
dyn T
ξ1dyn , . . . , ξN
, . . . , wN
,
dyn , w1
dyn ]
stat
stat
stat
stat
[ugen,1 , . . . , ugen,N stat , uload,1 , . . . , uload,N stat ,
stat
stat
stat T
ξ1stat , . . . , ξN
, . . . , wN
.
stat , w1
stat ]

(6.16)

Using this nomenclature, the dynamical system describing the power
node portfolio can be formulated:
ẋ

= A(x − xss ) + B dyn udyn

(6.17)
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with the initial condition x0 = x(t = t0 ) and subject to the constraints
B stat ustat = 0

(6.18)

as well as the rest of the constraints from (6.12).
The matrices A, B stat , and B dyn contain the appropriate coefficients
such that the power node system is accurately represented by (6.17)
and (6.18).

6.4.3

Discretization

The dynamic model from (6.17) is now discretized (denoted by subscript
d) for the use in MPC. We obtain the discrete-time linear system
dyn
x(k + 1) = Ad x(k) + B dyn
(k) + xoffset
d u

(6.19)

with the initial condition x0 = x(k = 0), the constant offset xoffset
(which comes from the discretization of the term Axss ), and subject to
the constraints
0 ≤ xmin ≤ x(k) ≤ xmax ≤ 1 ,

(6.20)

0 ≤ umin ≤ u(k) ≤ umax

,

(6.21)

stat
B stat
(k) = 0 ,
d u

(6.22)

udrv (k) =

uts
drv (k)

,

(6.23)

where the profile variables ξi enter as time series in uts
drv (k). The ramping constraint
u̇min ≤ u̇ ≤ u̇max
(6.24)
is reformulated by using u̇ = limt→0 u(t)−u(t−h)
to a discrete approxih
mation:
hu̇ ≈ u(k) − u(k − 1) =: δu(k) ,
(6.25)
which yields
δumin ≤ δu(k) ≤ δumax

(6.26)

with δumin = hu̇min and δumax = hu̇max . This formulation of the
power node system is amenable to the use in control frameworks. Up to
now, the power nodes are still completely decoupled, i.e., they can be
controlled independently of each other. An additional set of constraints
is needed in order to formulate a meaningful power system control problem: the power balance in the grid, represented by power flow equations.
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Grid Model Integration

Consider a power grid composed of M buses denoted by m, n ∈ M =
{1, . . . , M } and a set of N power nodes i ∈ N = {1, . . . , N }, representing a number of single or aggregated units. The mapping can be
formulated by index sets N → M. The power node indices are divided
into sets Nm ⊆ N associated with one bus each;
S the following properties
hold for Nm : Nm ∩ Nn = ∅ for m 6= n, and m∈M Nm = N .
The net power injection to a grid node m ∈ M is thus:
X
X
Pnetinj,m =
ugen,i −
uload,i .
i∈Nm

(6.27)

i∈Nm

In general, the power systems literature offers many options to model
a power system, depending on the questions of relevance to the study.
In principle, the power node domain can be interfaced with many grid
model types, such as Direct Current (DC) or Alternating Current (AC)
power flow, static or dynamic grid models. This is due to the clear
separation from the electro-mechanical domain.1
To illustrate the approach, this section formulates a network represented
by linear DC power flow equations. The DC network representation is
used, e.g., in an active-power dispatch of a unit portfolio in a capacityconstrained transmission system. The DC power flow assumes small
angle differences, a constant, flat voltage profile, and neglects the resistance of lines. While voltage angles are generally small, the critical assumptions are the flat voltage profile and the negligible resistance [161].
The power flow is governed by the following equations:
Pexch,m

=

X

Bmn (δm − δn ) ,

(6.28)

(Pnetinj,m − Pexch,m ) ,

(6.29)

n∈M

n6=m

0

=

M
X

m=1

where δm is the voltage angle at bus m and Bmn = 1/Xmn is the inverse
of the line reactance.
1 In most cases it is appropriate to model the power-exchange u
gen/load as a power
injection to the respective bus. In case of a dynamical grid model and the power
node being a synchronous machine, the proper interface would be the mechanical
power exerted on its shaft.
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min
The line flows may be subject to capacity constraints Pmn
< 0 and
max
Pmn > 0:
min
max
Pmn
≤ Bmn (δm − δn ) ≤ Pmn
.
(6.30)

The system frequency can be described by an aggregate inertia model:
H ω̇ =

M
X

Pnetinj,m

,

(6.31)

m=1

where H [s] is the aggregate inertia constant and ω [rad] is the angular
frequency of the system.
The integration of the power nodes into AC power flow and AC Optimal
Power Flow (OPF) methods is not so straight-forward due to the nonlinearity of the power flow equations. This problem is studied in [162].

6.4.5

Endogenous Cost Function

In order to formulate optimization strategies for the power node portfolio, a cost function which penalizes the decision variables of the problem
according to certain control objectives has to be conceived. The penalty
terms should – as much as possible – be based upon real monetary costs
in order to yield an economically optimal operation.
The cost incurred by the operator of the power node portfolio depends
upon two main components: the cost of operating the units themselves
(endogenous cost), and the cost or revenue based on other factors such
as energy sales, schedule imbalances, or ancillary service provision (exogenous cost). Note that revenues are denoted as negative costs. In
this section, we formulate the endogenous cost. The exogenous cost
and revenue terms will be defined in Section 6.5.
For the scheduling in absolute quantities, we consider the following cost
function for an individual time step k:
Jendo (k)

=

(x(k) − xref )T Q (x(k) − xref ) + q T (x(k) − xref )

+

(u(k) − uref )T R (u(k) − uref ) + r T (u(k) − uref )

+ δuT (k) δR δu(k) ,

(6.32)

where xref and uref are reference values for state and input variable
vectors, Q, R, and δR are quadratic penalty matrices of appropriate
size, and q and r are penalty vectors. The individual terms in the cost
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function are as follows: The first line penalizes a deviation of the state
from a desired target value. Penalizing state deviation is only meaningful in cases when actual financial costs are incurred by the deviation,
or when the state shall be kept in the vicinity of a certain level, e.g., in
order to reduce the risk of a storage depletion or overflow. The second
line penalizes all power quantities except for the physical loss term v.
This includes generator cost terms (linear and/or quadratic) for fuel and
Operation & Maintenance (O&M) costs, and penalties for curtailments
of load and generation (the latter is relevant when actual compensation
payments have to be made, e.g., for Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
curtailments). The last line represents the ramping cost incurred by
working point changes. This is particularly relevant for thermal power
plants where thermal stress is an important factor for unit lifetime.
When the optimization problem is formulated in relative quantities (as
in the “schedule update” and “real-time control” stages as defined in
Section 6.2), the variable substitutions x = xsch + ∆x and u = usch +
∆u are done. As the scheduling stage is calculated first without any
influence of update and real-time stages, x = xsch and u = usch can be
assumed for the schedule stage.
The endogenous cost function for the relative model formulation is given
in the following:
rel
Jendo
(k)

=

∆xT (k)Q ∆x(k) + (2(xsch (k) − xref )T Q + q T )∆x(k)

+

∆uT (k)R ∆u(k) + (2(usch (k) − uref )T R + r T )∆u(k)

+

∆δuT (k) δR ∆δu(k) + 2 δusch (k) δR ∆δu(k) . (6.33)

For shortness of notation, xsch + ∆xupd can be called the (updated)
xsch when the real-time part is considered. The same holds for u.

6.4.6

Definition of Auxiliary Power Nodes

For the formulation of certain control objectives, it is useful to define
two specific types of power nodes, which we will refer to as “Control
Power Node” and “Slack Power Node”. The Control Power Node serves
to model the effect of external control signals that influence the power
node portfolio, while the Slack Power Node provides a representation of
a power source or sink that is not part of the considered unit portfolio
but still to be included in the control problem. Both Control and Slack
Power Nodes do not possess inherent storage (C ctrl = 0, C slack = 0).
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The equations defining a Control and a Slack Power Node are
ξ ctrl
ξ slack

ctrl
= uctrl
gen − uload

=

,

(6.34)

slack −1 slack
slack slack
(ηgen
) ugen − ηload
uload

.

(6.35)

As the Slack Power Node represents external physical generation and
consumption, the efficiencies are included in the equation. It can be
subject to power and ramping constraints. The Control Power Node,
however, is a purely virtual entity and thus possesses neither efficiencies
nor constraints. It is driven by the external process
ctrl,ts
ξ ctrl = ξdrv
(k) ,

(6.36)

ctrl,ts
where ξdrv
(k) represents the time series of the external control signal.

As we will see in the remainder of this chapter, the Control Power Node
is of most practical use in the relative formulation:
∆ξ ctrl
∆ξ ctrl

=

ctrl
∆uctrl
gen − ∆uload

=

ctrl,ts
∆ξdrv
(k)

,

.

(6.37)
(6.38)

The auxiliary power nodes enter the power node portfolio as additional
optimization variables subject to the equality constraints from (6.34)
– (6.38). They are purposely not included in the system formulation
in Section 6.4.2 since they will be used separately in the optimization
problem. As the auxiliary power nodes are purely algebraic, they do
not possess dynamics to be discretized.

6.5

Use Cases and Control Problems

The control of power node portfolios for economic objectives or the
provision of power system control services can now be formulated using
the power node decomposition mentioned above. We build upon the
experience gained with the usage of MPC strategies for control services
in [64, 163] before the development of the Power Node concept and
generalize the ideas to a comprehensive use case taxonomy for flexible
portfolios in power systems. The following cases are considered:
1. Least-Cost Economic Dispatch,
2. Market-Based VPP Operation,
3. Balancing of Schedule Deviations,
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4.
5.
6.
7.
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Provision of Frequency Control Reserves,
Capacity Firming of Intermittent Generation,
Peak Shaving, and
Residual Load Ramp-Rate Reduction.

All control cases will be formulated in an MPC strategy based on the
predicted values of externally driven variables. For electric load forecasts, a wide range of established methods exists [164] and advances
in the development of wind and solar power forecasts have been made
[165, 166]. In this work, we restrict ourselves to using realized time series of predictions and actual values for the externally driven variables.
We simulate the scenarios using a perfect forecast. This is foremost due
to the lack of periodically updated forecast data, but also because we
focus on the formulation of the optimization problem for the considered control case. Forecast errors can be incorporated by replacing the
perfect-prediction time series with the forecast time series available at
the respective instant in time.

6.5.1

Least-Cost Economic Dispatch

Background
The economic dispatch of a power system establishes a benchmark for
operating the system at the lowest possible cost, in its most basic form
without considering the effect of network losses and/or constraints. According to the traditional power system operation paradigm, generators
are the only controllable resources in the system. Thus, standard economic dispatch problems are formulated in terms of minimizing generation cost for serving a given load demand. The textbook definition of
economic dispatch, e.g., reported by [167], is as follows:
X
min
Ci (Pgen,i )
(6.39)
geni

subject to the constraints
min
max
Pgen,i
≤ Pgen,i ≤ Pgen,i
,
X
Pgen,i = Pload ,

(6.40)
(6.41)

geni
min
max
where Pgen,i is the power output of generator i, Pgen,i
and Pgen,i
are generator i’s output limits, Pload is the total system demand, and Ci (Pgen,i )
is the marginal cost of energy production of generator i.
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Figure 6.2: Power node setup for least-cost dispatch including grid
If the electricity network model (i.e., the power flow equations) is included in the problem, it becomes an OPF optimization. The power
flow can be formulated as a full AC power flow or in approximate forms
such as the frequently used DC approximation (see Section 6.4.4).
Figure 6.2 shows the power node setup for the least-cost dispatch including the grid constraints. The optimization takes into account the
endogenous cost terms for all units represented by power nodes as well
as all constraints on the individual power nodes. If the grid topology
is considered as presented in Section 6.4.4, the power flow equations as
well as line limits enter the problem as additional constraints (linear
in case of DC power flow equations). These parameters, denoted by
dashed arrows in Figure 6.2, are constant over different optimization
periods. Denoted by solid arrows are the quantities that change from
step to step: state information and predictions are passed from the
power node portfolio to the optimizer, which then determines setpoints
for the power nodes.
Day-Ahead Dispatch
The day-ahead optimization usually takes place in the afternoon of the
day preceding the actual operation. One day in advance, the prediction of the occurring load and fluctuating RES in-feed is still rather
inaccurate. For instance, the wind prediction Root Mean Square Er-
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ror (RMSE) can be as large as 20 – 30% depending on the forecast
method [168]. This highlights the importance of intra-day adjustments
in the case of large RES penetrations.
Cost Function Since the objective of the dispatch is cost minimization
and the power node portfolio comprises the entire system, we only need
to consider the endogenous cost of the power node portfolio. The cost
function in time step k is thus:
k+Nopt −1

J(k) =

X

∗
Jendo
(l) ,

(6.42)

l=k
∗
where Jendo
(l) is the cost function using the predicted values for x and
u, denoted by x∗ and u∗ .

Intra-Day Update
Intra-day predictions are usually much more accurate and have a shorter
forecast horizon, e.g., 4 or 12 hours. Due to computation times and
market gate closure, there is also a time lag between prediction and
execution of, e.g., one hour. This leads to a reduction in accuracy of
the forecast since it is already one hour old when it is executed, and a
current measurement of the real values cannot be employed directly for
the upcoming period.
Cost Function Since the update is performed in relative coordinates,
the endogenous cost function also needs to be considered in relative
rel
coordinates: Jendo
. Since the day-ahead dispatch usually takes into account larger time horizons, the determination of optimal storage levels
based on the day-ahead dispatch is also relevant for the intra-day dispatch update. In order to tie the update to the day-ahead dispatch,
the deviation of the storage level ∆x∗ from the day-ahead schedule is
penalized quadratically. This reflects the cost for deviations of the storage levels from their previously determined optimal trajectory as well as
transaction costs due to reduced intra-day liquidity and exchange commissions. Note that also linear (absolute) penalties may be of practical
relevance. The cost function for the dispatch update reads:
J(k) =

k+Nopt −1 

X


rel *
Jendo
(l) + ∆x∗T (l) C dev ∆x∗ (l)

,

l=k

where C dev is the deviation penalty matrix of appropriate size.

(6.43)
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Figure 6.3: VPP operation with market exchanges

6.5.2

Market-Based VPP Operation

The dispatch presented in the previous section concerns the system-level
cost minimization. This is a practically applicable problem in a vertically integrated utility structure and an approximation of the outcomes
of merit-order dispatch in a perfectly competitive market environment.
In contrast, the operator of a small VPP in a larger electricity market
does not seek to minimize his cost of operation but to maximize his
profit. This can involve utilizing cheap generators preferentially and
managing the demand, but also trading energy on the market. In the
present setting, only trading on the spot market is considered.
Assuming that the VPP operator is a price taker, day-ahead predictions of the spot market price can be used to schedule exchanges with
the market. The spot price of the upcoming day can be predicted by
various methods, e.g., auto-regressive time-series modeling techniques
[169]. The VPP operator thus seeks to minimize a cost function, which
can assume negative values to represent profits, by dispatching the units
in an appropriate way.
The power node portfolio is defined as above in Section 6.4 with an
endogenous cost function defined in Section 6.4.5. Additionally, a Slack
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Power Node as in Section 6.4.6 is defined which models the import and
export to and from the considered portfolio. It is described by
spot −1 spot
spot
(ηgen
) ugen − uspot
load = ξ

.

(6.44)

spot
models the average efficiency of the power generaThe efficiency ηgen
tion outside the considered power node portfolio, which may be useful
for an accounting of primary energy usage or Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions. Figure 6.3 shows the setup for this use case.

The cost function taking into account the import and export to and
from the power node portfolio is as follows:
k+Nopt −1

J(k)

=

X


∗
∗
spot∗
πask
(l) uspot∗
(6.45)
load (l) − πbid (l) ugen (l)

l=k
k+Nopt −1

+

X

∗
Jendo
(l) ,

l=k
∗
where πbid
(l) is the predicted spot price for energy sales by the VPP
∗
and πask (l) is the predicted spot price for purchases by the VPP in
time period l. This formulation allows the approximate modeling of an
average bid-ask spread in the market. From an optimization perspective, the spread serves to penalize the trading actions in order to avoid
optimization artifacts such as simultaneous sales and purchases.

6.5.3

Balancing of Schedule Deviations

For a utility that serves loads and/or owns generation assets, the task
of energy balancing on distinctive time slices, which are usually called
Market Time Units (MTUs), is an important aspect of everyday operation. Usually the market players are organized in balancing entities,
which have different names depending on the country and are called
Balance Groups in Switzerland. From a system perspective, the main
goal of the balancing regime is to incentivize an accurate following of
the exchange schedules submitted to the Transmission System Operator (TSO), day-ahead or intra-day, by the market participants. In order
to achieve this, financial penalties are imposed for differences between
actual and scheduled energy exchanges.
The cost incurred by market participants for the imbalances is strongly
dependent upon the market design. Here, the Swiss balancing regime
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Figure 6.4: Swiss energy balancing regime
[170] is considered. It consists of a penalty for long and short energy
imbalances on 15-minute time slices. The penalization is different depending on whether the entire control area is long or short, and thus,
whether the balance group has a stabilizing or destabilizing effect on
the overall system.
Figure 6.4 shows the scheme for penalty calculation. In case of destabilizing behavior, the balancing energy price is based on the price for
positive and negative control energy (πR-import and πR-export ), while a
stabilizing balance group is billed with the (more favorable) spot market
price πspot . The penalty factors α1 , . . . , α4 further define the imbalance
penalty regime. In 2012, they were chosen as follows: α1 = α4 = 1.3,
α2 = α3 = 0.7. This implies that, besides the control energy billing
for destabilizing behavior, another 30% of penalty is incurred by the
balance group for both excess and deficit of energy.
The penalty regime is mathematically modeled in a cost function by
comparing the balancing energy price with the current spot price. The
rationale behind this is that the need to consume or inject balancing energy could have been avoided by more appropriate scheduling of energy
purchases and sales on the spot market. We formulate the imbalance
cost function for the current MTU as follows:
MTU
MTU
Jimb
= CostMTU
imb − Revenueimb

(6.46)

with the cost and revenue terms
CostMTU
imb

=

short
(πR-import α1 − πspot ) (1 − m) Eimb

short
+ πspot (α4 − 1) m Eimb

RevenueMTU
imb

=

long
(πR-export α3 − πspot ) m Eimb

+ πspot (α2 − 1) (1 −

(6.47)

,

long
m) Eimb

(6.48)
,
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where m = 1 holds when the control area is long and m = 0 holds when
the control area is short. As it is not known in advance whether the
control area is long or short, m = 0.5 is chosen to reflect a 50% chance
long
that the balance group is stabilizing or destabilizing. Eimb
is the excess
short
energy in the considered MTU and Eimb is the energy deficit. By
reformulating, we derive:
long long
MTU
short short
Jimb
= πimb
Eimb − πimb
Eimb

(6.49)

with the short and long penalty coefficients (here already with m = 0.5
inserted):
short
πimb

=

0.5 πR-import α1 + πspot (0.5 α4 − 1) ,

(6.50)

long
πimb

=

0.5 πR-export α3 + πspot (0.5 α2 − 1)

(6.51)

.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show two power node setups for different balancing
tasks. Figure 6.5 depicts the self-balancing of a power node portfolio
that contains non-controllable or only partly controllable units which
introduce an uncertainty. The imbalance arises within the power node
portfolio and is also compensated there. The second case, depicted in
Figure 6.6, shows the balancing of a deviation external to the portfolio. In this case, the imbalance is imposed through a time series from a
Control Power Node as presented in Section 6.4.6 (in this case called Imbalance Power Node in order to avoid confusion). The remaining power
nodes then act so as to compensate the externally imposed imbalance.
It shall be noted that both formulations yield equivalent results, but one
representation may be more convenient than the other depending on the
considered system. We will only consider the “external imbalance” case
here, i.e., the case depicted in Figure 6.6.
A further distinction is made between imposing only one control action
at the beginning of an MTU (“Pre-MTU Balancing”) and adapting
generation and consumption in smaller time intervals within the MTU
(“Intra-MTU Balancing”). We will only formulate the “Pre-MTU Balancing” strategy in detail and comment on some aspects of the “IntraMTU Balancing” strategy.
Pre-MTU Balancing
The first balancing setup consists of an adaptation of active power setpoints in the very beginning of a Market Time Unit. A very-short-term
prediction of the production and consumption in the MTU is needed,
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Figure 6.5: Self-balancing of a power node portfolio
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Figure 6.6: Balancing of external deviations by power node portfolio
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which can be delivered either by a simple assumption of persistence of
a current measurement or more sophisticated very-short-term prediction methods for load [171] and renewable energy in-feeds [172]. Power
setpoints are then adjusted accordingly for the entire duration of the
MTU. This requires an execution of the optimization problem once per
MTU and the entire problem may be formulated in a sampling time
equal to the MTU time step (in the present case 15 min).
We impose the imbalance time series through the Imbalance Power Node
given in ∆-formulation:
imb
∆uimb
(k) =
load (k) = −∆ξ

Edev (k)
ts

,

(6.52)

where Edev (k) [MWh] is the time series of deviations of the energy
exchanges per MTU. A Slack Power Node serves to model the actual
exchange of balancing power with the system. In order to enable a
different penalization of consumption and in-feed of balancing power,
separate variables are used:
slack
slack
∆uslack
gen − ∆uload = ∆ξ

(6.53)

subject to the constraints
0 ≤ ∆uslack
gen

,

0 ≤ ∆uslack
load

.

(6.54)

The power balance of the system holds for all N power nodes of the
portfolio plus the slack and imbalance power node (N + 2 power nodes
in total). It is formulated in ∆-quantities as well:
N
+2
X

(∆u∗gen,i (l) − ∆u∗load,i (l)) = 0 .

(6.55)

i=1

The cost function to be minimized by the balancing controller is created
by comparing the cost incurred by balancing energy import or export
with the actual spot market price at that moment (“mark-to-market”):
k+Nopt −1

J(k)

=

X

rel *
Jendo
(l)

l=k
k+Nopt −1

+

X


∗
∗
*
πshort
(l) − πspot
(l) ts uslack
(l)
gen

l=k
k+Nopt −1

−

X
l=k


∗
∗
*
πlong
(l) − πspot
(l) ts uslack
load (l) .

(6.56)
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Intra-MTU Balancing
A slightly different approach to the balancing problem is the compensation of arising deviations within the Market Time Unit. This requires a
shorter sampling time than the length of the MTU. A predictive optimization can be used as well, but in this case the optimization horizon
can be curtailed at the end of the MTU.
Although this strategy may be attractive for a Balance Group due to
the possibility to minimize its balancing energy cost, we do not formulate it here in detail. The reason is a significant drawback of the
strategy for the system level: since the optimization is based on energy
values in a fixed time interval, the instantaneous power quantities can
vary significantly from the average over the MTU. An optimal balancing of the energy exchanges by the balance group may therefore lead
to short-term power imbalances that need to be compensated by frequency control structures in the control area, e.g., by the secondary
frequency controller. This effect has been mentioned in [131, 173] and
is clearly undesirable since cost savings on the side of the balance group
lead to cost increases for the overall system. Thus, regulatory boundaries should be imposed on such strategies, e.g., by limiting the power
deviation from the average of the MTU.
If this strategy were to be formulated in the present framework, the essential input for the predictive optimization would be a very-short-term
forecast of consumption and production over the remaining duration of
the current time slice. Along with the already realized values of these
variables (that are assumed to be measured), this would enable the optimizer to compare the predicted total energy with its target and react
such that the difference is minimized.
Imbalance Trajectory Creation
Now we briefly outline a simple approach for generating a test trajectory
for balancing evaluation. We follow an approach similar to [174]. It
consists of a synthesis of the stochastic power deviation time series from
a normal distribution with zero mean and a certain standard deviation,
described as a percentage of the system peak load. In order to introduce
a correlation between consecutive time steps k − 1 and k (which is an
observable property of real imbalance time series), a window of a certain
width [0,1] around the probability of ∆Pdev (k − 1) in the cumulative
distribution function is used to impose a restriction on the current value
∆Pdev (k). The power deviation is sampled on a smaller time frame (one
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Table 6.3: Parameters used for imbalance creation
Imbalance mean
Imbalance standard deviation
Maximum power deviation
Window width
Sampling time for power deviation
Sampling time for Market Time Unit

0
2% of peak load
5% of peak load
0.3
1 min
15 min

Active Power Deviation

Δ P [MW]

0.1
0.05
0
−0.05
−0.1

0

5

10

15

20

25

20

25

Energy Deviation in Market Time Unit

Δ E [MWh]

0.01
0.005
0
−0.005
−0.01

0

5

10

15
Time [h]

Figure 6.7: Exemplary imbalance trajectory (peak load of 10 MW)
minute or less) and the energy deviation is computed from the power
time series. Figure 6.7 shows an exemplary synthesized time series and
Table 6.3 shows the used parameters.

6.5.4

Provision of Frequency Control Reserves

Frequency control in power systems serves to maintain a stable system
frequency in the presence of load variations, power plant outages, and
intermittent generation. According to the classification used by the
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
(ENTSO-E) [175], frequency control comprises primary, secondary, and
tertiary control reserves contracted by the TSO.
As illustrated in [176], the properties of control reserves can vary significantly from country to country, even within a common synchronous
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Figure 6.8: Temporal structure of frequency control reserves
area. Therefore, the common guidelines for the Continental Europe
(CE) system (ENTSO-E CE, corresponding to the area of the former
Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE)) set
forth in [175] (Policy P1 and Appendix A1: LFC and Performance) are
used here as a basis. All kinds of control reserves (primary, secondary,
and tertiary) are tendered by the TSO in individually specified quantities. These are usually determined by probabilistic considerations [177]
and are dependent upon the size and generation portfolio of the control
area. They consist of reserve products for both positive (generation
increase or load decrease) and negative (generation decrease or load increase) reserves. Figure 6.8 depicts roughly the relation between the
activation and delivery times for the three kinds of control reserves.
Primary control reserves are activated by a decentralized proportional
controller within the speed governors of generating units. In Continental Europe, the primary reserve has to be fully activated after 30 s
and has to be sustained for a maximum of 15 min after a larger disturbance. However, it has to be available continuously and at all times.
The droop must be set such that the reserve is fully activated at a frequency deviation of 200 mHz. Secondary control reserves are activated
by a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller usually operated by the TSO.
These reserves are mainly used to relieve primary control, to bring the
system frequency back to its nominal value, and to ensure the maintenance of the scheduled tie-line exchanges with other control areas.
The secondary control signal transmitted by the TSO to the providing
units in its control zone is dependent on the Area Control Error (ACE),
which should be controlled to zero. In principle, secondary reserve capacity can be offered asymmetrically (meaning, a different scaling of
positive and negative reserves), although this is used in few countries.
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Figure 6.9: Frequency control with power node portfolio
Tertiary control is a manually activated reserve which is used to relieve
the secondary control reserves. It has to be fully activated after 15 min.
The advantage of providing frequency control reserves by a portfolio of
flexible units consists of the ability to take advantage of the different
unit properties. The splitting of control signals among generators and
storage devices has been discussed before. For instance, in [178] it is
proposed to split the control signal by using frequency filters. This
allows to distribute the high-frequency components to the storage and
the low-frequency components to the generation units. The approach
is implementable with relative ease and transparent with respect to its
effects. However, it lacks the possibility to base the splitting directly
on economic criteria, conduct the splitting optimally in that sense, and
to react on-line to changing operating conditions. The present work
explicitly addresses these issues.

Control Signal Tracking
Figure 6.9 depicts the setup for frequency control reserve provision using
a portfolio of power nodes enhanced by a Control Power Node and a
Slack Power Node. The tracking of the control signal is achieved by
imposing the power balance constraint in ∆-quantities on the N + 2
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power nodes:
N
+2
X


∆u∗gen,i (l) − ∆u∗load,i (l) = 0

(6.57)

i=1

over the length of the prediction horizon. Note that we omit the generation cost of the generator in our optimization problem since the net
production reduction or increase is either insignificant (primary control)
or compensated by control energy payments. This is explained in detail
in Chapter 7.
The control signal itself enters the problem via the Control Power Node,
which is simply
∆uctrl
load

= −∆ξ ctrl

.

(6.58)

Since imposing the control signal as an equality constraint onto the
system may lead to infeasibility of the optimization, it is practical to
allow a deviation from the control signal by introducing a virtual Slack
Power Node that may cover some of the control action:
slack
∆uslack
gen = ∆ξ

.

(6.59)

As a deviation from the control signal should only be a last resort to
avoid infeasibility, we will penalize the slack contribution quadratically
EUR
in the cost function with a penalty factor πdev [ MW
2 ] which should be
chosen large in comparison with the other cost terms. The cost function
for frequency control is then as follows:
J(k) =

k+Nopt −1 

X

rel *
*
Jendo
(l) + πdev (∆uslack
(l))2
gen



.

(6.60)

l=k

The presented setup allows us to track, and deviate from, control signals
that are imposed on the portfolio. In what follows, we will discuss
the specifics of using the setup with primary, secondary, and tertiary
frequency control signals.
Primary Frequency Control
Primary frequency control is a proportional control which adapts the
power production of a unit (usually a generation unit) based on the
frequency deviation from its set value. The negative inverse of the
proportionality factor between frequency deviation and power change is
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Hz
referred to as droop [179], here denoted by S [ MW
]. It can be expressed
as
∆f
∆fp.u. f ref
S=−
=−
,
(6.61)
∆P
∆Pp.u. SB

where ∆f = f − f ref is the system frequency deviation, ∆P = P − P ref
is the deviation from the power production setpoint, p.u. denotes perunit values, and SB is the apparent power base of the system. In the
ENTSO-E [88] CE, the droop has to be set such that the entire primary frequency reserve is activated at a frequency deviation of ±200
mHz. This means that for a control band of 1 MW, the system frequency deviation must be multiplied by 1 MW/0.2 Hz = 5 MW
Hz to derive
the control signal. Furthermore, a dead-band of ±20 mHz is imposed
where no control action shall be taken, so the system frequency must
be pre-processed accordingly. We will refer to the measured frequency
deviation with the filtered-out deadband as ∆fdb (k). The control signal
input to the power node portfolio as presented in (6.58), scaled by the
prim
offered primary control capacity Pprov
, is thus
∆ξ ctrl,ts (k) =

prim
Pprov
∆f ∗ (k) .
200 mHz db

(6.62)

Secondary Frequency Control
Secondary frequency control is a PI control loop on the control area
level. It is responsible for keeping the system frequency at its nominal
value and for maintaining the scheduled tie-line exchanges with other
control areas on an integral basis. Due to the integrating part, there can
only be one central controller per control area since several integrating
controllers acting on the power balance of the system can lead to destabilizing effects. The control signal is derived from the ACE [179] and is
issued in percent of the secondary control band:
sec
∆ξ ctrl,ts (k) = −Pprov
Y (k)

(6.63)

with Y ∈ [−100%, 100%] being the secondary control signal in percent
sec
and Pprov
being the offered secondary frequency control capacity.
Tertiary Frequency Control
In contrast to the previous two frequency control services, tertiary frequency control is a manually activated reserve. It is used by the TSO
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to relieve secondary control reserves in order to avoid saturation of the
contract reserve capacity. The reserve activation is defined by three
parameters:
1. Activation Lead Time ∆tlead : lead time from calling the reserve
until actual delivery,
2. Minimum Delivery Time ∆tmin
del : minimum time span in which the
delivery has to be sustained (the TSO cannot ask for an earlier
deactivation), and
3. Maximum Delivery Time ∆tmax
del : maximum time span in which
the delivery has to be sustained (the TSO cannot ask for a longer
delivery).
In Switzerland, both lead time and minimum delivery time are equal
to 15 minutes [180]. While the maximum delivery time is theoretically
infinite, in practice it is usually confined to one hour.
In the case of activation, a message containing the required power increase or decrease ∆P tert is sent. The power node portfolio needs to
deliver the requested power by a collective power change, so the input
of the Control Power Node is equal to
∆ξ ctrl,ts (k) = −∆P tert (k) .

6.5.5

(6.64)

Peak Shaving

Another interesting application of a portfolio of controllable units in the
distribution grid is the reduction of the distribution system’s peak load
which needs to be served by imported power from the transmission level.
Both grid operators and electricity companies serving final customers
have an interest in a low peak demand since usually a peak power tariff
has to be paid. For example, the following peak demand billing model
holds for the Swiss electricity system:
Cpeak =

12
X
1
month∗
πpeak
Ppeak,i
12
i=1

,

(6.65)

where Cpeak [CHF] is the overall annual cost for peak power, πpeak [ CHF
MW ]
is a price multiplier (equal to CHF 25,600 in 2011 according to [181]),
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Figure 6.10: Peak shaving, capacity firming, and ramp-rate reduction
month
[MW] is the maximum load drawn from the transmission
and Ppeak,i
grid during one month. On the level of the entire power system, peak
shaving helps to ensure that peak demand can be met by the available generation assets with a certain safety margin (often referred to as
generation adequacy).

As the balancing application, peak shaving can be performed by a power
node portfolio either for the portfolio itself or as a service to the rest
of the system. The first case is considered here. Figure 6.10 shows
the corresponding setup, which is the same as for the following cases
“Capacity Firming” and “Ramp-Rate Reduction”. We consider the following setup for the peak shaving application: the portfolio, consisting
of loads, generators, and/or storage units, exchanges energy with its
surroundings, e.g., an external supplier contracted through a bilateral
agreement. This party is represented by the Slack Power Node:
slack
slack
uslack
gen − uload = ξ

.

(6.66)

The power balance of production and consumption is formulated in
absolute quantities:
N
+1
X
i=1

(u∗gen,i (l) − u∗load,i (l)) = 0 .

(6.67)
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By dispatching its flexible units accordingly, the power node portfolio
has a direct influence on the residual load (which can also be negative
in the general case) that is exerted on the external party, i.e., the Slack
Power Node. For the peak shaving application, we restrict the residual
load to be positive, i.e., uslack
load = 0. The following cost function yields
the desired behavior of peak demand reduction by control actions of the
power node portfolio:
k+Nopt −1

J(k) =

X
l=k

∗
Jendo
(l) +

1
πpeak
max
(uslack∗
gen (l)) . (6.68)
12
l∈[k,k+Nopt −1]

Note that this cost function is only meaningful if used in a multi-period
optimization for an entire month, or for a day-ahead optimization on
the day with the expected maximum demand since the peak price is
only relevant for the maximum demand per month.

6.5.6

Capacity Firming of Intermittent Generation

One of the challenges associated with integrating intermittent renewable
energy is the lack of dependability of the installed capacity. While a
dispatchable power plant such as natural gas or biomass plant is able
to reliably contribute to serving the system’s peak load, contributions
by wind and solar generation are subject to weather influences and
uncertainty.
The so-called “capacity credit”, particularly relevant for wind energy,
stipulates the percentage of the installed capacity that can be assumed
to produce power at all times [182], usually quantified to a few percent
of the total installed capacity in the case of wind and photovoltaic (PV)
energy. In practice, however, prolonged period of almost no intermittent
RES in-feeds can be observed. The overall capacity credit of PV power
generation is equal to zero since no production takes place at night.
During day time, it is also highly dependent on cloud coverage, so that
exact values are difficult to derive.
One way to deal with the capacity uncertainty is to try to increase the
minimum of the net power in-feed of a certain group of units, which
essentially leads to an increased firmly provided (dependable) capacity
to the system. This involves an optimization problem that strives to
maximize the minimum export from the unit portfolio. References [144]
and [183] present similar methods to approach this problem.
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In PNMF nomenclature, the net export from the portfolio can be represented by a Slack Power Node that absorbs the excess power:
slack
uslack
load = −ξ

.

(6.69)

The optimization problem is thus formulated with a cost function involving the endogenous cost of the portfolio and the negative minimum load
of the Slack Power Node with the capacity premium price πcap [ EUR
MW ]:
k+Nopt −1

J(k) =

X

∗
Jendo
(l) − πcap ·

l=k

6.5.7

min

l∈[k,k+Nopt −1]

*
uslack
load (l) .

(6.70)

Residual Load Ramp-Rate Reduction

In the presence of intermittent generation in the power system, the
ramp-rate of the residual load, which has to be covered by the controllable generators, can exhibit large ramp-rates compared to the original
load curve. This is mainly due to naturally occurring intermittency of
wind and solar as well as an adverse coincidence of load ramps with
intermittent generation ramps. Reference [33] stresses the importance
of managing the residual load ramp rate.
A portfolio of units represented by power nodes can contribute to reducing the overall system’s ramp rate by using its flexibility of power
generation and/or consumption. As in the case of peak shaving, this
can be achieved by controlling for a ramp decrease in the Slack Power
Node exchange:
k+Nopt −1 

J(k) =

X
l=k

∗
slack
Jendo
(l) + πramp

1
*
2
(δuslack
load (l))
ts


,

(6.71)

EUR
slack
where πramp
[ MW
2 /h ] is a residual load ramping penalty, ts is the samslack
slack
pling time, and δuslack
load (l) = uload (l) − uload (l − 1) is the slack power
change from one time step to the other.
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Figure 6.11: Structure of the simulation environment

6.6

Simulation Environment

Figure 6.11 depicts the structure of the simulation environment. The
power node setup and simulation case is defined in the module “System
Definition”. The module “Problem Builder” parses through the definition of the power node topology and builds the aggregated dynamical
system with parameters and constraints according to Section 6.4.2.
The assembled dispatch problem is then passed to the “Simulator” module, where the optimization problem is pre-solved for variable input
parameters. The MPC dispatch algorithm evaluates the solution in a
receding horizon fashion and thus determines setpoints for the power
nodes. In practice, these setpoints would then be sent to the respective
units or to a coordination algorithm which is able to achieve setpoint
tracking with distributed Thermostatically Controlled Load (TCL) populations. The results are saved and evaluated in an appropriate graphical and numerical way.
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Benchmark Power Node Portfolios

We have created a number of benchmark portfolios that represent certain typical characteristics of modern power systems such as the presence of intermittent in-feeds and loads, storage devices, and controllable
loads. The parameters of the modeled units were chosen in accordance
with literature values of the respective technologies. Table 6.4 summarizes the used power nodes models with the relevant parameters and
constraints. The benchmark portfolios are summarized in Tables 6.5
and Table 6.6. They are described in the following:
1. Large System Portfolio with RES: This portfolio represents an
aggregated set of generation, load, and storage units in a larger
area, e.g., in a country. The system has a conventional peak load
of 10 GW and consists furthermore of a large aggregated water
heater load, natural gas and biomass generation, wind and solar
PV generation, a pumped-hydro energy storage, and aggregated
stationary batteries. Import and export is not considered here,
but can be modeled easily by adding a Slack Power Node.
2. VPP Portfolio with RES: This portfolio represents a VPP with
a large renewable energy share, some conventional load, and a
number of controllable assets that provide flexibility. The portfolio
exhibits a conventional load peak of 30 MW and a total generation
capacity (including intermittent generation) of 80 MW. A Slack
Power Node models exchanges via a power exchange.
3. Control-VPP Portfolio A – Battery and Generator: For reserve
provision, the combination of a generator and a battery is proposed. A Control Power Node imposes the control signal and
the Slack Power Node accounts for deviations from that signal.
The simplicity of the portfolio design ensures that the results of
detailed parameter variations (such as presented in Chapter 7)
remain understandable, which would not be the case for many
units with many variable parameters. We provide a base case
parameterization which will be varied later on in Chapter 7.
4. Control-VPP Portfolio B – Thermal Load and Generator: Here
we use a thermal load and a conventional generator for reserve
provision. The design rationale is the same as for Portfolio 3.
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Table 6.4: Power node types for benchmark portfolios

Power Node
Generators
Natural Gas
Biomass
Wind
Solar PV
Loads
Water Heaters
Conventional Load
Storage Devices
Pumped-Hydro
Battery
Auxiliary Units
Control
Slack

6.8

Equation
−1
ηgen
ugen
−1
ηgen
ugen
−1
ηgen
ugen
−1
ηgen
ugen

=
=
=
=

ξ
ξ
ξ−w
ξ−w

C ẋ = ηload uload
−a(x − xss ) + ξ
ηload uload = w − ξ

Parameters

Constraints

ηgen
ηgen
ηgen
ηgen

ugen , u̇gen
ugen , u̇gen
ξ = ξdrv (t)
ξ = ξdrv (t)

ηload , C, a, xss

x, uload ,
ξ = ξdrv (t)
uload , w,
ξ = ξdrv (t)

ηload

C ẋ = ηload uload
−1
−ηgen
ugen + ξ
−1
C ẋ = ηload uload − ηgen
ugen

ηload , ηgen , C
ηload , ηload , C

x, ugen , uload ,
ξ = ξdrv (t)
x, ugen , uload

ηload uload = ξ
ugen = ξ

ηload
–

ξ = ξdrv (t)
–

Simulation Examples

In this section, simulation examples for each of the formulated dispatch
strategies are presented using the benchmark systems defined above.
We will show time simulations over the range of two days to two weeks.
Longer simulations are conducted in Chapter 7. Aggregated properties
of the simulations are presented by evaluating a number of balance terms
such as presented in Section 5.2.4 over the simulation time span.

6.8.1

Day-Ahead Dispatch

The day-ahead dispatch is simulated with Portfolio 1. It serves to
demonstrate how a day-ahead prediction for load and intermittent infeeds is used to derive an optimal dispatch for the portfolio. Figure 6.12a) shows the in-feeds into (positive) and out-feeds from the grid (negative), which have the same absolute values in every time step. The
reaction of the flexible units to the intermittent in-feeds can be observed during the entire time span. Figure 6.12-b) shows the profile
variables imposed on the system through the variables ξi . Curtailments
of excess in-feeds from wind and solar energy take place during the first
day only, as depicted in Figure 6.12-c). Load shedding is avoided during the entire time span. Figure 6.12-d) shows the storage levels of the
pumped-hydro storage, the aggregated battery storage units, and the
aggregated controllable loads. Table 6.7 shows the associated balance
terms for the simulated time span.
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Table 6.5: Benchmark portfolio parameters and constraints
Power Nodes
Parameters
1. Large System Portfolio with RES
Natural Gas
ηgen = 0.45
Biomass

ηgen = 0.4

Wind

ηgen = 1

Solar PV

ηgen = 1

Conventional Load

ηload = 1

Water Heaters

ηload = 1, C = 24 GWh,
a = 150 MW, xss = 0.2

Pumped-Hydro

ηload = 0.8, ηgen = 0.95,
C = 40 GWh

Battery

ηload = 0.88, ηgen = 0.88,
C = 20 GWh

2. VPP Portfolio with RES
Biomass
ηgen = 0.4
Wind

ηgen = 1

Solar PV

ηgen = 1

Conventional Load

ηload = 1

Pumped-Hydro

ηload = 0.95, ηgen = 0.8,
C = 400 MW

Battery

ηload = 0.88, ηgen = 0.88,
C = 100 MWh

Slack (Market)
–
3. Control-VPP Portfolio A
Natural Gas
ηgen = 0.45
Battery
ηload = 0.88, ηgen = 0.88
C = 60 MWh
Control
ηload = 1
Slack
–
4. Control-VPP Portfolio B
Natural Gas
ηgen = 0.45
Water Heaters
ηload = 1, C = 48 MWh
a = 0.75 MW, xss = 0.2
Control
Slack

ηload = 1
–

Constraints
1 GW ≤ ugen ≤ 5 GW
−4 GW/h ≤ u̇gen ≤ 4 GW/h
0.2 GW ≤ ugen ≤ 2 GW
−1 GW/h ≤ u̇gen ≤ 1 GW/h
0 GW ≤ ugen ≤ 15 GW
0 GW ≤ w ≤ 15 GW
ξ = ξdrv (t)
0 GW ≤ ugen ≤ 18 GW
0 GW ≤ w ≤ 18 GW
ξ = ξdrv (t)
0 GW ≤ uload ≤ 10 GW
0 GW ≤ w ≤ 10 GW
0 GW ≤ uload ≤ 4 GW
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 1
ξ = ξdrv (t)
0 GW ≤ uload ≤ 5 GW
0 GW ≤ ugen ≤ 5 GW
0≤x≤1
0 GW ≤ uload ≤ 2 GW
0 GW ≤ ugen ≤ 2 GW
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 1
2 MW ≤ ugen ≤ 20 MW
− 10 MW/h ≤ u̇gen ≤ 10 MW/h
0 MW ≤ ugen ≤ 40 MW
0 MW ≤ w ≤ 40 MW
0 MW ≤ ugen ≤ 40 MW
0 MW ≤ w ≤ 40 MW
0 MW ≤ uload ≤ 30 MW
0 MW ≤ w ≤ 30 MW
0 MW ≤ uload ≤ 20 MW
0 MW ≤ ugen ≤ 20 MW
0≤x≤1
0 MW ≤ uload ≤ 20 MW
0 MW ≤ ugen ≤ 20 MW
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 1
–
-4 MW ≤ ∆ugen ≤ 4 MW
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 1
0 MW ≤ ∆ugen ≤ 6 MW
0 MW ≤ uload ≤ 6 MW
∆ξ = ∆ξctrl (t)
–
-4 MW ≤ ∆ugen ≤ 4 MW
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 1
-6 MW ≤ uload ≤ 6 MW
∆ξ = ∆ξctrl (t)
–
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Table 6.6: Benchmark portfolio cost parameters
Power Nodes
Cost term
Value
1. Large System Portfolio with RES
Biomass
πfuel + πO&M
70 EUR/MWh
πramp
0.1 EUR/(MW2 /h)
Biomass
πfuel + πO&M
146 EUR/MWh
πramp
0.1 EUR/(MW2 /h)
Wind
πO&M
10 EUR/MW
Solar PV
πO&M
3 EUR/MWh
Conventional Load
πcurt
-1,000 EUR/MWh
Water Heaters
πEWH
100 EUR
Pumped-Hydro
πPHP
5 EUR/MWh
Battery
πbat
50 EUR/MWh
2. VPP Portfolio with RES
Biomass
πfuel + πO&M
146 EUR/MWh
Wind
πO&M
10 EUR/MWh
Solar PV
πO&M
3 EUR/MWh
Pumped-Hydro
πPHP
5 EUR/MWh
Battery
πbat
50 EUR/MWh
Water Heaters
πEWH
100 EUR
3. Control-VPP Portfolio A
Natural Gas
–
–
Battery
πbat
50 EUR/MWh
Control
–
–
Slack
πslack
1,000 EUR/MWh
4. Control-VPP Portfolio B
Natural Gas
–
–
Water Heaters
πEWH
100 EUR
Control
–
–
Slack
πslack
1,000 EUR/MWh

Table 6.7: Day-ahead dispatch – balance terms
Natural gas energy produced
Biomass energy produced
Wind energy produced
Wind energy curtailed
Solar PV energy produced
Solar PV energy curtailed
Energy consumed by conventional load
Energy not served to conventional load
Energy consumed by water heaters
Energy fed into batteries
Energy taken from batteries
Energy lost in batteries
Energy fed into pumped-hydro storage
Energy taken from pumped-hydro storage
Energy lost in pumped-hydro storage

6.8.2

736,300.21
134,690.18
688,879.30
5,699.48
907,816.81
8,211.99
2,256,602.33
0.00
161,745.37
11,282.67
14,017.29
3,265.37
274,921.95
222,848.53
65,999.24

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh

Intra-Day Update

Since the intra-day update is only marginally different from the dayahead dispatch, we omit it here for shortness. An exemplary simulation
is presented in [130].
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Figure 6.12: Simulation example: day-ahead dispatch
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Market-Based Operation of VPPs

The market-based operation of VPPs is demonstrated by simulating
Portfolio 2 over a time span of 15 days as depicted in Figure 6.13. The
simulation shows how the optimization reacts to the varying price and
selectively imports and exports electricity via the market. For simplicity
and demonstration purposes, we perform the simulation with a perfect
price prediction. Figure 6.13-a) depicts again the network in-feeds and
out-feeds, Figure 6.13-b) shows the curtailment which is equal to zero
at all times, Figure 6.13-c) shows the spot price time series, and Figure 6.13-d) depicts the SOC evolution. It can be observed that the
battery is not utilized due to the high marginal operation cost compared to the revenue potential, but the pumped-hydro plant actively
contributes to energy arbitrage utilizing the time-varying price. Table 6.8 summarizes the balance terms.
Table 6.8: Market-based VPP operation – balance terms
Biomass energy produced
Wind energy produced
Solar PV energy produced
Energy consumed by conventional load
Energy fed into batteries
Energy taken from batteries
Energy lost in batteries
Energy fed into pumped-hydro storage
Energy taken from pumped-hydro storage
Energy lost in pumped-hydro storage
Energy imported from spot market
Energy exported to spot market

6.8.4

672.50
1,852.21
2,035.62
6,769.81
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,292.09
2,558.39
778.08
5,408.68
2,465.50

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh

Pre-MTU Balancing

We omit the simulation of Pre-MTU Balancing here for shortness and
refer to [64], where a similar case related to wind forecast errors is
presented.
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Figure 6.13: Simulation example: market-based VPP operation
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6.8.5

Primary Frequency Control

Primary frequency control is simulated using both Control-VPP Portfolio A and B. The control signal is scaled to 10 MW (provided that the
full reserve has to be activated at a frequency deviation of ± 200 mHz).
It is applied to the portfolios assuming that they have a constant operating point (base case). Note that it is straight-forward to reserve the
control bands in an economic dispatch (using the methodology outlined
in Section 6.2.2) and to apply the control signal on top of a time-varying
working point trajectory. We simulate the control scenario with a 60%
storage share, i.e., the generator control band amounts to 40% of the
total control band. The storage capacity is equivalent to 10 hours for
the battery and equal to 8 hours for the water heaters.
Figure 6.14 shows a time simulation of primary control provision using
Portfolio A over 48 hours. It can be seen that the control action is completely absorbed by the power plant since its control band is sufficiently
large. In case of a larger frequency deviation, the battery will be used to
cover part of the control action. In this way, the battery mainly serves
as a backup to enable the control power plant to reduce its reserved
control band size. For Portfolio B, depicted in Figure 6.15, the results
are different due to the different cost structure (no cycling cost). The
balance terms are summarized in Tables 6.9 and 6.10.
Table 6.9: Primary control (Portfolio A) – ∆ balance terms
Positive regulation demanded by control signal
Negative regulation demanded by control signal
Positive contribution (generation increase) by generator
Negative contribution (generation decrease) by generator
Positive contribution (generation increase) by battery
Negative contribution (load increase) by battery
Positive contribution (generation increase) by slack
Negative contribution (generation decrease) by slack

2.78
32.90
2.78
32.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh

Table 6.10: Primary control (Portfolio B) – ∆ balance terms
Positive regulation demanded by control signal
Negative regulation demanded by control signal
Positive contribution (generation increase) by generator
Negative contribution (generation decrease) by generator
Positive contribution (load decrease) by water heaters
Negative contribution (load increase) by water heaters
Positive contribution (generation increase) by slack
Negative contribution (generation decrease) by slack

2.78
32.90
24.32
0.00
1.51
55.94
0.00
0.00

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
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Figure 6.14: Simulation example: primary control (Portfolio A)
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Figure 6.15: Simulation example: primary control (Portfolio B)
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6.8.6

Secondary Frequency Control

Secondary frequency control is simulated in the same setting as primary
frequency control above, also using both Portfolio A and B. Again, we
scale the control signal to the reserved control band of ± 10 MW.
Figure 6.16 presents the control simulation scenario using Portfolio A.
It can be observed that the control action is flexibly split between the
generator and the battery. While the generator takes over most of the
smaller deviations from zero, the utilization of the battery is mainly
restricted to moves to the outside of the generator control band. This
behavior is due to the cycling cost of the battery. The SOC is rising
slightly in the first half of the simulation.
Figure 6.17 presents the same scenario using Portfolio B. Since the water heaters do not exhibit any cycling cost, the splitting of the control
signal is considerably different. The generator assumes a negative bias
throughout the two simulated days. The water heater control contribution moves up and down around the relatively steady generator trajectory, covering moves in both directions. The SOC is maintained around
50% throughout the simulation.
The balance terms of the secondary frequency control simulation are
shown in Tables 6.11 and 6.12.
Table 6.11: Secondary control (Portfolio A) – ∆ balance terms
Positive regulation demanded by control signal
Negative regulation demanded by control signal
Positive contribution (generation increase) by generator
Negative contribution (generation decrease) by generator
Positive contribution (generation increase) by battery
Negative contribution (load increase) by battery
Positive contribution (generation increase) by slack
Negative contribution (generation decrease) by slack

11.10
132.43
11.09
113.40
0.01
19.02
0.00
0.00

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh

Table 6.12: Secondary control (Portfolio B) – ∆ balance terms
Positive regulation demanded by control signal
Negative regulation demanded by control signal
Positive contribution (generation increase) by generator
Negative contribution (generation decrease) by generator
Positive contribution (load decrease) by water heaters
Negative contribution (load increase) by water heaters
Positive contribution (generation increase) by slack
Negative contribution (generation decrease) by slack

11.10
132.43
0.00
146.78
60.22
34.77
0.00
0.00

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
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Figure 6.16: Simulation example: secondary control (Portfolio A)
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Figure 6.17: Simulation example: secondary control (Portfolio B)
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Tertiary Frequency Control

Tertiary frequency control provision consists of following a rectangular
or trapezoidal control signal. Since this is straight-forward to simulate
similar to primary and secondary control, we omit it here for shortness.

6.8.8

Peak Shaving

In order to demonstrate the effect of peak shaving control actions, we
compare the same simulation of a portfolio over the time span of two
weeks with and without the peak penalty term according to Section 6.5.5
in the cost function of the optimization. We focus here on the dayahead optimization case, where a total of four days is taken into account
by the optimizer, but only the control action for the upcoming day
is implemented. Note that the same methodology is usable for intraday updates in a receding horizon fashion, provided that the prediction
horizon is long enough to cover the next peak which is to be avoided.
Figure 6.18 depicts the base case in which relatively high load peaks
have to be covered by importing energy into the portfolio through the
Slack Power Node. Figure 6.19 shows the simulation with active peak
shaving term where the import is avoided altogether during the first
week by ramping up the biomass production and dispatching the storage
units accordingly. In the second week, strong reduction of the peak
load can be observed as well. In Figure 6.20, the difference between
the previously shown two scenarios is illustrated. Table 6.13 shows a
number of balance terms on the difference between the base case and
the peak shaving case. It can be seen that the peak load to be covered
by the slack has been reduced by over 70%.
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Figure 6.18: Simulation example: peak shaving (base case)
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Figure 6.19: Simulation example: peak shaving (application)
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Figure 6.20: Simulation example: peak shaving (above: base case, below: peak shaving active)

Table 6.13: Peak shaving – balance terms
Base case:
Biomass energy produced
Wind energy produced
Solar PV energy produced
Energy consumed by conventional load
Energy not served to conventional load
Energy fed into batteries
Energy taken from batteries
Energy lost in batteries
Energy fed into pumped-hydro storage
Energy taken from pumped-hydro storage
Energy lost in pumped-hydro storage
Energy imported from external source
Energy exported to external sink
Maximum power imported from external source
Including peak shaving:
Biomass energy produced
Wind energy produced
Solar PV energy produced
Energy consumed by conventional load
Energy not served to conventional load
Energy fed into batteries
Energy taken from batteries
Energy lost in batteries
Energy fed into pumped-hydro storage
Energy taken from pumped-hydro storage
Energy lost in pumped-hydro storage
Energy imported from external source
Energy exported to external sink
Maximum power imported from external source

624.50
1,801.56
1,936.46
6,232.95
0.00
50.77
0.03
6.10
337.73
210.61
74.06
2,048.28
0.00
18.45

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MW

2,053.20
1,801.56
1,936.46
6,232.95
0.00
245.54
193.37
55.83
142.96
270.84
51.54
366.01
0.00
5.22

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MW
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Capacity Firming of Intermittent Generation

Capacity firming represents the complementary case to peak shaving
since we try to maximize the minimum in-feed instead of minimizing the
maximum consumption. The same methodology as above is applied: a
base case simulation is performed and compared with the same scenario
simulated including the capacity firming term in the cost function.
Figure 6.21 presents the simulation of the base case, where the storage
units stay inactive and the biomass generation is at its minimum. Figure 6.22 presents the simulation including the capacity firming control.
It can be seen that the biomass generation is ramped up and the storage units are emptied in times of low intermittent in-feeds. Figure 6.23
presents the difference between the two cases. Table 6.14 summarizes
the balance terms for the capacity firming, showing that the minimum
export could be increased by almost 600%.
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Figure 6.21: Simulation example: capacity firming (base case)
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Figure 6.22: Simulation example: capacity firming (application)
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Figure 6.23: Simulation example: capacity firming (above: base case,
below: capacity firming active)
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Table 6.14: Capacity firming – balance terms
Base case:
Biomass energy produced
Wind energy produced
Solar PV energy produced
Energy fed into batteries
Energy taken from batteries
Energy lost in batteries
Energy fed into pumped-hydro storage
Energy taken from pumped-hydro storage
Energy lost in pumped-hydro storage
Energy imported from external source
Energy exported to external sink
Minimum power exported to external sink
With capacity firming:
Biomass energy produced
Wind energy produced
Solar PV energy produced
Energy fed into batteries
Energy taken from batteries
Energy lost in batteries
Energy fed into pumped-hydro storage
Energy taken from pumped-hydro storage
Energy lost in pumped-hydro storage
Energy imported from external source
Energy exported to external sink
Minimum power exported to external sink

6.8.10

624.50
1,801.56
1,936.46
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4,362.53
2.32

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MW

1,861.44
1,801.56
1,936.46
208.10
168.62
47.97
28.77
192.62
25.72
0.00
5,723.85
13.62

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MW

Residual Load Ramp-Rate Reduction

The residual load ramping reduction is demonstrated in the same way
as in the previous two cases. We show the simulation of the base case in
Figure 6.24, the application of the ramp-rate reduction in Figure 6.25,
and a comparison of the base case and the ramp-rate reduction case in
Figure 6.26. Table 6.15 presents balance terms which demonstrate the
effectiveness of the ramp-rate reduction method: the average ramp rate
was reduced by over 90%.
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Figure 6.24: Simulation example: ramp-rate reduction (base case)
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Figure 6.25: Simulation example: ramp-rate reduction (application)
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Figure 6.26: Simulation example: ramp-rate reduction (above: base
case, below: ramp-rate reduction active)

Table 6.15: Ramp-rate reduction – balance terms
Base case:
Biomass energy produced
Wind energy produced
Solar PV energy produced
Energy consumed by conventional load
Energy not served to conventional load
Energy fed into batteries
Energy taken from batteries
Energy lost in batteries
Energy fed into pumped-hydro storage
Energy taken from pumped-hydro storage
Energy lost in pumped-hydro storage
Energy imported from external source
Energy exported to external sink
Average ramp-rate of external source
Including ramp-rate reduction:
Biomass energy produced
Wind energy produced
Solar PV energy produced
Energy consumed by conventional load
Energy not served to conventional load
Energy fed into batteries
Energy taken from batteries
Energy lost in batteries
Energy fed into pumped-hydro storage
Energy taken from pumped-hydro storage
Energy lost in pumped-hydro storage
Energy imported from external source
Energy exported to external sink
Average ramp-rate of external source

624.50
1,080.94
1,161.88
6,232.95
0.00
13.57
0.00
1.63
18.52
0.00
2.78
3,397.72
0.00
1.52

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MW/h

1,651.97
1,080.94
1,161.88
6,232.95
0.00
53.18
20.71
9.21
75.46
17.48
13.26
2,428.61
0.00
0.14

MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MWh
MW/h
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Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have demonstrated how the PNMF can be used to
formulate strategies for control service provision. The starting point
was the decomposition of the power node equation into several temporal stages and the compact formulation of the power node portfolio.
We then continued with the presentation of an MPC approach that
can be adapted to different control objectives, which in turn can be
pursued by operating a power node portfolio. We find that adaptations of constraints and the cost function, along with the introduction
of the auxiliary power nodes (“Control Power Node” and “Slack Power
Node”), allow to model a variety of different use cases of flexible unit
portfolios in power systems.

Chapter 7

Economic Evaluation of
Frequency Control Provision
by Flexible Unit Portfolios
In this chapter, we present an economic evaluation of frequency control
provision (primary and secondary control) by flexible unit portfolios,
also referred to as Virtual Power Plants (VPPs), consisting of generators, energy storage units, and controllable thermal loads. This investigation relates directly to the Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF)
optimization strategies presented in Chapter 6. Time simulations over
parameter ranges are undertaken so as to determine the control potential provided by two benchmark portfolios. Ancillary service market
data from Switzerland are used to assess the value of using energystoring units for frequency control instead of generators only. This
yields a quantitative evaluation of the commercial potential of control
services by coordinated flexible unit portfolios. Furthermore, we present
an approach for sharing the profit among the various participating actors by taking advantage of the e3 value methodology for modeling value
exchanges between actors in a market setting.

7.1

Introduction and Literature Review

In Chapter 6, we presented use cases for flexible unit portfolios comprising generators, controllable loads, and storage devices. A key application of these Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) in power systems is the
provision of frequency control reserves. A crucial question for this use
177
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Table 7.1: Notation for Chapter 7
Var.
C
E
K
k
M
n
R
T

Unit
Meaning
Var.
Unit
Meaning
[EUR]
Cost
α
[-]
Storage share
[MWh]
Energy
β
[-]
Admin fee coeff.
[-]
No. of time steps
γ
[-]
Control resp. fee coeff.
[-]
Time step
δ
[-]
Storage fee coeff.
[-]
Mapping
∆
[-]
Change
[-]
Number
Π
[EUR]
Profit
EUR
[EUR]
Revenue
π
[ MWh
]
Price
[-]
Time span
Subscript
Meaning
Subscript
Meaning
act
Actors/activities
ICT
Inf. and. Comm. Tech.
activ
Activities
MTU
Market Time Unit
actor
Market actor
net
Net value
bat
Battery
opp
Opportunity
capa
Capacity
prov
Provision
en
Energy
ramp
Ramping
exch
Exchanges
s
Sampling
fuel
Generator fuel
spot
Spot market
gen
Generator
strg
Storage
Superscript
Meaning
Superscript
Meaning
base
Base case value
feed-in
Feed-in of energy
bat
Battery
fixed
Fixed one-time fee
capped
Value with upper bound
floored
Value with lower bound
CL
Controllable loads
gen
Generation
cons
Consumption
max
Maximum

case is the revenue that can be achieved with a certain amount of control
capacity provision on ancillary service markets. Previous work on the
value of controllable demand has been done mainly for the cases of load
shifting and the exploitation of price differences, such as in [184]. The
value of energy storage devices for short-term dispatch and balancing
was assessed in [185]. Frequency control ancillary service provision by
Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) was described and economically evaluated in [186], demonstrating substantial revenue potentials.
In this chapter, we examine a market-based approach to ancillary service
provision by flexible unit portfolios consisting of storage, controllable
load, and generation units. In this setup, individual market players,
called aggregators, control unit populations in a suitable way for delivering control reserves. The aggregators can both be separated from or
integrated in established electricity utilities. The main point of investigation is the contribution that a certain type of unit can make to a
control product. This requires a consideration of the inherent energy
constraints that any kind of storage unit exhibits (acceptable internal
temperature range in the case of thermal loads). This question is approached similarly to [163] by a time simulation setup using benchmark
portfolios described in the Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF)
nomenclature. The results of the time-domain simulations are merged
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with an analysis of historical price data, in this case of the Swiss frequency control reserves market, in order to estimate the financial revenue potential of a certain unit portfolio bidding into the market.
Some results of this chapter are based on [187]. It is structured as
follows: Section 7.2 discusses properties of liberalized electricity markets
and the role of aggregators. In Section 7.3, the modeling of the revenue
from ancillary service provision by flexible unit portfolios is presented.
Section 7.4 presents a case study using the benchmark portfolios 3 and 4
from Chapter 6. Section 7.5 presents the modeling of a method for profit
sharing between the various actors. Section 7.6 presents concluding
remarks. The used notation is summarized in Table 7.1.

7.2

Aggregators in Electricity Markets

In the “old world” of vertically integrated electricity utilities, the tasks
of electricity generation, network operation, and supplying final customers were usually carried out by the same company. The simultaneous fulfillment of several roles enabled the company to perform a joint
optimization of their generation and network assets. This is not possible in the same way in liberalized electricity systems. Depending on the
regulatory framework, the Distribution System Operators (DSOs) may
need to accommodate various electricity suppliers in their grid domain,
while suppliers may be active in more than one distribution grid. Figure 7.1 illustrates the change from a vertically integrated utility structure to a liberalized electricity system. The exchange of energy between
producers and suppliers is handled via an electricity market, and the
generation companies have to bid control reserves and other grid services into ancillary service markets administrated by the Transmission
System Operator (TSO). The information exchange between grid operators and market players is usually restricted in order to guarantee
non-discriminatory conditions. This has a number of implications for
the introduction of “SmartGrid” functionalities in power systems, which
we will briefly discuss in the following.

7.2.1

The Role of Aggregators

Aggregators are relatively new entities in electricity systems which possess the ability to influence a number of grid-connected units via a
suitable communication interface. The units are coordinated, usually
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Figure 7.1: Vertically integrated versus liberalized system structure
by a centralized optimization, in order to fulfill a certain control goal as
a group. Aggregators may operate in different parts of the electricity
network and utilize the units in their portfolio for trading in electricity and ancillary service markets. Note that, depending on the market
design, an aggregator can also be understood as an entity that coordinates the units in a certain area of the network in the sense of a
MicroGrid (MG) [82], but we do not consider this setting here. We use
the term aggregator synonymously to VPP operator.
Aggregators are market players by nature. Their aim is the commercially successful operation of their connected units, be it in the form
of energy schedule optimization or in the form of power system control services. They can both be separated from or associated with an
established electricity utility. The control actions that they impose on
the connected power system units may influence the load flows as well
as transformer and line loadings of one or several distribution systems.
Thus, care has to be taken if relevant distribution grid constraints exist
in the area of operation of an aggregator.

7.2.2

Distribution Grid Constraints

The existence of grid constraints is a self-evident fact for any distribution system. Although traditionally distribution grids were designed
such that the peak load could be comfortably accommodated without
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Figure 7.2: Coordination between aggregator and DSO
running the risk of transformer or line/cable overloading, coordinated
control actions on large amounts of flexible demand may quickly drive
the system towards the constraints. For example, negative tertiary control provided by electric water heaters, called by the TSO during the
evening peak, is likely to increase the peak load to an unacceptable level.
In the long run, structured information interfaces must be established
between the DSOs and the aggregators that control the flexible demand
in their area. Figure 7.2 outlines this situation. The interface can be
established, e.g., in the form of time-varying power ranges that denote
the permissible change in power consumption by the flexible load.

7.2.3

Unit Monitoring Challenges

Another complication of ancillary service provision by coordinated dispersed units is the need to prove to the TSO that the power delivery
actually happened as requested. For instance, the relevant documents
for the Swiss power system [188] stipulate that all units providing secondary control reserves have to deliver continuous on-line measurements
to the TSO. In the case of generation units, this requires expensive instrumentation and telemetry. When a large number of dispersed units
is delivering the same service, this degree of on-line monitoring may be
difficult to achieve. Consequently, it may be necessary to adapt the
regulatory framework of ancillary service provision depending on the
nature of the control resources.
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Modeling of Revenue Potential

The profitability of the application of load flexibility for power system
control purposes depends, among other factors, on the design of the
underlying electricity market, specifically on wholesale energy and ancillary service markets. While most of today’s wholesale markets are
tailored for international electricity trading, ancillary service markets
remain largely in the national domain. This implies that there is a
large amount of diversity among the ancillary service market structures
between countries. Reference [46] presents a comprehensive overview
on different ancillary service market structures and nomenclatures. For
instance, the reserve delivery times and specifications of control service
quality are widely different. As an example, we use the Swiss market
design as described in [180] as a basis for the evaluation of ancillary service provision. In other market settings, the used regulatory framework
for revenue generation may be entirely different, so the methodology
used here may have to be adapted in order to yield meaningful results.
The Swiss control reserves market is based on an auctioning system with
a Pay-as-Bid pricing method [189] for primary, secondary, and tertiary
control reserves. Bids can be entered online and are accepted or rejected
by the TSO, who represents the only source of demand in these markets
according to the calculated control reserve requirements for the control
area. The auction result is not disclosed in detail, but the average price
of the most expensive accepted 20 MW is published by Swissgrid [48].
The financial compensation for primary and secondary control is outlined below. Note that, due to the national nature of the ancillary
service market, the capacity prices are issued in Swiss Franc (CHF).
Since the energy price is based on the SwissIX spot market price of the
European Power Exchange (EPEX) [190], it is issued in Euro (EUR).

7.3.1

Regulatory Basis for Revenue Calculation

Revenue of Primary Control Primary control is compensated by a
capacity fee per MW of control band provided for a certain time span.
Bids can only be placed symmetrically (equal control band for positive
and negative deviation from the working point). Currently, the auctions
take place once a week. Energy compensation is not used since system
frequency deviation is relatively symmetrical and does not exhibit longer
deviations from zero. The prices for primary control capacity in the year
2011 are depicted in Figure 7.3-a).
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Figure 7.3: Swiss primary and secondary reserve prices, year 2011
Revenue of Secondary Control In the Swiss ancillary service market,
secondary frequency control is compensated by a capacity fee and an
energy fee. While the capacity price per MW of control band provided
for a certain time span is determined by the auction process, the energy price follows a fixed scheme: the control energy is averaged over a
time slice of 15 minutes and paid for with an hourly spot market price
including a bonus of ±20%. In case of a generation increase (or load
decrease), the ancillary service provider receives the spot price +20%,
in case of a generation decrease (or load increase) he pays the spot price
−20%. In order to smoothen price spikes, the provider’s revenues are
floored by the weekly base price and his costs are capped by the weekly
base price. The prices for secondary control capacity in the year 2011
are presented in Figure 7.3-b). The energy prices based on the spot
market prices are depicted in Figure 7.3-c).
Capacity Price Assumption For the analysis of revenue potentials and
the profitability of ancillary service provision by flexible unit portfolios,
we consider the average price as depicted in Figure 7.3 for the primary
and secondary control capacity. This is an idealistic assumption, since
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in a Pay-as-Bid auction, perfect bidding (placement of the bid at the
clearing price) is needed to achieve this result. The calculations consequently serve as a performance benchmark, not necessarily as a realistic
prediction of achievable revenues. For reasons of comparability, we convert the prices from CHF to EUR. We assume a conversion factor of
1.25 CHF/EUR.

7.3.2

Net Operating Profit

Based on the market design presented above, we evaluate the maximum
net profit that can be made (under the idealistic assumption of perfect
bidding) by using a combined portfolio of power nodes to provide ancillary services. To calculate the operating profit Π [EUR], we use the
following formula:
Π = Rcapa + Ren,net − Cstrg − Cramp − ∆Cfuel − Copp

,

(7.1)

where Rcapa [EUR] is the capacity revenue of the ancillary service provision, Ren,net [EUR] is the net control energy revenue, Cstrg [EUR] is the
storage cycling cost, Cramp [EUR] is the ramping cost of the generator,
∆Cfuel [EUR] is the change in fuel cost through the ancillary service
provision compared to a constant setpoint, and Copp [EUR] is the opportunity cost incurred by not using the generator control band for
energy production. The individual revenue and cost terms are defined
as follows:
Rcapa = πcapa Tprov Pprov
(7.2)
EUR
with the control reserve capacity price πcapa [ MW·h
], the duration of
reserve provision Tprov [h], and the provided symmetrical power control
band of width Pprov [MW]. The following term describes the energy
revenue (secondary control):

Ren,net

=

KX
MTU

floored
feed-in
1.2 πspot
(kMTU ) Enet
(kMTU )

(7.3)

kMTU =1

−

KX
MTU

capped
cons
0.8 πspot
(kMTU ) Enet
(kMTU )

kMTU =1
capped
floored
with the capped and floored spot prices πspot
and πspot
and with
the fed-in or consumed control energy (netted over market time units
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feed-in
cons
kMTU = 1, . . . , KMTU of 15 minutes) Enet
and Enet
. Describing the
storage cycling cost for all time steps k = 1, . . . , K is straight-forward:

K 
X
1
1
bat
bat
Cstrg =
πbat ∆ugen (k) + πbat ∆uload (k) ts ,
(7.4)
2
2
k=1

EUR
πbat [ MWh
]

where
is the marginal battery storage cost and ts is the
sampling time of the problem. The generator ramping cost is equal to
Cramp =

K
X
πramp
k=1

ts

2
gen
∆ugen
gen (k) − ∆ugen (k − 1)

,

(7.5)

EUR
where πramp [ MW
2 /h ] is the marginal ramping cost. The change in fuel
EUR
], is equal to
cost, depending on the fuel price πfuel [ MWh

∆Cfuel =

K
X

πfuel ts ∆ugen
gen (k) .

(7.6)

k=1
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Figure 7.4: Opportunity cost incurred by the generator due to the reservation of the control band
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The opportunity cost incurred by the generator represents the financial
loss associated with reserving the control band in the generator’s operating range. Let α ∈ [0, 1] be the share of the control band that is
covered by the energy-storing unit (battery, thermal load). As depicted
in Figure 7.4, we consider the financial loss due to two effects: first, the
reduction of the possible energy production range to the upside (by the
positive control band) when the wholesale market price is higher than
the fuel cost and the generator wants to produce at maximum power;
and second, the forced production of energy (by the negative control
band) when the market price is lower than the fuel cost and the generator wants to produce at minimum power. These two effects are mapped
into an opportunity cost function which reads
Copp =

K
X

(1 − α)ts Pprov · |πspot (k) − πfuel (k)| .

(7.7)

k=1

For each time step, the energy portion (1 − α)ts Pprov that either could
have been produced for a profit (when πspot (k) > πfuel (k)) or that had
to be produced for a loss (when πspot (k) < πfuel (k)) is summed up. Note
that this kind of modeling constitutes a certain simplification of reality.
To be exact, one would have to perform a unit commitment and economic dispatch of the power plant with and without the reserved control
band, the difference of which constitutes the opportunity cost. In that
way, start-up/shut-down and ramping can be considered. Since this
would introduce an additional dependency on individual parameters of
the power plant, we opt for the presented simplified approach. Note
that another slight error is introduced in the ramping cost since it is
quadratic and up- and down-ramping for working point changes would
have to be superposed on the ramping caused by ancillary service provision. However, we do not deem this effect crucial for this study and
consequently neglect it.

7.4

Simulation Study

In the following, we conduct a simulation study to evaluate the frequency control approach using the benchmark portfolios A (generator
and battery) and B (generator and water heater population). We define
simulation scenarios which shall enable an illustration and evaluation
of the benefits arising from using energy storage for ancillary services.
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Table 7.2: Parameter variations for frequency control assessment
Battery
[10:10:90]
[1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10]

Number of water heaters (thousands)

Storage share (α [%])
Energy cap. C/∆umax
load [h]

Water heater
[10:10:90]
[3:1:8]

30
20
10
0
8
100

6

Storage capacity [h]

50

4
2

0

Water heater share [%]

Figure 7.5: Number of water heaters over parameter ranges

7.4.1

Simulation Scenarios

In order to quantify the benefits of energy storage for primary and secondary frequency control, we take the following approach: Real system
frequency and secondary frequency control signal data (available in 10second resolution over a time span of 30 days) are scaled to a benchmark
control band of Pprov = ±10 MW. This is a realistic bid size in many
ancillary service markets and is useful for easy comparison. We will simulate the system over a time span of 30 days with variations in power
and energy capacity of the units. In particular, we are interested in the
share of the control band that an energy-storing unit (storage device or
thermal load) can securely account for, which provides a measure for the
value of using the combination of units instead of the generator alone.
The following parameters are varied: 1) the share α of the control band
that is covered by the energy-storing unit (defining its rated power),
while the generator control band is scaled to 1 − α, and 2) the storage
capacity of the energy-storing unit, measured in hours of charging at
rated power disregarding the efficiency.
The simulation scenario parameter sets are described in Table 7.2. The
battery storage capacity is sized simply according to the desired duration of charging at maximum power. For the water heater population,
a more detailed approach is necessary: since the water heater control
band shall be symmetrical (up- and down-regulation of the power consumption equally possible), the autonomous energy demand of the water
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Table 7.3: Assumptions for economic parameters
Spot market price and control signals
Fuel price for generator
Capacity price Primary Control
Capacity price Secondary Control

January 2009
40 EUR/MWh
30 EUR/MWh
30 EUR/MWh

heaters must be taken into account. In most cases, water heaters have a
relatively low capacity factor (average power demand divided by rated
power). The symmetry of the control band is achieved by selecting
the working point such that the mean value of energy demand is consumed when the control signal is equal to zero. The daily draw profile
is scaled such that 75% of the water contained in the tank is drawn
during one day. These facts imply that for a larger storage capacity less
water heaters are needed since the energy demand is higher. Figure 7.5
depicts the number of water heaters over the parameter ranges.
We present the most important economic parameters for the case study
in Table 7.3. The cost function coefficients are defined in accordance
with the portfolio definitions in Chapter 6. We carry out all simulations
with a prediction horizon of N = 2 (time step of 10 s), which enables
to honor inter-temporal and state constraints while acknowledging that
control signals are hardly predictable over longer time horizons.

7.4.2

Numerical Results

We conduct the parameter variations described above in order to assess
the value of the joint reserve provision. The following quantities are of
interest for the performance evaluation:
a) deviation from the control signal (in the form of Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE), normalized to the size of the control band),
b) mean storage State of Charge (SOC) level deviation from the
working point,
c) mean storage power deviation from the working point,
d) mean generator power deviation from the working point,
e) cost incurred by the portfolio operation and revenue earned by
the ancillary service provision,
f) net profit from the portfolio deviation,
g) net profit change (compared to ancillary service provision by generator only), and
h) net profit per MW of battery storage / per individual water heater.
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Primary Control with Portfolio A
The provision of primary control reserves with Portfolio A (Battery
+ Generator) is depicted in Figure 7.6. The battery share is varied
between 10 and 90% of the control band, and the battery capacity is
varied between 1 an 10 h. The parts a) – h) of the figure show:
a) The control signal deviation is non-zero only for battery shares
above 80%. Even then, the deviation stays small with a maximum of about 0.17%. This is due to the fact that the maximum
frequency deviation rarely exceeds ±100 mHz, so only about half
of the control band is utilized. The battery storage capacity does
not have a have a strong impact on the control signal deviation,
which also holds true for all other variables discussed below.
b) The mean SOC deviation from the scheduled working point is
equal to zero below 70 – 80% since the storage is hardly used for
the reserve provision. Above this storage share level, the battery
storage operates mostly in its upper SOC region.
c) The mean storage power deviation becomes positive for a control
band share above 80% as well, which corresponds to the increased
mean SOC. Below 80%, it is equal to zero.
d) The mean generator power deviation is constantly equal to about
−0.525 MW for power shares below 80%. This is due to the negative bias of the control signal, which is entirely accommodated
by the generator. Above a level of 80%, the generator produces
slightly more on average.
e) The totally incurred cost for the 30 days of operation (lower surface) ranges from about EUR 100,000 down to about zero. This
is due to the decrease in opportunity cost as well as the negative
bias of the control signal. The revenue (upper surface, from capacity bidding only since the control energy is not compensated
in primary control) is constant at about EUR 220,000.
f) The net profit slopes up from about EUR 120,000 to almost EUR
220,000 along with a change from 10% to 90% of battery share.
g) The net profit change with respect to the base case (generator
only) ranges from about 15 up to about 100%.
h) The net profit per MW of battery power is equal to about EUR
12,000 for the considered 30 days of operation for battery shares
below 70%. Exceeding this share reduces the profit due to the
increased cycling of the battery storage.
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Figure 7.6: Simulation result: Primary Control with Portfolio A
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Primary Control with Portfolio B
Figure 7.7 shows the aggregated simulation results of primary control
provision with Portfolio B (Battery + Electric Water Heaters). As
before, we vary the storage share between 10 and 90%. The energy
capacity is varied from 3 – 8 hours for a symmetrical control band. The
parts a) – h) of the figure show:
a) The control signal deviation starts at a storage share of about
50%. Below this level, the portfolio is able to fulfill the control
task perfectly. The discrepancy to the results of Portfolio A can
be explained by the fact that the water draw profile induces a
variation of the SOC even if the control signal were equal to zero.
b) The average SOC deviation (from a base value of 0.6) is equal to
0.4 for small water heater shares. This is due to the fact that the
optimizer chooses to move the SOC to that region in the beginning
of the time simulation. The average SOC drops to about 0.1 for
a share of about 60% and then rises again to almost 0.3 when the
water heater share attains 90%. This behavior is relatively arbitrary and largely depends upon the decision variable penalization
and control signal time series.
c) The average storage power deviation fluctuates between about
0.1 MW for storage shares of 10% and slightly above 0.8 MW for
90% and small energy capacity. This also depends on the decision
variable penalties and control signal time series.
d) The average generator power deviation follows the same shape as
the mean storage power deviation and fluctuates between about
−0.45 MW and +0.3 MW.
e) The totally incurred cost is equal to about EUR 100,000 for a
storage share of 10% and slopes down to about 15,000 for 90%.
The revenue generated is constant over the entire parameter span
and is equal to about EUR 220,000.
f) The net profit varies – consequently – from about EUR 120,000
to EUR 205,000 as the storage share increases.
g) The net profit change with respect to the base case (generator
only) has a similar shape and varies between about 15% and 95%.
h) The net profit per water heater varies between about EUR 4 and
EUR 15 for the considered 30 days of operation. The slightly
counter-intuitive result of increasing returns for a larger storage
capacity is due to the number of water heaters decreasing in this
direction of the parameter variation (see Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.7: Simulation result: Primary Control with Portfolio B
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Secondary Control with Portfolio A
Figure 7.8 presents the provision of secondary control with Portfolio A
(Battery + Generator). The battery power share and energy capacity
are varied in the same way as before. We observe the following details
in the simulation results:
a) The control signal deviation is only equal to zero for small battery
shares. This is due to the fact that the energy contained in the
secondary control signal quite easily exceeds the available storage capacity. Unlike primary control, a secondary control signal
usually exhibits frequent attainment of positive and negative extremes, which implies the full activation of the available reserves.
b) The average SOC deviation ranges between about 0.1 and 0.4.
The maximum values are attained on a ridge-like curve in the
vicinity of the diagonal of the parameter space.
c) The mean storage power deviation is close to zero for small storage
shares and attains increasingly higher values of up to 0.5 as the
storage share increases to 90%. The storage utilization does not
change significantly with the storage capacity.
d) The mean generator power deviation largely follows the same
shape with a relatively constant offset. It varies between about
−0.8 and −0.2, being slightly steeper than the surface in c) for
large storage shares.
e) The totally incurred cost ranges between about EUR 90,000 to
approximately EUR 45,000. Note that the slope of the surface in
battery-share direction becomes positive again for battery shares
above 60 – 70%. This is due to the increased storage cycling. The
attained revenue is constant at about EUR 220,000.
f) The net profit consequently varies between a minimum of EUR
130,000 and a maximum of about EUR 175,000.
g) The net profit change with respect to the base case (generator
only) varies between about 10% to almost 55%.
h) The net profit per MW of storage power is equal to almost
EUR 12,000 for small storage shares and slopes down to about
EUR 5,000 as the share increases. This indicates a decreasing
marginal value of replacing generation capacity control band with
energy storage since the actual utilization of the storage causes
cycling cost and energy losses.
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Figure 7.8: Simulation result: Secondary Control with Portfolio A
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Secondary Control with Portfolio B
Figure 7.9 presents the provision of secondary control with Portfolio B
(Generator + Electric Water Heaters). The following observations can
be made in part a) – h) of the figure:
a) The control signal deviation remains close to zero for all water
heater shares below 80 – 90%. The non-zero values for 8 hours of
storage capacity and a storage share of about 70% can be regarded
as a random event.
b) The average SOC deviation is approximately v-shaped in the direction of increasing storage shares. It is close to zero for small
storage shares and slopes downwards to about −0.2 for a storage
share of around 60%. Above that, the average SOC slopes up
again to a maximum of about 0.2.
c) The mean storage power deviation has a similar shape, being close
to zero for small storage shares, negative at about −0.3 MW for
a storage share of about 60%, and positive at about 0.35 MW for
a storage share of 90%.
d) The mean generator power deviation exhibits the same shape as c)
with a relatively constant offset of about −0.8 MW.
e) The totally incurred cost in EUR slopes downward in the direction
of the storage share, starting at EUR 95,000 down to slightly below
zero for a storage share of 90%. The negative cost is due to the
change in fuel cost induced by the reserve provision along with a
lack of storage cycling cost.
f) The net profit consequently ranges from about EUR 125,000 to
EUR 220,000 between small and large storage shares.
g) The net profit change with respect to the base case (generator
only) ranges between 15% and about 85%.
h) The net profit per water heater ranges from about EUR 5 to
EUR 14 for the 30 days of operation, depending on the parameter set. The explanation for the upward slope in the direction of
the storage capacity is explained as for the case “Primary Control
with Portfolio B”.
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Figure 7.9: Simulation result: Secondary Control with Portfolio B
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Profit Sharing Methodology

Having derived the attainable operating profit by two flexible benchmark portfolios, we proceed with the development of a methodology
for sharing the profit between different players in the market system.
For the representation of the considered market environment, we take
advantage of a modeling methodology named e3 value [191]. It serves
to create so-called business value models which allow the description of
exchange processes of services and financial compensations between various entities according to a certain market design. It has been successfully applied to the modeling of Distributed Generation (DG) business
cases [192] and other business fields. In the context of the present work,
modeling activities with the e3 value methodology have been carried out
in [193]. The purpose of this modeling is, in our case, the structured
representation and illustration of the exchanges between the aggregator
and its surroundings, and, in the case of privately owned thermal loads,
the final customers.
We will only briefly introduce e3 value and refer the interested reader
to [191]. At its core, the methodology consists of a (graphic and mathematical) representation of actors, their various business activities, and
the exchanges between them. This enables the calculation of the profitability for each of the actors. The methodology comprises the following
principal elements which are also depicted in Figure 7.10:
Actor: An actor is an entity in the market that pursues certain goals
by conducting business-related value activities.
Value Activity: A value activity is a set of business-related actions
that generates a revenue or incurs a cost for a certain actor.
Value Port: A value port is a connector that enables a value exchange
(i.e., exchange of certain goods/services/money) between different actors. These exchanges are associated with specific value activities.

Figure 7.10: e3 value elements
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Start Stimulus: A start stimulus is a principal need or desire of an
actor for a certain good or service, which creates a demand and a chain
of value exchanges.
End Stimulus:

An end stimulus is the end of a value exchange chain.

AND and OR gates: These are routing elements that create logical
relations between exchanges and enable the merging of exchange paths.

7.5.1

Business Value Model

The business value model of the ancillary service provision by an aggregator is depicted in Figure 7.11. We will introduce the various actors,
activities, and exchanges in the following. Note that the present model
only considers exchanges that are influenced by the ancillary service
provision. A detailed analysis and parameterization of the base case
(electricity system without the aggregator) as carried out in [193] is
omitted here for shortness. For this reason, we also omit the modeling of the DSO since we do not consider the effects of the aggregator’s
business on the distribution system in this study.

7.5.2

Actors and Activities

The following actors and activities are considered in the model:
Transmission System Operator (TSO): The TSO is responsible for
controlling and operating the transmission grid (usually comprising the
voltage levels of 220 kV and 380 kV in Europe). This includes monitoring and control of the current grid topology (position of breakers and
switches within the grid) and the voltage in all parts of the transmission
grid. The principal activity of interest for our analysis is the contracting
of ancillary service providers by determining the required control reserve
capacity, administrating the auction process for the reserve tendering,
and also calling the reserves when needed. The ancillary services are
paid for by grid users via grid usage fees levied by the TSO.
Aggregator (Agg): The Aggregator is a novel entity in the power system which operates between the TSO, Power Plants, Electricity Supplier, and Final Customer. It contracts both generation capacity and
final customers in cooperation with the electricity suppliers in order to
deliver ancillary services to the TSO.

7.5. Profit Sharing Methodology

Figure 7.11: Business value model for the aggregator
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Power Plant (PP): The power plant produces and sells electricity via
the wholesale electricity market. It also delivers ancillary services, in
our case frequency control reserves, to the TSO. A bilateral contractual
relation with the Aggregator serves to integrate a generator control band
into the portfolio administrated by the Aggregator.
Electricity Supplier (Supp): The Electricity Supplier serves the final
customer with electricity at a certain price. The contract modalities
can be arbitrarily defined and usually consist of a certain base price, an
energy price per kWh of used electricity, and in the case of large customers also a power capacity fee per kW of peak load. The electricity
is usually bought on the electricity market or via bilateral contracts.
Note that the electricity supply is not depicted in Figure 7.11 since it
is not influenced by the Aggregator’s business model. The relevant activity for our analysis is Allowing Load Aggregation, which means that
the Electricity Supplier consents and collaborates with the aggregator
in contracting flexible loads of final customers. This can include the
offering of a Demand Response (DR) tariff to the final customers, the
financial benefits of which are enabled by the Aggregator’s business.
Wholesale Market (WhMa): The Wholesale Market is an electricity
exchange where trading with other market actors takes place. As the
other actors are not modeled, the Wholesale Market serves as a source
of revenue generation.
Equipment and ICT Supplier (ICT): The Equipment and ICT Supplier delivers the necessary equipment and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to the Aggregator.
Final Customer (Cust): The Final Customer contracts an Electricity
Supplier for the supply with electric energy. The relevant activity is the
response to a control signal sent by the aggregator, which is compensated by a response fee.
Storage Owner (StrgOw): The Storage Owner possesses and operates
an energy storage device (in our case, a battery) that the Aggregator
includes in his portfolio. The Storage Owner gets compensated by a fee
for his services to the Aggregator.

7.5.3

Exchanges

Now the value exchanges between the actors are described and quantified. We refer to the net operating profit calculation presented in
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Section 7.3.2 and make use of the simulation results from Section 7.4.
A number of degrees of freedom exist, which call for assumptions and/or
business model design decisions. We will outline one possible variant to
design the value exchanges. In order to calculate the cash in- and outflows of the actors, we will consolidate the exchanges for the different
activities and actors. The following exchanges take place:
Aggregator Capacity Fee (AggCapFee): The capacity fee earned by
the aggregator is equal to the overall capacity revenue earned by the
portfolio described by (7.2):
AggCapF ee = Rcapa

.

(7.8)

Aggregator Energy Fee (AggEnFee): Similarly, the energy fee is
equal to the total net energy revenue according to (7.4):
AggEnF ee = Ren,net

.

(7.9)

Power Plant Capacity Fee (PPCapFee): We assume that, in the base
case, the power plant offers 100% of its control capacity band (in our case
±10 MW) to the ancillary service market. In our considered business
model, we assume that the generator does not bid directly into the
ancillary service market anymore. The generator share of the control
band (1 − α) is instead provided to the Aggregator, and the remaining
share, α, is used for energy production for the Wholesale Market. This
means that the power plant does not earn any capacity fee anymore.
Compared to the base case (α = 0) where it used to earn Rcapa , the
revenue is the negative of the original capacity fee:
P P CapF ee = −Rcapa

.

(7.10)

Power Plant Energy Fee (PPEnFee): The same is true for the energy
fee:
P P EnF ee = −Ren,net .
(7.11)
Control Service Compensation (CtrlServComp): The control service
compensation is an internal flow within the aggregator. It is equal to
the revenue earned by the ancillary service provision:
CtrlServComp = AggCapF ee + AggEnF ee

.

(7.12)
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Generation Coupling Fee (GenCoupFee): The generation coupling
fee shall compensate the provision of control capacity by the power
plant. We dimension the fee such that the power plant does not incur
any profit or loss with respect to bidding its capacity into the market.
The main incentive for the power plant to participate in the proposed
scheme is the reduction of its ramping activity which allows for a longer
equipment life in thermal power plants. We use the aggregator’s control
capacity and energy revenues as a basis and deduct the reduction in opportunity cost (with respect to the base case) due to using the control
band share α for energy production. We also adjust for changes in fuel
cost with respect to the base case. Note that further adjustments may
have to be made for the changes in the power plant’s control energy revenue, which we neglect here for simplicity. Consequently, the generation
coupling fee is defined as follows:
base
base
GenCoupF ee = CtrlServComp − α · Copp
− (∆Cfuel − ∆Cfuel
) .
(7.13)

Administration Fee (AdminFee): In order to incentivize the participation of the electricity supplier (only relevant for Portfolio B) and to
cover costs incurred by the need to communicate with the customers,
we propose the following administration fee as a percentage β of the
Aggregator’s revenue that can be attributed to the storage share α:

AdminF ee =

0
for Portfolio A
α · β · CtrlServComp for Portfolio B

.

(7.14)

Wholesale Electricity Fee (WhElecFee): The wholesale electricity fee
is defined as the storage control band share α times the opportunity cost
base
incurred in the base case Copp
:
base
W hElecF ee = α · Copp

.

(7.15)

The rationale behind this is that a share α of the control band is now
utilized for energy production instead of ancillary service provision, so
the opportunity cost is reduced by this amount.
Equipment and ICT Cost (EquipICTFee): The equipment and ICT
cost is incurred for the communication and control infrastructure in
fixed
a centralized control center (CICT
) and on the premises of the final
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CL
customers (nCL CICT
, where nCL is the number of final customers) or,
bat
respectively, on the premises of the storage owner (CICT
):

fixed
bat
CICT
+ CICT
for Portfolio A
EquipICT F ee =
. (7.16)
fixed
CL
CICT + nCL CICT
for Portfolio B

Control Response Fee (CrtlRespFee): This fee is paid by the Aggregator to the final customers as a compensation for offering their controllable load capacity. We base the fee on the Aggregator’s revenue,
multiplied by the storage share α and another modifier γ:

0
for Portfolio A
CtrlRespF ee =
. (7.17)
α · γ · CtrlServComp for Portfolio B
Storage Fee (StrgFee): The storage fee compensates the operation
of the energy storage device. We define it as the cycling cost plus the
base
generator’s opportunity cost reduction αCopp
, modified by a factor δ:

base
Cstrg + α δ Copp
for Portfolio A
StrgF ee =
.
(7.18)
0
for Portfolio B

7.5.4

Cash Flow Consolidation

In accordance with Figure 7.11, we enumerate the actors, activities,
and exchanges in the form of column vectors, which is practical for
a mathematical representation of the exchanges and the attribution of
cash flows to the activities and actors. The following vectors are defined:


actorsT = T SO, Agg, P P, Supp, W hM a, ICT, Cust, StrgOw ,(7.19)
{z
}
|
1×nactor




AggCapF ee
CtrlResContr
 AggEnF ee 
 CtrlServP rov 



 P P CapF ee 





Agg + Ctrl




P P EnF ee
 AncServP rov 




 CtrlServComp 
 EnergyP rod 





activities = 
 AllowingAgg , exchanges =  GenCoupF ee  .

 AdminF ee 





T rading

 W hElecF ee 

 EquipICT Supp 



 EquipICT F ee 



 RespT oCtrl 
 CtrlRespF ee 
StrgP rov
StrgF ee
{z
}
|
{z
}
|
nactiv ×1
nexch ×1
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In our case, the dimensions of the vectors are nactor = 8, nactiv = 10,
and nexch = 11. The cash flow consolidation is performed by a linear
mapping between actors, activities, and exchanges. We introduce the
mapping matrices Mexch (nactiv × nexch ) which maps the exchanges to
the activities and Mact (nactor × nactiv ) which maps the activities to the
actors:
activities = Mexch · exchanges ,
(7.20)
actors =

Mact · activities

.

(7.21)

In Mexch , we denote an inflow of money into a value activity with +1 and
the outflow out of a value activity with −1. Unrelated exchange/activity
combinations get a 0. In Mact , we assign a 1 to an activity pertaining to
an actor and a 0 to unrelated activity/actor combinations. According
to Figure 7.11, the matrices are defined as follows:


−1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 1 1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 


 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 0 −1 −1 −1 


 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 


 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
,

(7.22)
Mexch = 

 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 


 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 


 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 


 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

 .
Mact = 
(7.23)

 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 


 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Note that the columns of Mexch must sum to zero since every exchange
makes a positive contribution to exactly one activity and a negative contribution to another. The columns of Mact must sum to one since every
activity is associated with exactly one actor. We calculate the financial
in- and out-flow CashInOut to and from each actor by applying the
presented linear maps to the vector of financial exchanges CashExch:
CashInOut = Mact · Mexch · CashExch

.

(7.24)
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Application Example

In order to demonstrate the application of the profit sharing methodology, we consider one example for each of the four simulated scenarios.
For each portfolio, we take one data point with a relatively high net
operating profit from the parameter scans described in Table 7.2. For
both Portfolio A and B, we select a storage share of 60% (α = 0.6) and
a storage capacity of 5 h; in the case of water heaters, this corresponds
to 8,955 units in the population, which means that one water heater
contributes on average ±670 W of controllable power. We approximate
the results for one year by multiplying the revenue earned during the 30
simulated days by 365/30. The following (exemplary) numerical values
were selected for the exchange parameters: β = 0.02, γ = 0.4, δ = 0.775,
fixed
bat
CL
CICT
= 10,000 EUR, CICT
= 10,000 EUR, and CICT
= 10 EUR.
Table 7.4 presents the financial results for the chosen scenarios as obtained from the simulations presented in Section 7.4. We will briefly
discuss the results with respect to the differences between the scenarios.
• Prim. A (Primary control provision by Portfolio A): This scenario is characterized by the dominance of the generation unit
in following the control signal, while the battery storage serves
as a backup that is only used when needed. This is due to the
control signal being small enough to be covered almost always by
the generator and due to the cycling cost incurred by the storage.
Changes in ramping cost, cycling cost, and fuel cost are small.
• Prim. B (Primary control provision by Portfolio B): The contribution of the water heaters is more significant here, since water
heaters incur no cycling cost but are able to smooth the control
signal, which in turn saves ramping cost for the generator.
• Sec. A (Secondary control provision by Portfolio A): Here, the
battery storage is needed more often for control signal tracking,
which incurs cycling cost and also drives the generator fuel cost
up. Note that the energy revenue from secondary control is negative, which is due to the negative bias of the control signal and is
compensated by fuel cost savings with respect to the case of not
providing reserves at all (not presented in this table).
• Sec. B (Secondary control provision by Portfolio B): In this scenario, the control signal is smoothed by the water heaters, so less
ramping cost is incurred. The fuel cost is driven by a small increase in thermal losses in the water heaters.
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Table 7.4: Yearly financial results of the four selected scenarios
Quantity / Value in [EUR]
Rcapa
Ren,net
base
Cstrg − Cstrg
base
Cramp − Cramp
base
∆Cfuel − ∆Cfuel
base
Copp − Copp
Π − Πbase
Π − Πbase per water heater
Π − Πbase per battery MW

Prim. A
2,628,000
0
30
–23
–19
–879,167
879,179
–
146,529

Prim. B
2,628,000
0
0
–60,306
2,032
–879,167
937,441
104.68
–

Sec. A
2,628,000
–68,985
100,980
–4,000
46,095
–879,167
736,092
–
122,682

Sec. B
2,628,000
–68,985
0
–12,116
6,281
–879,167
885,003
98.83
–

Table 7.5: Cash in-/out-flows in the four selected scenarios
Actor / Value in [EUR]
Transmission System Operator
Aggregator
PowerPlant
Supplier
Wholesale Market
ICT Provider
Final Customer
Storage Owner
Sum

6

6

x 10

1

1

0.5

0.5

Cash In/Out [EUR]

Cash In/Out [EUR]

Prim. B
0
115,329
2,032
31,536
–879,167
99,550
630,720
0
0

Primary Control, Portfolio A

x 10

0

−0.5

−1

TSO

Agg

6

PP

Supp WhMa ICT

6

0.5

0.5

Cash In/Out [EUR]

1

−0.5

−1

TSO

Agg

PP

Supp WhMa ICT

TSO

x 10

1

0

Cust StrgOw

Sec. B
0
128,465
6,281
30,708
–879,167
99,550
614,164
0
0

Secondary Control, Portfolio A

−0.5

−1

Cust StrgOw

Sec. A
0
123,418
46,095
0
–879,167
20,000
0
689,655
0

0

Primary Control, Portfolio B

x 10

Cash In/Out [EUR]

Prim. A
0
123,418
46,095
0
–879,167
20,000
0
689,655
0

Agg

PP

Supp WhMa ICT

Cust StrgOw

Secondary Control, Portfolio B

0

−0.5

−1

TSO

Agg

PP

Supp WhMa ICT

Cust StrgOw

Figure 7.12: Cash in-/out-flows in the four selected scenarios
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Table 7.5 presents the monetary exchanges between the actors in numerical form, which is also visualized graphically in Figure 7.12. It can
be seen that, for our parameterization of the value exchanges, there is a
win-win situation for the participating actors. The additional monetary
inflow into the system arises due to the fact that the power plant can use
its generation capacity for energy production and sales on the market,
as opposed to reserving the control band for ancillary service provision.
This is depicted by a negative bar for the actor “Energy Exchange”,
which obviously is to be interpreted as the source of additional revenue,
not a financial loss incurred by the energy exchange.
For Portfolio A, most of the additional revenue is going to the storage
owner (about EUR 690,000). The economic viability of operating the
battery for this kind of revenue largely depends on the cost structure
of the technology and the considered business model (ownership of the
storage, buying or renting, combined use cases, etc.). At the present
cost of about US$ 1,500 per kW of installed power [194] (amounting to
US$ 9 million for a 6 MW battery), the economic viability may be questionable, but prices are expected to decrease steeply in the future and
multi-objective utilizations of the battery can be considered. Details on
this question are beyond the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, the ICT
supplier earns a flat fee of EUR 10,000 for the control center equipment
and another EUR 10,000 for the on-site equipment. The aggregator
generates a revenue of about EUR 123,000.
For Portfolio B, the additional revenue is distributed between the final
customers (about EUR 631,000 for primary and EUR 614,000 for secondary control), the electricity supplier (about EUR 31,000), the ICT
equipment supplier (about EUR 100,000), and the aggregator (about
EUR 115,000 for primary and EUR 128,000 for secondary control).
The amount of money transferred to the final customers corresponds to
EUR 70.43 (CHF 88.04 with our assumed exchange rate) for primary
control and EUR 68.58 (CHF 85.73) for secondary control per year for
a single water heater. In relation to the total cost of electricity of an
exemplary household consuming 5,000 kWh per year at CHF 0.14/kWh
(average price) with an assumed monthly base fee of CHF 10.00, this
amounts to 10.5% – 10.7% of the electricity bill. Note that we assume
an unchanged electricity cost for the water heater operation – which
may imply that cost differences induced by time-variable tariffs have
to be compensated by the electricity utility, which in turn requires a
redistribution of the profits generated by the ancillary service provision.
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If this financial compensation is sufficient for incentivizing customer
participation will largely depend upon the customers’ motivation or reluctance to engage in a novel utilization of their domestic appliances
which might have noticeable effects on the appliance behavior (e.g., by
additional ON and OFF switchings during the day). The trust that
the customers have in their electricity suppliers and in novel players in
the electricity market is therefore a major factor for successful implementation. By means of a suitable marketing strategy (such as pointing
out the advantages of a “SmartGrid” for the transition towards a clean
energy supply), an adoption of the proposed scheme may be achieved.

7.6

Concluding Remarks

We discussed the integration of flexible portfolios consisting of controllable loads and storage devices in conjunction with generation units
into frequency control structures. A business value model including a
methodology for sharing the profits between different actors based on
the e3 value framework was created and parameterized for the control
reserve provision by a flexible unit portfolio administered by an aggregator. The optimization-based control strategy derived in Chapter 6
proved to be useful for distributing the control actions in an economically optimal way on the participating units while honoring state constraints of storage devices. We find that the simulation-based sizing of
the storage units for frequency control is a promising approach since it
takes into account time series properties, such as the energy contained
in the control signal, as well as the duration of deviations from zero.
The simulated scenarios show that the combination of generators and
energy-storing units yields a substantial net operating revenue increase
which may be used to amortize the investment in the joint portfolio.
For a real deployment of the described control systems, further investigations of the storage level management over time, accurate modeling
of battery degradation, and ancillary service bidding strategies are necessary. Furthermore, the simplifying assumptions in this work should
be addressed in future research. For instance, the market prices of both
ancillary service and wholesale markets are assumed to be unaffected
by the additional ancillary service provision by the aggregator. While
this is realistic for a small and unique aggregator in a large system, the
widespread implementation of such systems will have an impact on the
overall market liquidity and price structure. The opportunity cost incurred by the generator should also be subject to further investigations.

Chapter 8

Customer-Level
Under-Frequency Load
Shedding
In this chapter, a novel Customer-Level Under-Frequency Load Shedding
(CL-UFLS) approach is introduced. After a brief review of Conventional
Under-Frequency Load Shedding (C-UFLS) approaches from literature,
the motivation for a new system design is discussed and the necessary
household infrastructure for implementing such a scheme is outlined.
After that, some design principles and a concrete proposal of the information flow and the load shedding frequency threshold design is presented. Dynamic power system simulations illustrate the effectiveness
of the approach.

8.1

Introduction and Motivation

Under-Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) is a long-known means to
counteract a dangerous frequency decay in electric power systems and
to restore the balance between load and generation in emergency situations. It serves as a “last line of defense” against a system-wide
disturbance that could easily lead to a complete collapse of the power
system. This underlines the importance of UFLS for system security.
However, the downside of conventional under-frequency load shedding
approaches (denoted as C-UFLS here) is the loss of power supply as
well as Distributed Generation (DG) in the parts of the grid that are
209
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Table 8.1: Notation for Chapter 8

Variable
Unit
Meaning
Variable
Unit
Meaning
F
[-]
Set of feeders
Q
[MVAr]
Reactive power
f
[Hz]
Frequency
r
[-]
Ratio
k
[-]
Shedding stage
t
[s]
Time
L
[-]
Set of load classes
V
[kV]
Voltage
MW
EUR
Shedding slope
Value of Lost Load
m
[ Hz ]
V OLL
[ MWh ]
N
[-]
Set of buses
α
[-]
Load model exponent
N
[-]
Number
β
[-]
Load model exponent
n
[-]
Bus index
∆
[-]
Difference
P
[MW]
Active power
Subscript
Meaning
Subscript
Meaning
0
Initial
min
Minimum
agg
Aggregated
n
Bus index
detect
Under-frequency detection
pen
System penetration
DG
Distributed generation
rem
Remaining
F
Distribution feeder
set
Setpoint
i
Load class index
shed
Shedding
j
Feeder index
stage
Shedding stage
k
Shedding stage
theo
Theoretical
L
Load class
thr
Threshold
load
Power system load
T
Terminal
m
Mechanical
total
Overall amount
max
Maximum
trip
Actual tripping
Superscript
Meaning
Superscript
Meaning
cl
Customer-level
theo
Theoretical
˜·
detect
Under-frequency detection
Change of variable
fr
Frequency relay

affected by shedding actions. This motivates the Customer-Level UnderFrequency Load Shedding (CL-UFLS) approach which is presented in
this chapter.
This work is largely based on [195] and [196]. A preceding study with
a simplified dynamic model of a power system was presented in [197].
The chapter is structured as follows: In the remainder of Section 8.1, we
present some literature on Conventional Under-Frequency Load Shedding (C-UFLS) and introduce the CL-UFLS ideas. Section 8.2 presents
the considered infrastructure on the customers’ premises and Section 8.3
introduces some basic principles for designing the CL-UFLS system.
Section 8.4 presents a mathematical formulation of the load shedding
problem, focusing on the description of the remaining load per bus after a certain shedding action, both for C-UFLS and CL-UFLS. Section 8.5 presents a possible layout and organizational structure of the
CL-UFLS system and Section 8.6 discusses the precomputation of frequency thresholds. In Section 8.7, a simulation example with detailed
numerical parameterization is presented in order to demonstrate the
impact of the CL-UFLS approach. Section 8.8 offers some concluding
remarks. The used notation is summarized in Table 8.1.
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Conventional UFLS Approaches

We start with a review of conventional UFLS literature. Although
there are a number of central load shedding approaches in which the
loads are tripped based on the on-line minimization of an objective
function as in [198, 199], most systems in use nowadays utilize underfrequency relays in substations which trip certain distribution feeders or
entire transformers if an under-frequency situation is detected. Various
methods for the decentralized measurement of the instantaneous power
system frequency are available (see, e.g., [200] for the commonly used
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) measurement scheme, and [201] for a brief
discussion of other available techniques and an extended PLL-based
methodology). These techniques are implemented in a wide range of
commercially available under-frequency relays.
The C-UFLS schemes implemented in different geographical regions are
diverse with respect to the handling of an under-frequency situation.
They may include only a frequency measurement (f ) and the step-wise
shedding of load according to a given stage plan as outlined in [175]. A
common extension, often termed “adaptive UFLS”, is the estimation of
the frequency decay gradient df /dt in order to assess the lack of active
power. See, e.g., [202, 203, 204] for a discussion of such approaches.

8.1.2

Motivation for CL-UFLS

In most of the load shedding schemes discussed above, the shedding
action is implemented through frequency relays which trip entire distribution feeders in the case of a disturbance. The relays may be located on the lower-voltage side of the High Voltage (HV)/Medium Voltage (MV) transformers, or on subsequent MV/MV or MV/Low Voltage (LV) transformers in the distribution network. Thus, entire portions
of the distribution network are de-energized by the trippings caused by
the under-frequency relays. This means that the consumers on these
feeders are not supplied with any electricity.
At the same time, all DG units such as smaller wind farms, decentralized
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants, or photovoltaic (PV) generation units on the shed feeders are lost. In the presence of large amounts
of DG, the intended load shedding schemes can thus lead to significant
involuntary generation shedding. This problem was described in, e.g.,
[205]. Furthermore, the decision to trip a certain distribution feeder
implies the shedding of a relatively large amount of power. This is due
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to the load shedding relays being located on a relatively high level in the
vertical structure of the power system. If the location of the shedding
action was more oriented towards the LV side of the grid, i.e., closer to
the customer level, this would allow a more fine-tuned load reduction
and the avoidance of over-shedding. At the same time, a higher number
of frequency relays would have to be installed, which makes the system
more expensive and possibly cumbersome to maintain.
One of the solution strategies is the migration of the shedding mechanism to the customer level utilizing two-way communication channels to
individual appliances. This would allow to keep the distribution feeders
energized and possibly installed DG units connected while minimizing
the impact on the customer. First approaches to this issue exist in the
literature [206]. Apart from UFLS, the problem of under-voltage load
shedding can also be regarded on the customer level [207].
One important distinction has to be made with respect to frequencydependent load control of consumer appliances. In the literature, there
are numerous examples of the consideration of frequency-responsive
cooling and heating loads which shall contribute to frequency stability. The original idea goes back to [70], where the term Frequency
Adaptive Power-Energy Re-scheduler (FAPER) for such appliances is
introduced. This idea has been picked up in a lot of current research
such as [208, 209]. The operational behavior of such schemes is significantly different from the case considered here, although both deal with
a customer-level frequency measurement and decentralized reaction. In
the FAPER-like approaches, the control contribution comes from a frequency dead-band which works in both directions and is small enough
to make an impact also for normal-operation frequency deviations. This
is not the case in this setup, which is tailored for the rejection of larger
disturbances without automatic re-activation after the shedding.

8.2

Household Infrastructure

The CL-UFLS methodology utilizes a communication system which is
usually referred to as “SmartHome” infrastructure [210]. The idea behind this is the connection of individual electric appliances on the consumers’ premises via in-house communication systems. This provides
novel functionalities for the customers, such as comfort features related
to home automation, energy efficiency monitoring, and visualization
of domestic electricity consumption. An information gateway to the
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outside of the household can enhance comfort functionalities, e.g., by
remote control of home appliances. At the same time, sophisticated
Demand Response (DR) approaches requiring two-way communication
are enabled. Novel business cases may be created, e.g., the provision
of control reserves by aggregated and coordinated groups of flexible
household appliances [93]. CL-UFLS provides an additional benefit by
increasing the security of supply while utilizing the same infrastructure.
While the idea of building automation is already omnipresent in today’s commercial and industrial facilities, home automation approaches
have not yet managed to pass the threshold towards a mass implementation in consumer households. This is mainly due to high cost,
lack of standardization, and cumbersome installation and maintenance
of in-house communication and control systems. However, recent developments show significant advances towards commercialization and
mass implementation of home automation enabling technologies, e.g.,
Powerline Communication (PLC) or wireless communication systems
that can be integrated into home appliances, consume small amounts of
power, and may be produced in large quantities at low cost [210, 211].
These developments appear to support the idea of a future wide-spread
implementation of “SmartHome” technologies.

8.3

System Design Principles

Several degrees of freedom exist in the design of the CL-UFLS system.
In a large power system with several million appliances spread throughout the system in individual households and commercial buildings, the
flows of information have to be designed such that sensitive information
is protected, the system is ensured to react as expected, clear advantages
over more conventional approaches exist, and the operation is feasible
from a practical point of view. These aspects are addressed by the following design principles which characterize the load shedding system
developed in this work:
1) non-transparency of the customer,
2) centralized off-line computation, decentralized on-line disturbance
reaction,
3) category-wise appliance clustering,
4) consideration of the Value of Lost Load (VOLL) or similar ranking
criteria,
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5) robustness towards varying system inertia, and
6) emulation of ramp-wise load shedding for smooth stabilization of
the frequency decay.
Each of these points is justified and discussed with respect to its implications in the following.

8.3.1

Non-Transparency of the Customer

The first and obvious requirement established for the CL-UFLS is that
the customer should not lose privacy with respect to the possession and
operation of appliances present on his or her premises. In fact, the
adequate consideration of privacy concerns is recognized to be a major
factor in the design of “SmartHome” and “SmartGrid” technologies
[212]. This point is taken into account through the anonymous collection
of aggregated data without the necessity to directly address and track
individual households or even appliances.

8.3.2

Centralized Off-Line, Decentralized On-Line

As a centralized triggering of shedding actions on individual consumers’
premises may be too slow and unreliable for UFLS, an autonomous
reaction of the consumer loads is considered. It is assumed here that the
system frequency can be measured locally in residential households and
commercial buildings by the in-house equipment and shedding actions
according to pre-set frequency thresholds can be triggered. As accurate
“rate of change of frequency” (df /dt) measurements are quite costly, the
CL-UFLS system shall not rely on this information. Furthermore, it is
clear that a 100% system penetration with CL-UFLS capability may
take a long time to realize. Thus, the system has to be designed such
that it can coexist with existing feeder-wise load shedding schemes.

8.3.3

Category-Wise Appliance Clustering

In order to avoid a large number of decision variables for the setting of
frequency thresholds, the appliances should be clustered into categories.
Due to consumer-induced usage profiles, it appears practical to define
the categories according to the function of the appliances. These categories account for specific portions of load during the day, which implies
that the CL-UFLS should be adaptable according to the load situation.
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Another advantage is that the value associated with operating these
similar appliances at a specific time can be assumed approximately uniform. This implies a constant VOLL for the appliances within the same
category.

8.3.4

Consideration of the “Value of Lost Load”

The VOLL is a well-established term for the cost of a certain electricity outage. It is usually given in monetary units per kWh of energy
not supplied to a customer. Different methodologies exist for such a
quantification, such as the assessment of costs through macro-economic
modeling, surveys on the customers’ directly incurred costs or on the
willingness to pay for the avoidance of an outage, or empirical studies
on the effects of major blackouts. Considering additionally the regional
diversity of consumer structures and the usage of electricity, it is close
to impossible to state universally applicable numerical values for outage costs. This argument is supported by the high diversity of VOLL
assessments in the international literature, which is summarized in several surveys combining these results, e.g., [154, 156]. It can be seen that
even the relation between residential and industrial load can be significantly different, as can be seen, e.g., in [155] which states a relatively
high value for the residential VOLL.
These findings suggest that, for the purpose of this work, an assumption
has to be made concerning the VOLL of different customer categories
and load classes. This can be adapted towards more reality-based values
when a more detailed study for a specific country is conducted. The
concept shall be designed such that a change of VOLL assessments can
be integrated easily into the system.

8.3.5

Robustness Towards Varying System Inertia

The splitting of a power system during a disturbance, as well as a high
penetration of wind generators and inverter-connected DG, can lead to
a significant reduction of the electromechanical inertia of the power system. Naturally, a small inertia and the correspondingly higher volatility
of the system frequency provides a challenge to any kind of UFLS system which cannot detect the under-frequency situation and perform the
tripping arbitrarily fast. However, the load shedding system should be
designed such that a variable system inertia within reasonable bounds
is not a major problem that would impede its effectiveness.
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of the effect of ramp-wise load shedding by assigning a random frequency threshold from a uniform distribution to individual units (power ratings: 2 – 6 kW for
water heaters, 80 – 120 W for cooling appliances)

8.3.6

Emulation of Ramp-Wise Load Shedding

In the case of conventional under-frequency relays in substations, the
reduction of system load has to be performed in a sequence of relatively
large load steps. This is due to the amount of aggregated load behind
a single frequency relay which can either be shed or not shed. However, when a frequency response mechanism is present on the appliance
level, this can be exploited for a much smoother disturbance reaction.
One way is the assignment of random frequency threshold values to all
appliances within one class. In order to approximate a ramp-wise load
reduction between two fixed frequency values, these random numbers
should be drawn from a uniform distribution between those boundaries.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the effect of uniformly distributed random values,
in this case between 49 and 48.7 Hz (considering a nominal power system frequency of 50 Hz). In the left column, the device category of
typical water heaters is considered (equal shares of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
kW rated power). In the right column, typical cooling appliances are
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shown (consisting of equal shares of 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120 W rated
power). In both cases, the aggregation of 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000
units is considered. In the top plots, the shed power in per unit over
the attained system frequency is illustrated. In the bottom plots, the
deviation from an ideal ramp is shown, confirming the intuitive notion
that a better approximation is achieved by higher numbers of appliances. The maximum deviation of about 2% for 1,000 appliances and
much less than 1% for 10,000 appliances and more shows that it is justified to consider the shedding by uniform random values approximately
ramp-wise. Comparing the right and the left plots, it is apparent that
the absolute power rating of the appliances is of low relevance to this
matter.

8.4

Load Shedding Problem Formulation

In this section, the load shedding problem under consideration is formulated mathematically. The main goal is to describe both conventional
load shedding based on frequency relays in distribution feeders as well
as the newly introduced CL-UFLS of individual appliances, while taking into account the distribution of the load on the network buses. For
simplicity and transparency, all calculations related to load shedding
are performed in MW instead of per unit. Note that we use 50 Hz as
the nominal system frequency.

8.4.1

Power System Components

Considered is a power system consisting of several transmission lines
which interconnect a number of buses with attached central generators
and distribution feeders. These feeders can be considered as a model for
“portions” of load that can be disconnected by a single frequency relay.
That is, if the shedding in the underlying distribution system is realized
by the tripping of entire MV/MV or MV/LV transformers, these can
also be described as feeders since the distribution network structure is
not modeled for the purposes of this work.
Apart from the feeder subdivision, the load at each bus can be subdivided into load classes according to the associated functions that the
load fulfills (such as cooking, washing, freezing, etc.). In this formulation, the load classes constitute a categorization which is distinct from
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Feeder jn = 1 2 3 … NFn

Figure 8.2: Feeders and load classes at an arbitrary bus n
the distribution feeder subdivision. As the load class is a virtual categorization while the feeder subdivision represents the physical structure
of the system, the load classes can be considered to be distributed on
the individual feeders as well. This is illustrated in Figure 8.2.
Equations (8.1) – (8.3) show the nomenclature for the buses n, the load
classes in , and the feeders jn at bus n:
Bus: n ∈
Load class at bus n: in
Distribution feeder at bus n: jn

N = {1, . . . , N }

,

(8.1)

Ln = {1, . . . , NLn }

, (8.2)

∈ Fn = {1, . . . , NFn }

. (8.3)

∈

For simplicity, the load classes are defined independently of the buses,
so the number of load classes NLn is equal for all n and they represent
the same kind of load (e.g., residential cooling load). Note that this
does not imply that all load classes have to be actually present at all
buses.

8.4.2

Load Ratios

The load at bus n, PL,n , can be modeled by commonly used aggregated load models for power system studies, e.g., as found in [213]. In
principle, each feeder and load class could be represented by a different
load model according to its characteristics, although this might only be
needed for a detailed study of a specific system. In this work, we will
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represent the load at one bus by the same model. As the load shedding
system will act independently of the load characteristics, the static load
PL0,n at bus n is considered for the computations. The same holds for
the load classes and the feeder loads, as stated below.
For the subdivision of PL0,n into load classes PL0,in , it is practical to
define the ratios rL,in between the individual load classes i on bus n and
the total bus load. The load distribution onto the different feeders j at
bus n is handled in the same way:
rL,in

= PL0,in /PL0,n

,

(8.4)

rF,jn

= PF0,jn /PF0,n

.

(8.5)

In order to render the notation more compact, these ratios can be written as ratio vectors for each bus n in the system, the 1-norm of which
has to be equal to 1 by definition:
rL,n = [rL,1n , . . . , rL,NLn ]T

,

(8.6)

T

.

(8.7)

rF,n = [rF,1n , . . . , rL,NFn ]

In the case of the CL-UFLS, one further detail has to be considered: the
total penetration of the CL-UFLS system into a certain appliance class
may be much less than 100% (for instance, only half of the refrigerators in a country could be equipped with the household load shedding
capability). For this reason, the penetration ratio rpen,in ∈ [0, 1] is defined, which indicates the ratio of appliances in a class equipped with
CL-UFLS capability. This can also be gathered in the vector
rpen,n = [rpen,1n , . . . , rpen,NLn ]T

.

(8.8)

The load shedding system penetration is assumed to be uniform
throughout the system, i.e., rpen,n is equal for all n.

8.4.3

Distributed Generation Model

DG units in the distribution network can have a significant impact on
system behavior in the case of a UFLS event. For the purposes of
this work, these are modeled as negative constant-power loads and are
distributed on the distribution feeders introduced above. Further dynamics of the DG units are not considered, as they are assumed to be
connected via further transformers which provide a certain amount of
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decoupling through their inductance. Note that the focus is here on the
interaction of DG with UFLS, and that autonomous disconnections of
the DG through unit protection devices are not considered.
The power that is injected by DG into bus n is equal to PDG,n , which is
a value that can be set according to the desired DG penetration. In the
same way as in (8.5), the distribution on the feeders emanating from
bus n is described by the ratio
rDG,jn = PDG,jn /PDG,n

,

(8.9)

or in vector notation for bus n:
rDG,n = [rDG,1n , . . . , rDG,NFn ]T

8.5

.

(8.10)

Load Shedding System Layout and
Flow of Information

Based on the design principles outlined above, a concrete implementation of the CL-UFLS system and the flow of information can be designed. The communication system needed for implementing the scheme
under consideration may run on a variety of hardware platforms. It has
to support the following characteristics:
1. Assignment of a random frequency threshold to each individual
appliance based on a uniform probability distribution determined
by the load shedding system administrator, e.g., grid control center. This requires the clustering of appliances according to their
load class (e.g., stoves, refrigerators, lighting, etc.). Essentially,
the vectors rL,n and rF,n as described in (8.6) and (8.7) have to
be obtained from aggregated measurements or estimations.
2. Decentralized measurement of the power system frequency on the
household level. This can be performed either in the individual
appliances or in the customers’ switchboards.
3. Comparison of the currently measured power system frequency
with the assigned threshold (including a delay for secure detection)
and triggering of the disconnection of the appliance in case of a
system frequency below the threshold value.
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Figure 8.3: Flow of information between the load shedding administrator and the units

The conventional load shedding is assumed to stay in place and has
to exhibit almost the same characteristics (with the exception that the
thresholds are not derived from a probability distribution).
Figure 8.3 depicts the flow of information between the load shedding
administrator and the units. The information obtained from the units
and the subsequent assignment of the conventional load shedding threshcl,1
fr
olds fthr,j
is visualized, as well as the customer-level thresholds fthr,i
n
n
cl,2
and fthr,i
, which are the boundaries of the uniform distribution from
n
which the individual appliance thresholds are taken (cf. Section 8.3.6).
cl
The time delays ∆tfr
detect,jn and ∆tdetect,in are further design parameters
which are explained in the next sections.

8.5.1

Conventional Load Shedding

The conventional load shedding system is composed of frequency relays
(denoted by superscript fr) assumed to be present in every distribution
feeder of the entire system. An arbitrary relay on feeder jn at bus n is
fr
characterized by three parameters: the threshold frequency fthr,j
, the
n
fr
fr
detection time delay ∆tdetect,jn and the tripping time delay ∆ttrip,jn . In
case an under-frequency situation is detected, the shedding command
is issued after ∆tfr
detect,jn has passed and the measured frequency fn did
not return above the threshold. Once the shedding command has been
issued, the actual tripping is performed after ∆tfr
trip,jn . The behavior of
the frequency relay can be illustrated by the finite state machine shown
in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Finite state machine of load shedding mechanism, valid
for both C-UFLS relays in the distribution feeders and
CL-UFLS relays contained in individual appliances
We now define the remaining load at one feeder as the difference of the
load before the shedding and the shed load:
PF0,rem,jn = PF0,jn − PF0,shed,jn

.

(8.11)

Corresponding to the load class and feeder ratios defined above, the
shedding ratio of the feeder jn is defined as the relation of the currently
shed load value to the value before the shedding:
fr
rshed,j
= PL0,shed,jn /PL0,jn
n

.

(8.12)

As a single feeder is either shed or not shed, rshed,jn ∈ {0, 1} must hold.
The following equations describe the logic of the shedding, taking into
account the theoretical shedding (theo) which would be caused in the
case of instantaneous shedding, the shedding if only detection time delay
was considered (detect), and the true shedding including the tripping
delay:

fr
0 for fn (t) > fthr,j
fr,theo
n
rshed,jn (t) =
,
(8.13)
fr
1 for fn (t) ≤ fthr,j
n
fr,detect
rshed,j
(t)
n
fr
rshed,j
(t)
n

fr,theo
= rshed,j
(
n

max

t̃∈[t−∆tfr
detect,jn ,t]

fn (t̃))

fr,detect
= rshed,j
(t − ∆ttrip,jn ) .
n

,

(8.14)
(8.15)

Having established the requirement that the load should not be reactivated automatically once the frequency returns above the threshold,
the shedding ratio is restricted to be monotonically increasing, i.e., for
the time instants t1 and t2 with t1 ≤ t2 holds
fr
fr
rshed,j
(t1 ) ≤ rshed,j
(t2 ) .
n
n

(8.16)
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The main design parameters for the load shedding system are thus the
frequency thresholds and the detection time delays of the frequency relays. The tripping time delay represents the latency of the frequency
relay and can only be influenced by alteration of the tripping mechanism.

8.5.2

Customer-Level Load Shedding

The shedding ratios of the CL-UFLS (denoted by superscript cl) are determined as follows: Based on the ramp-wise load shedding emulation
outlined in Section 8.3.6, two frequency thresholds have to be given to
each load class. The actual threshold of each appliance is then determined on the household level. In an analogous way to the conventional
load shedding, we define the shed and remaining load caused by one
load class in at bus n, as well as the shedding ratio:
PL0,rem,in

=

PL0,in − PL0,shed,in

cl
rshed,i
n

=

PL0,shed,in /PL0,in

,
.

(8.17)
(8.18)

As the load shedding is performed ramp-wise, rshed,jn ∈ [0, 1] holds in
contrast to the conventional load shedding. The following equations
describe the logic of the shedding, taking into account the theoretical
shedding (theo) which would be caused in the case of instantaneous
shedding, the shedding if only detection time delay was considered (detect), and the true shedding including the tripping delay:

cl,1
0
for fn (t) > fthr,i


n

cl,1
fthr,i
−fn
cl,theo
cl,2
cl,1
n
for
f
<
f
(t) ≤ fthr,i
,
rshed,i
(t)
=
r
pen,i
n
cl,1
cl,2
n f
thr,in
n
n

thr,in −fthr,in


cl,2
rpen,in
for fn (t) ≤ fthr,in
(8.19)
cl,detect
rshed,i
(t)
n

=

cl,theo
rshed,i
(
n

cl
rshed,i
(t)
n

=

cl,detect
rshed,i
(t − ∆tcl
trip,in ) .
n

max

t̃∈[t−∆tcl
detect,in ,t]

fn (t̃)) ,

(8.20)
(8.21)

As in the case of conventional load shedding, the shedding ratio is restricted to be monotonically increasing, i.e., for the time instants t1 and
t2 with t1 ≤ t2 holds
cl
cl
rshed,i
(t1 ) ≤ rshed,i
(t2 ) .
n
n

(8.22)
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8.5.3

Remaining Load at Bus n

Any combination of the previously modeled C-UFLS system and the
newly introduced CL-UFLS system has to take into account the fact that
the same load can only be tripped once. Thus, the effects of both load
shedding systems have to be concatenated. This requires one further
assumption, namely the distribution of one individual load class at one
bus onto the feeders at this bus. It is assumed here that a certain load
class PL,in at bus n is equally distributed onto the NFn feeders at this
bus, i.e.,
PLF,in jn = PL,in /NFn ∀in ∈ Ln , jn ∈ Fn .
(8.23)
Under this requirement, the concatenation of customer-level and conventional load shedding is performed in the following way: the remaining load at the bus due to a certain CL-UFLS ratios rL,n is calculated,
which is then subject to a further reduction by the conventional load
shedding ratio rF,n . The remaining load after the CL-UFLS is described
by


cl
cl
PL0,rem,n
= rT
.
(8.24)
L,n 1 − rshed,n PL0,n
The effect of the conventional load shedding is independent of the classdependent load reduction due to the requirement from (8.23). Thus,
it can be assumed to act on the aggregated remaining load after the
CL-UFLS:

 cl
fr
fr
PL0,rem,n
= rT
.
(8.25)
F,n 1 − rshed,n PL0,rem,n
Inserting (8.24) into (8.25), the remaining load at bus n is equal to:
fr
T
cl
PL0,rem,n = rT
F,n [1 − rshed,n ] · rL,n [1 − rshed,n ]PL0,n

8.6

.

(8.26)

Frequency Threshold Computation

In this section, the frequency threshold computation will be presented
both for the conventional and the customer level load shedding.

8.6.1

Conventional Load Shedding

In this work, we consider a load shedding stage plan as commonly used
in the ENTSO-E Continental Europe (CE) region [175]. It will consist of
fr
fr
four load shedding stages defined by the thresholds fstage1
, . . . , fstage4
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fr
and the detection time delays ∆tfr
detect, stage1 , . . . , ∆tdetect,stage4 . The
fr
tripping time delays ∆ttrip are assumed to be given by the frequency
relays in use.

We take the following simple approach for parameterizing the conventional load shedding system: The stages are selected heuristically,
roughly based on the recommendations set forth in [175]. The distribution of the frequency thresholds onto all feeders in the system is then
performed in the following way:
1. select the current load shedding stage k ∈ {1, . . . , 4},
2. assign distribution feeders (here by random pre-selection, in reality often according to a non-discriminatory rotation scheme) to
the k th load shedding stage (i.e., frequency threshold and detection time) until the shed power at stage k corresponds to the stage
plan requirement, and
3. progress to the next load shedding stage until a sufficient amount
of feeders have been assigned to each stage.

8.6.2

Customer-Level Load Shedding

Having established the appliance categories for a given system, the associated frequency thresholds must be determined. As stated above,
the threshold tuning should take into account the VOLL of load class
in at bus n, denoted by V OLLin , or by the vector VOLLn . As stated
in Section 8.4.1, the load classes in are defined identically for all n, and
thus, VOLLn is identical for all n.
Optimization-based tuning methods can be used in order to find the frecl,1
cl,2
quency thresholds fthr,i
and fthr,i
. In order to reduce the complexity
n
n
of this work, we choose a simple method that considers the VOLL while
ensuring a constant relation between shed load and system frequency
for the entire frequency span of the CL-UFLS. The following algorithm
is used:
1. Determine the frequency span of the CL-UFLS: it should not start
above a certain minimum deviation of the frequency from its nomcl,1
inal value, e.g., fthr,max,i
= 48.8 Hz, in order to avoid activation
n
in normal operation situations. We define furthermore that the
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CL-UFLS should end before the first conventional load shedding
cl,2
fr
stage with a certain margin, e.g., fthr,min,i
= fthr,max,j
+ 0.2 Hz.
n
n

2. Calculate the aggregated shedding slope magg [ MW
Hz ]:
cl
cl
magg = ∆PL,total
/∆ftotal

(8.27)

PN
cl
T
with the total power ∆PL,total
=
n=1 rpen,n rL,n PL,n and the
cl,1
cl,2
cl
frequency span ∆ftotal
= fthr,max,i
− fthr,min,i
.
n
n
3. Sort the appliance categories according to the vector VOLLn in
ascending order. This defines the shedding sequence of the individual categories with decaying frequency.
4. Calculate for each load class the frequency span such that the
shedding slope of the load class is equal to aggregated shedding
slope: mi = magg , where mi is calculated for class i in an analogous way to magg in (8.27).
Numerical results of an exemplary application of this approach are given
in Section 8.7.2. It is further determined that the detection time delays
are set to identical values for all classes. The selected value depends on
the transient behavior of the used power system frequency measurement
system.
After having introduced the CL-UFLS, it can be seen that the amount
of power shed by the conventional load shedding system is different.
This is due to the fact that the shed feeders have a lighter loading since
part of the load has already been tripped. Depending on the system
penetration of the CL-UFLS, the conventional load shedding system
settings can be adapted. This is illustrated in Section 8.7.2.

8.7

Case Study

In the following, we conduct a simulation study on the effectiveness
of the CL-UFLS system. We will introduce the used power system
model and the disturbance scenarios, present the load shedding system
parameterization, and finally conduct numerical simulations in order to
investigate the interaction between C-UFLS, CL-UFLS, and DG during
a disturbance.
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Power System Model

As stated above, the performance of the proposed approach is evaluated on the IEEE 118-bus network which is considered complex enough
to capture the difficulties that may arise in a real system. The data
of the model are retrieved from a snapshot available at [214]. It includes 19 generators, 177 lines, 99 load buses, and 7 transmission level
transformers. The system used in the simulations contains slight modifications so as to render the model in a more realistic configuration.
Thus, in order to represent the different voltage levels, 19 more transformers are added to connect the MV generator buses (6.9 – 24 kV)
with the HV transmission level buses (400 kV). Moreover, since there
were no dynamic data available, typical values provided by [215] were
used for the simulations. Note that a critical influence of the exact numerical values on the results is not to be expected. Figure 8.5 shows a
single-line diagram of the network.
All generators are represented by the classical model and are equipped
with primary frequency control and Automatic Voltage Regulator
(AVR). Details on the controllers, as well as the dynamic data used
in the simulations, can be found in [195]. The setpoint of the scheduled
mechanical power (Pm,set ) of each generator is determined according to
the mentioned IEEE 118-bus system power flow case.
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Figure 8.5: Topology of the 118-bus system [195]
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The load model for the load at bus n, PL,n , implies a voltage dependency
of the load, while a frequency dependency is not considered:
PL,n = PL0,n (VT /V0 )α

,

(8.28)

QL,n = QL0,n (VT /V0 )β

.

(8.29)

The exponents α and β are set both equal to 2 representing constant
impedance characteristics.
The model of the network is implemented using NEPLAN [216], a power
system dynamic simulator which is suitable for transient stability analysis. In order to interact with the system during run-time using customized algorithms, the NEPLAN model was converted to a dynamic
simulation environment for MATLAB [126] described in [217].

8.7.2

Load Shedding System Parameterization

Both load shedding systems are parameterized according to the methodologies stated in Section 8.6. Note that the detection time delays are
set to a uniform value, which is adapted to the transient behavior of the
instantaneous bus frequency measurement realized by a PLL system.
Conventional Load Shedding
For a specific load situation, the load at each bus of the system is
known. For the purpose of parameterizing the load shedding system,
distribution feeders have to be artificially created as they are not part of
the available data. As already stated above, the feeders represent only
portions of load to be disconnected in one piece since the distribution
system topology is not modeled. Therefore, we take a simple approach
which creates a reasonably realistic number of feeders and distribution
of load:
First, the cumulated active power load in the whole system is compared
with the cumulated active power limits of the generators, which yields
the current load factor of the entire system. By proportional scaling,
the load at each bus is adapted such that the system is at maximum
loading. Based on this, the number of feeders at each bus is determined
by assuming a maximum feeder capacity. We assume a maximum of
20 MW per feeder, and consequently end up with a varying number of
feeders at different buses in the range between 1 and 20.
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Table 8.2: Conventional load shedding stage plan
fr
fthr
49.0 Hz
48.7 Hz
48.4 Hz
48.1 Hz

∆tfr
detect
0.10 s
0.10 s
0.10 s
0.10 s

∆tfr
trip
0.05 s
0.05 s
0.05 s
0.05 s

fr
PF,shed
/PFfr
15.00%
15.00%
15.00%
15.00%

60
Bus n

80

n

P F, j [MW]

20
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10
5
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of load on the distribution feeders
The load at each bus of the unscaled system (original load situation)
is distributed with some stochastic variability (scaling factors from a
normal distribution with mean 1 and 20% standard deviation) on the
feeders. The last feeder at one bus has to take the remainder of the load
so that the original bus load is not changed. Figure 8.6 shows the load
per feeder, clustered according to buses. Note that the feeder load can
be slightly higher than the established maximum of 20 MW due to the
stochastic load assignment, which is a case that can also temporarily
occur in reality. The parameters for the conventional load shedding are
based on the stage plan presented in Table 8.2.
Customer-Level Load Shedding
In order to parameterize the CL-UFLS, the load classes have to be created first. In this work, this is entirely assumption-based, however reasonably realistic. In a first step, the 118-bus system is divided into three
regions, which are assumed to have different compositions of customer
categories (residential, commercial, industrial). The assumed shares of
each customer category in the regions are summarized in Table 8.3.
The customer categories are now subdivided into subcategories, the
total set of which constitutes the load classes for the CL-UFLS. In
Table 8.4, the 14 load classes created for the present system are summarized. In the column “Rel. Share”, the percentage is stated that the
load class accounts for with respect to its customer category. This is
actually only valid for one specific load situation and will consequently
vary during the course of the day. Based on the calculations performed
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Table 8.3: Assumed customer categories in 118-bus system
Customer Category
Residential
Industrial
Commercial
Bus numbers
belonging to cat.

Region 1
70.00%
20.00%
10.00%
1 – 33;
113 – 115; 117

Region 2
20.00%
70.00%
10.00%
34 – 74;
116

Region 3
50.00%
10.00%
40.00%
75 – 112;
118

here, a category-wise load profile can easily be used for the creation
of time-dependent frequency threshold assignments. For details on the
time-varying load shedding potential of residential customers with exemplary calculations for Germany, see [197].
Assumptions for the VOLL per customer category are shown in the
column “VOLL(category)”. Note that the VOLL value is expressed in
EUR/kWh of energy not supplied – which means that a certain load
shedding action has to be combined with an assumed outage duration in
order to yield a monetary value. We assume this to be 1 hour in our simulated scenarios. This may be exaggerated in the case of smaller-scale
shedding actions. However, in the case of larger disturbances causing
under-frequency situations in the entire system, the actual outage duration will probably be longer. For a direct comparability of the results,
the VOLL value should be calculated based on estimated outage durations depending on the magnitude of the disturbance. This, however, is
beyond the scope of this work.
As further presented in Table 8.4, a VOLL modifier is introduced in
order to rank the customer comfort loss brought about by the disconnection of specific appliance types. With this, the modified VOLL(class)
is derived. Next to this column, the assumptions about CL-UFLS penetration are summarized, which is a moderate 50% for selected appliance
cl,1
cl,2
types in the present case. The frequency thresholds fthr,i
and fthr,i
are
n
n
calculated based on the algorithm presented in Section 8.6. Finally, the
load shedding time delays are stated (identical detection time related
to measurement transients, shedding-system-related tripping time).
Now the load shedding system performance is analyzed by a static calculation of the remaining load according to system frequency. The main
purpose of this calculation is to gain an understanding of the interaction
between the customer-level and the conventional load shedding system,
which influence each other in spite of the fact that they operate in
different frequency ranges. Note that this influence does not occur in
operational terms but rather due to the two shedding systems operating
on the same loads.
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Table 8.4: Load classes, VOLL assumptions and frequency thresholds
Category
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Industrial
Industrial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

Class
Small Devices
TV-HiFi
Cooking
Lighting
Washing
Heating
Warm water
Cooling
Interruptible
Non-interr.
Heating
Cooling
Lighting
Remaining

Category

Class

Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Industrial
Industrial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

Small Devices
TV-HiFi
Cooking
Lighting
Washing
Heating
Warm water
Cooling
Interruptible
Non-interr.
Heating
Cooling
Lighting
Remaining

Rel. Share
23%
7%
10%
9%
12%
3%
14%
22%
10%
90%
20%
15%
15%
50%
cl
rpen,i

n
0%
0%
0%
0%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
0%
50%
50%
0%
0%

VOLL(category)
15 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
25 EUR/kWh
25 EUR/kWh
30 EUR/kWh
30 EUR/kWh
30 EUR/kWh
30 EUR/kWh
cl,2
cl,1
f
f
thr,in
thr,in
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
49.1962
49.1000
49.8000
49.7760
49.7760
49.6637
49.6637
49.4874
49.4874
49.4488
–
–
49.4488
49.3044
49.3044
49.1962
–
–
–
–

Modifier
2
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
3
∆tcl
detect,i
–
–
–
–
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
–
0.1
0.1
–
–

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

VOLL(class)
30 EUR/kWh
30 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
30 EUR/kWh
15 EUR/kWh
0 EUR/kWh
0 EUR/kWh
0 EUR/kWh
0 EUR/kWh
50 EUR/kWh
0 EUR/kWh
0 EUR/kWh
30 EUR/kWh
90 EUR/kWh
n

∆tcl
trip,i
–
–
–
–
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
–
0.1
0.1
–
–

n

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Figure 8.7: Legend of the load classes for load shedding plots
Figures 8.8, 8.9, and 8.10 depict the static analysis of the two interacting
load shedding systems over a range of possible system frequencies. In
each of the figures, plot a) shows the remaining system load according
to bus in MW, plot b) shows the shed load according to load class, and
plot c) shows the cumulated VOLL according to class. For the plots
referring to load classes, the legend presented in Figure 8.7 holds. It
is important to note that in Figure 8.9 the conventional load shedding
is impacted in two ways: First, the actual system load is less than
what the conventional load shedding was designed for. In fact, the first
shedding stage of the stage plan has already been fulfilled before even
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Figure 8.8: Static analysis of the load shedding system – conventional
only
reaching it. The second effect is that the shed load per stage is reduced,
as part of the load on the shed feeders is already off. These effects
can be desirable or not. If a performance of the system with CL-UFLS
similar to the conventional system is desired, this can be achieved by
adapting the frequency thresholds of the conventional load shedding
as shown in Figure 8.10. In this case, the first load shedding stage is
completely eliminated, and the others are adapted by some percent in
order to meet the thresholds stipulated in the stage plan. The developed
load shedding threshold parameter sets will be used in the simulations
presented in the following.

8.7.3

Simulation Scenarios

A significant loss of active power is needed in the system in order to
cause a frequency decay that triggers the UFLS systems. We choose a
simultaneous tripping of the buses at bus 80 and 89. This disturbance
affecting three generators at the same time might not be likely to occur
in a real power system. However, cascading events including controlled
or uncontrolled islanding of parts of the interconnected system can very
well cause a lack of active power of this magnitude. We therefore create
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Figure 8.9: Static analysis of the load shedding system – CL-UFLS with
unchanged C-UFLS

Figure 8.10: Static analysis of the load shedding system – CL-UFLS
with adapted C-UFLS
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this benchmark situation only for ease of implementation as a proxy for
more complex real disturbances involving a large lack of active power.
Furthermore, a 50% DG power penetration is considered, modeled as
a negative load, Poisson-distributed in 0.2 MW portions on the system feeders. The power generation of the central generators is reduced
proportionally. This can be justified if the considered DG is only temporarily available generation such as PV generation around noon, which
is not reliable enough to make a substantial impact on unit commitment.
Three scenarios are simulated: 1) no DG penetration (and, consequently, no DG loss) and conventional load shedding, 2) 50% DG and
conventional load shedding, and 3) 50% DG and 50% penetration of
customer level load shedding with adaptation of the conventional load
shedding thresholds as described in Section 8.7.2. We omit the simulation of CL-UFLS without any DG since it is identical to scenario
3). This is due to the ability of the CL-UFLS to completely avoid the
activation of C-UFLS in the simulated scenario.

8.7.4

Numerical Results

Now we present numerical simulation results using the disturbance scenario defined above. We use a constant time step size of 10 ms in the
simulations. Event-handling as described in [217] is performed for important system events outside of the normal step size. The generator
outage is triggered 0.5 s into the simulation and the total simulation
time is 10 s.
In all result plots (Figures 8.11, 8.12, and 8.13) the structure is as follows: in part a), the frequencies of the 17 remaining generators are
depicted, in part b) the measured bus frequencies (by PLL measurement), in part c) the remaining load at the buses in the system, and in
part d) the totally incurred VOLL. The latter is based on the (quite
arbitrary) assumption that the outage duration is equal to one hour.
In the following, we explain the individual simulation results in detail.
After that, we directly compare the results with each other and discuss
the differences.
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Scenario 1) C-UFLS, no DG
Figure 8.11 shows the result of C-UFLS without any influence of DG.
The following effects can be observed in part a) – d) of the figure:
a) The frequencies of the remaining synchronous generators decay
together in an oscillatory manner. The minimum frequency, about
48.8 Hz, is attained approximately 2 seconds after the disturbance.
After that, the frequency decay is halted by the load shedding
action of the first stage, and the temporary excess of generation
takes the frequency back to about 50 Hz.
b) The measured frequency follows a path that is similar to the actual
generator frequencies. The main difference consists of the strong
spikes right after the disturbance which is caused by the transient
response of the PLL frequency measurement mechanism.
c) Most of the load shedding occurs around 1.7 – 2.0 seconds after
the disturbance. This is caused by the measured frequencies hitting the first conventional load shedding stage. A first-stage load
shedding already takes place at some buses right after the disturbance, which is an undesirable effect of the PLL artifact shown in
b) and can be avoided through more sophisticated filtering.
d) The total VOLL amounts to slightly more than EUR 24 million
caused by the activation of the first load shedding stage.

Scenario 2) C-UFLS, 50% DG
Figure 8.12 shows the result of C-UFLS with DG share of 50%.
a) The initial frequency trajectory follows the same path as in scenario 1). When the first load shedding stage kicks in at 49 Hz, the
frequency decay can be stopped, but the frequency is not taken
back to its original value. The reason for this is the lost DG in
the parts of the grid that were affected by load shedding. In the
present scenario, the effect is not terminal since the frequency
decay could be stopped nonetheless. For a larger disturbance,
however, the loss of DG can imply the secondary triggering of the
second load shedding stage.
b) Again, the behavior of the measured bus frequencies except for
the transient spikes after the disturbance.
c) The load shedding behavior is the same as for scenario 1).
d) The VOLL is also equal to the value attained in scenario 1).
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Scenario 3) C-UFLS and CL-UFLS, 50% DG
The last simulation depicted in Figure 8.13 consists of both C-UFLS
and CL-UFLS with a DG penetration of 50%. The results show:
a) Here the effect of the CL-UFLS can be observed, which arrests the
frequency decay already above 49 Hz. Only one generator briefly
attains values of below 49 Hz, but no conventional load shedding
is triggered. The frequency is quickly stabilized, attaining a value
of about 50.2 Hz at the end of the simulation.
b) The measured frequencies behave in a similar manner as before.
c) The first involuntary load shedding is avoided here due to the
adaptation of the C-UFLS (lower activation frequency). Most of
the load shedding takes place about 0.7 – 1.3 seconds after the
disturbance.
d) The incurred VOLL is marginal with a value of EUR 0.1 million.
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Figure 8.11: Simulation of scenario 1): C-UFLS, no DG
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Result Comparison
In order to sum up the previous results, we directly compare the aggregate values for frequency response, load shedding, DG shedding, and
incurred VOLL. Figure 8.14, part a) – d), show the following quantities:
a) Here we show a comparison of the individual generator frequencies (thin lines) including the Center of Inertia (COI) frequency
[111] for the three simulated scenarios. The direct comparison
between the COI frequencies shows that the frequency decay is
arrested in approximately the same point for scenarios 1) and 2),
and considerably higher for scenario 3). This is due to the fact
that CL-UFLS is activated at a higher frequency than C-UFLS.
The differences in stabilization behavior are also clearly visible.
While for scenario 1), the temporary excess of generation brings
the frequency back to its nominal value without the need for primary control activation, this is not the case for scenario 2) due to
the shed DG. For scenario 3) a slight overshoot above 50 Hz is
created since more load is shed earlier than for the previous two
scenarios. Note that this behavior is dependent on the magnitude
of the disturbance.
b) This plot depicts the overall load shedding for the three scenarios.
It can be seen that scenarios 1) and 2) have almost the same load
shedding characteristics. Scenario 3), however, is characterized by
more and earlier load shedding (since CL-UFLS starts to be active
at a higher frequency).
c) This plot demonstrates how the DG shedding takes place in scenario 2). The curve shape is similar to the load shedding, which is
plausible since the DG shedding is caused by tripping load shedding relays.
d) Finally, we compare the incurred VOLL for the three scenarios.
It can be seen that scenarios 1) and 2) have highly similar progressions, while scenario 3) is not even visible on this scale. The
fact that the VOLL of scenario 3) is negligible, while the total
load shedding is actually higher than in the other two scenarios,
is explained by the predominant shedding of low-priority load that
can be disconnected at zero cost.
Table 8.5 shows a numerical comparison of the final simulation outcomes.
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Table 8.5: Numerical comparison of the simulation results
Simulation results
COI frequency nadir
COI frequency at t =10 s
Total load shed
Total DG in-feed lost
Total VOLL incurred

Scenario 1)
48.88 Hz
49.96 Hz
558.92 MW
0.00 MW
24.150 M EUR

Scenario 2)
48.86 Hz
49.16 Hz
558.92 MW
212.95 MW
24.150 M EUR

Scenario 3)
49.18 Hz
50.22 Hz
641.09 MW
0.00 MW
0.099 M EUR
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Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we presented a methodology for designing UFLS mechanisms on the customer level. The presented mathematical formulation of
the shed and remaining load share at a certain distribution feeder leads
enables a structured assessment of the interaction between C-UFLS and
CL-UFLS systems. A methodology for assigning frequency thresholds
to individual appliance classes has been proposed and evaluated by a
static analysis of the shed load depending on the system frequency. Dynamic time simulations have shown the applicability of the approach
to a 118-bus benchmark system. Further work may include the study
of concrete system design for real transmission systems. Another point
of interest is the assessment of distribution-level impacts of the sudden
disconnections of load on a feeder that remains connected to the rest of
the power system.
Opportunities for further work are, e.g., the development of an organizational concept for coordinating a multitude of distribution systems with
different CL-UFLS penetrations, a more detailed investigation of the effects of DG on the load shedding schemes, and the study of daily load
profiles and corresponding time-varying frequency threshold assignment
for the appliance classes.

Chapter 9

Conclusions and Outlook
In this last chapter, we try to summarize and consolidate the work that
was presented in this thesis. The four main topics of this work (coordination algorithms for Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs),
system-level dispatch strategies using the Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF), the profitability of ancillary service provision by flexible unit portfolios, and Customer-Level Under-Frequency Load Shedding (CL-UFLS)) are discussed in separate sections. We will focus on
the conclusions and experiences gained during the development process
and also give suggestions for future research.

9.1

Appliance-Level Coordination

The first part of this thesis, Chapters 2, 3, and 4, was focused on
appliance-level modeling and coordination strategies. In Chapter 2,
a generic model for Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs) was developed. We used the analysis of the dynamic behavior of large numbers
of these models to develop a control strategy that imposes a setpoint on
the TCL population. The implications of the coordination algorithm on
the appliance level during normal operation of the power system were
also discussed. In Chapter 3, this generic model was extended to a
multi-state temperature layer model of a water heater tank. The main
purpose of this modeling effort was to evaluate the effect of water draws
on the setpoint tracking and how the control may affect user comfort. In
Chapter 4, we used a Markov-chain-like modeling technique to describe
the TCL population as a whole by a linear state-space model. The dynamic behavior and eigenvalues were analyzed and a control strategy
based on Model Predictive Control (MPC) was developed.
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Lessons Learned

We learned from our simulations in Chapter 2 that rule-based coordination algorithms are promising to enable a population of TCLs to track a
time-varying power setpoint in the presence of fast and reliable communication equipment. Since this setpoint can be changed on short notice
(i.e., just one time step ahead), the approach is particularly suitable
for ancillary service provision. For practical implementation, one of the
main issues appears to be the duty cycle estimation on the appliance
level, which can be omitted if the coordination algorithm is simplified to
a mere sorting of TCLs according to their position inside the temperature dead-band. Another issue is the need for synchronized transmission
of the control commands and the communication of state information
back to the coordination entity. If future commercially available TCLs
will be equipped with a sophisticated communication interface by default, an approach like this will be implementable with relative ease.
However, as outlined in [218], a market penetration of these modified
appliances may take up to several decades. For a near-term implementation of sophisticated Demand Response (DR) methods, it seems
advisable to pursue a reduction of the communication effort, which was
a key motivation for the developments presented in Chapter 4.
As to the modeling of electric water heaters presented in Chapter 3, the
stratification can be modeled with straight-forward energy and mass
balances of over a finite number of layers. In this modeling, the tradeoff between physical accuracy and the practical applicability to utilityscale systems of several tens of thousands of units has to be taken into
account. We use a mixture of physical effects and heuristic terms in the
model to derive a system which yields physically plausible simulation
results. We find that the problem of bi-linearity between input and state
can be approached by means of a Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV)
system formulation. By simulating the system without any external
control, one can observe the dominant influence of water draws on the
electricity consumption behavior of the water heaters. If the population
is controlled by a blocking strategy, one must consider that the upward
control potential (load increase) can be limited if the population of water
heaters is already too hot.
The probabilistic modeling presented in Chapter 4 appears to be a suitable way to reduce the communication effort contained in coordinating a
TCL population. We find through open-loop simulations of the uncontrolled TCL population that the Markov-chain modeling technique in-
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troduces artifacts into the dynamics of the aggregate population model.
These consist of the different oscillatory behavior of the population of
individual TCLs and the aggregate population model, and of the dependency of the oscillation decay on the number of modeled state bins.
However, simulations show that the accuracy of the aggregate population model dynamics is sufficient for calculating short-term control
actions with a predictive model-based controller.

9.1.2

Suggestions for Future Research

For the rule-based coordination approach, we propose the following aspects to be investigated in future work: First, the application of the
coordination to other specific TCL models such as detailed, multi-state
models of heat pumps, can be explored. The approach can also be extended to the aggregation of more complex building energy systems.
For practical application, it is also necessary to model the specific requirements of the TCL type, such as minimum ON /OFF times, and
to consider these in the coordination algorithm. As to the control accuracy, further investigations on the effects of communication latency
should be conducted.
The representation of electric water heaters can be extended by exploring alternatives to the presented modeling technique, such as a more
sophisticated representation of the thermodynamics within the tank.
Since all thermodynamic modeling approaches have to utilize a number
of simplifying assumptions, there are certain degrees of freedom in the
modeling decisions. For example, a more accurate representation of the
convective propagation of hot water during the heating phase can be attempted, while it is clear that the model must stay simple enough to be
suitable for utility-scale system simulations. Other control algorithms
for setpoint tracking can also be explored, e.g., algorithms that allow a
reduction of the communication effort.
The probabilistic Markov-chain modeling technique can be extended by
introducing appliance representations that are more realistic than firstorder dynamic temperature models. The utilization of state estimation
and identification techniques was already explored in [125]. This can
be extended further, e.g., by investigating the effect of communication
latency on control performance.
For all of the presented approaches, a further piece of work may consist
of the integrated simulation of a TCL population with a detailed rep-
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resentation of one or several distribution systems. By this means, local
voltage variations and the handling of distribution-level grid constraints
can be explored.

9.2

System-Level Dispatch Strategies

In Chapter 5, we shifted the focus from the appliance level up to
the system level. By introducing the Power Nodes Modeling Framework (PNMF), we facilitate the modeling of individual and aggregated
units in the power system for capturing relevant properties while abstracting from the physical details. Based on this notation, we formulated models for common power system units, such as controllable
and uncontrollable load, intermittent and dispatchable generation, and
energy storage devices.
Based on the PNMF, we developed a number of optimization-based
dispatch strategies in Chapter 6 which can be applied to a portfolio of
units in the power system represented by the PNMF. We presented a
comprehensive framework for delivering control services to the power
system by using predictive optimization techniques.

9.2.1

Lessons Learned

We conclude from our modeling efforts that indeed a consistent framework can be formulated that comprises unit properties such as storage
capacity, constraints such as minimum/maximum power and ramp-rate,
dispatchability properties such as total and partly existing freedom to
control the energy output of a unit, and (both financial and figurative)
cost terms associated with the decision variables. The formulated balance terms enable an easy performance evaluation of a time simulation
result with respect to economic and environmental criteria.
As shown in Chapter 6, the formulation of control applications can be
done in an equally consistent way, facilitated by the introduction of two
auxiliary power nodes, the Control Power Node and the Slack Power
Node. Different control goals in the power system can be pursued by
suitable cost function and constraint design.

9.2.2

Suggestions for Future Research

Potentials for future research exist for both the modeling approach and
the dispatch strategies. First, the power node models can be extended
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by nonlinear components, e.g., non-constant efficiency terms. This will
make the solution of optimization problems more difficult but it will
increase the degree of realism of the mathematical representation of
power system units. Furthermore, the interconnection of different power
nodes outside of the power system domain (i.e., by introducing coupling
terms between different power nodes) enables the modeling of multistate energy storage systems, such as hydro power plant cascades.
As to the dispatch strategies, we only considered perfect forecasting for
the time series prediction up to the prediction horizon. This is an idealistic assumption which serves to establish a performance benchmark for
the presented methodologies. Since we focus on the conceptual clarity
and consistence of the presented optimization approaches, we deem perfect predictions sufficient for the purposes of this thesis. For the goal of
obtaining realistic quantitative results, the inclusion of prediction errors
will be necessary.

9.3

Profitability of Flexible Unit Portfolios

In Chapter 7, we analyzed the revenue potentials of ancillary service
provision by flexible unit portfolios. The methodology was based on
the PNMF and consisted of a set of one-month time simulations with
10-second sampling and variations of the underlying parameters. These
simulation results were then used as an input for a profit sharing
methodology.

9.3.1

Lessons Learned

Based on the time simulation, we were able to develop an understanding
of the share of the frequency control band that controllable loads and
storage devices are able to cover. Due to the avoided opportunity cost
which would normally arise from the larger generator control band, we
found substantial revenue increases for the provision of ancillary services
by combined portfolios.
A statistical assessment of deviations from the control signal can be
made for longer simulation runs, which enables a sizing of the energystoring unit with respect to the control capacity that it has to provide.
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Suggestions for Future Research

Further research may be directed towards a more detailed modeling of
power system units, especially with respect to their cost of operation
in various operating conditions. Apart from that, the consideration of
prediction errors in the control signal can further increase the realism.
We considered in this thesis the direct coupling of an energy-storing
unit to a generator. In practice, short-term schedule changes or tertiary
control reserves may be used to refill the storage in order to avoid the
need for a fixed generator control band. This may affect the profitability
of the reserve provision in a positive way since the opportunity cost may
be drastically reduced. The investigation of this approach requires a
more detailed consideration of refill lead times and rules for when and
how much to refill the storage, which may be subject to future work.

9.4

Emergency Control by CL-UFLS

Chapter 8 was focused on the investigation of Customer-Level UnderFrequency Load Shedding (CL-UFLS) techniques which serve to stabilize a decaying grid frequency. We started out with a mathematical
representation of load groups, clustered according to distribution feeder
and load class, in order to model the selective disconnection of loads.
For the load classes, we used a stochastic assignment of frequency
thresholds drawn from a normal distribution in order to enable a
smooth, ramp-like CL-UFLS. Special attention was paid to the interaction of the CL-UFLS with the Conventional Under-Frequency Load
Shedding (C-UFLS) system. Dynamic time-domain simulations of the
IEEE 118-bus system [214] were conducted that demonstrate the effectiveness of the CL-UFLS system.

9.4.1

Lessons Learned

Preliminary investigations of the CL-UFLS system were undertaken in
[197]. This work served as a basis for the modeling and simulation of
Under-Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) methods in this thesis. Note
that the aggregate simulation of the power system frequency dynamics
by a single swing equation provides a simplified representation of the
load shedding since it does not include any geographical distribution of
the system frequency and the load disconnection. For a more accurate
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representation of the dynamic behavior of a power system in an underfrequency situation, a dynamic power system model is needed. We used
the IEEE 118-bus system since it is sufficiently large to be reasonably realistic and sufficiently small to be comprehensible and computationally
tractable.
We find that the CL-UFLS system, if fast enough for a timely reaction to
frequency disturbances, can make a substantial contribution to system
security. It is certain to interact with any C-UFLS system, so care
has to be taken in the design and coordination of frequency threshold
assignments. Distributed Generation (DG) has an adverse impact on
the effectiveness of conventional load shedding. This can be alleviated
by a step-by-step replacement of the C-UFLS system by a CL-UFLS
strategy.

9.4.2

Suggestions for Future Research

The results presented in this thesis may serve as a basis for a concrete
investigation of introducing a CL-UFLS system in a real power system.
This can be done by equipping realistic power system models, such
as detailed transmission system models of entire countries, with the
CL-UFLS models and observing the results in direct comparison with
the established C-UFLS methodologies.
From a methodological standpoint, some improvements can be made to
what we presented in this thesis. We made the simplifying assumption
that the DG acts as a negative load in the power system. Thus, we
used the same load model for the DG as for the conventional load. In
order to increase the degree of realism of the simulation, a detailed
modeling of the dynamic DG control systems (especially the response
to frequency and voltage variations) should be conducted since this can
have an impact on the dynamic behavior of the entire system.
Another aspect of the CL-UFLS is the influence that it has on the distribution grid. A sudden disconnection of large amounts of distribution
load may lead to a voltage rise in the affected distribution feeders. This
problem is a non-issue in C-UFLS since the shedding of the entire feeder
will completely de-energize the affected part of the distribution grid. In
order to avoid equipment failures due to these induced voltage variations
(and consequently, secondary power outages), a detailed study of this
effect is imperative before practical implementation of such a system.
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